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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation I examine partial vowel 

assimilations, where more than one but less than all vowel 

features pattern together in a phonological rule. The result 

of this dissertation research is the 'Height Node Geometry'. 

The particular innovation this geometry makes is to group the 

height features ([high] and [low]) under a separate Height 

Node, as opposed to having the height features report to the 

Dorsal Node or the Place Node . Motivation for the Height Node 

Geometry comes from analyses of several phonological 

processes. First, removing the height features from under the 

Dorsal Node and the Place Node facilitates a more natural 

explanation for reduplication in the Petit Diboum dialect of 

Fe?fe?-Bamileke. Second, placing the height features above 

the Place Node but still directly or indirectly under the 

Supralaryngeal Node provides an account for Tunica partial 

trans laryngeal harmony. Finally, vowel harmony in Ewe 

involves spreading of [+high] and [+low] in the same 

environment, arguing for a simpler rule of node spread; hence, 

I propose that the height features stem from a separate Height 

Node, instead of directly to the Supralaryngeal Node. 



Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 

One of the goals of phonological theory is to 

characterize sound patterns, including the groups of features 

which operate together in phonological rules. Clements 

(1985), and later Sagey (1986), argued that phonological 

features are best arranged hierarchically, as opposed to a 

matrix of unordered feature complexes proposed by Chomsky and 

Halle (1968). Grouping features in a hierarchical fashion 

allows us to classify natural processes more easily (e. g. 

assimilation of certain sets of features represented by 

spreading of a single Node that dominates the set of 

features), and less natural processes at a cost. Without any 

organization internal to a set of features, no claims are made 

as to whether certain groups of features pattern together in 

phonological rules or whether certain phonological processes 

occur more often cross-linguistically. As McCarthy (1988) 

states, "Simply put, if the representations are right, then 

the rules will follow (p. 84) n: more specifically, the 

arrangement of features in a geometry (the 'representation') 

should predict exactly which groups of features do and do not 

pattern together in phonological rules. 

Representing the application of phonological rules in 

terms of feature geometry is typically accomplished with 

association lines, denoting that the domain of a particular 

feature or features has been expanded to other segments 
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(Hayes, 1986b). 

10 

Expressing assimilations as spread rules 

characterized with association lines has direct consequences 

for theories of feature geometry. First, association lines 

connecting nodes indicate that all features and nodes 

dominated by that node are being associated from the trigger 

segment to the target segment; in (la) below, spreading the 

Supralaryngeal Node results in spreading of the Place Node as 

well. Second, under the assumption that nodes and features 

reside on separate tiers and that association lines between 

nodes or between a node and a feature define a plane, 

predicting which segments are transparent to a harmony process 

(i. e. do not block sprBading) and which segments are opaque to 

a harmony process (i.e. block spreading) can be represented 

through the interaction of feature geometry and association 

lines. In (lb), the No-Crossing Constraint (Goldsmith, 1976; 

Hammond, 1988; Sagey, 1988b) is violated because the 

association line linking the Place Node of Xl with the 

Supralaryngeal Node of X3 crosses the association line between 

the Supra laryngeal Node and Place Node of X2 (in feature 

geometry, nodes or features are spread to the immediately 

dominating node in the geometry). Such a violation results in 

an ill-formed representation. Finally, in (lc), spreading the 

Place Node from left-to-right is allowed because no 

association lines are crossed (the representations in (1) are 

based on Sagey's 1986 geometry, given as Figure (4): 
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(1) a. b. c. 

L 

Assuming that (lb) and (lc) demonstrate the effects of a rule 

of Place Node Spread in one language, these representations 

signify that segments with a Place Node are opaque to the rule 

(lb) and that segments without a Place Node are transparent 

(lc). Accurately predicting which segments are transparent to 

har.mony and which are opaque, and capturing which groups of 

features are manipulated as a set in phonological rules are 

both addressed in this dissertation. 

I consider in particular partial vowel assimilations, 

where more than one but less than all vowel features pattern 

together in a phonological rule. The result of this 

dissertation research is the 'Height Node Geometry' in (2). 

The particular innovation this geometry makes is to group the 

height features ([high] and [low]) under a separate Height 

Node, as opposed to having the height features report to the 

Dorsal Node or the Place Node (Sagey, 1986, 1988a; Schein and 

Steriade, 1986; Clements, 1987a; Pulleyblank, 1988a, 1988b; 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1989; Yip, 1989; Hayes, 1990) or 

to a Secondary Place Node that in turn reports to the Place 

Node (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1987; Schlindwein, 1987a; 

Christdas, 1988). The partial vowel harmonies examined here 
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additionally argue that the Height Node associates to the 

Supralaryngeal Node: 

(2) Height Node Geometry: 
Root Node 

~-+-------- ngeal Node ~aryngeal Node 

Height Node 

[hig~OW] P ace Node 

Labi~orsal 
[round] [front] [back] 

Motivation for the Height Node Geometry comes from analyses of 

several phonological processes. First, removing the height 

features from under the Dorsal Node and Place Node facilitates 

a more natural explanation for reduplication in the Petit 

Diboum dialect of Fe?fe?-Bamileke (Chapter 2). In this 

language, Place features spread to the vowel of the 

reduplicant without affecting the reduplicant' s invariant 

specification of [+high], and without the height features of 

the stem vowel affecting the height of the vowel in the 

reduplicant: 

(3a) Implications of Petit Diboum for Geometry: 

[high] ? 
[low]? 

Root 
I 

Suprala~ngeal Node 
I 

Place Node 

Labr.a:l ~olonal lDorsal 
[round] [front] [back] 
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Second, placing the height features above the Place Node but 

still directly or indirectly under the Supralaryngeal Node 

provides an account for Tunica partial trans laryngeal harmony 

(argued to be Place Node Spread in Chapter 3): 

(3b) Implications of Tunica for Geometry: 

Root 
I 

supralafYngeal Node 

[high] 7j~ Node 
[low ~ 

Labial oronal 
[round] [front] 

Finally, vowel harmony in Ewe (Chapter 4) involves spreading 

of [+high] and [+low] in the same environment, arguing for a 

simpler rule of node spread; hence, I propose that the height 

features stem from a separate Height Node, instead of directly 

to the Supralaryngeal Node: 

(3c) Implications of Ewe -> Height Node Geometry: 

Root 
I 

Supralaryngeal Node 

----~ ......... "'-----
H~ ~ 

[high] [low] 
Labial 
[round] 

Coronal 
[front] 

Dorsal 
[back] 

The main focus of this dissertation is in the argument 

for the Height Node through examination of partial vowel 
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har.monies. 1 However, further remarks need to be made about 

the organization of the Place Node and subsidiary nodes in 

(2). First, the Height Node and Place Node themselves are 

organizational nodes that have no inherent featural content. 

Second, with respect to the ter.minal features, I assume that 

the height features [high] and [low] are binary-valued, but 

the ter.minal place features [round], [front], and [back] are 

unary-valued. 2 Allowing binary values for the height features 

allows us to represent up to four levels of height; nothing 

lAlthough Clements (1990, 1991, to appear) includes a 
node that dominates features relevant for vowel height (the 
Aperture Node), Clements does not pursue the kind of arguments 
presented in this dissertation with respect to spreading of 
the Height Node as evidence for existence of that node. 
Clements' goal is to reopen the debate about whether height 
features should be binary (e.g. [+/- high], [+/- low]) or 
represented on a scale (e.g. [open1], [open2], [open3]; 
Clements, 1991). Scalar height alternations are those where 
vowels are shown to raise or lower one step (e.g. where high 
vowels become mid, and mid vowels become low), and are 
distinct from the cases examined here, where spreading the 
Height Node results in vowels with the same height. Such 
scalar differences are not addressed here; the argument for 
the Height Node follows regardless of the internal composition 
of features under the height node. (See Naro, 1970, Lindau, 
1978, and Wood and Pettersson, 1988 for further discussion of 
binary versus scalar or n-ary height features.) 

In addition, Lahiri and Evers (1991) propose a geometry 
where a Tongue position Node dominates height features, based 
on studies of palatalization. In their view, the Tongue 
position Node reports to the Place Node, and not the 
Supralaryngeal Node as argued for in the Height Node Geometry. 

2This contrasts with Farkas and Beddor (1987) and 
Goldsmith (1985, 1987), who propose that whether a feature is 
privative or binary is a language-particular option. 
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crucial hinges on the terminal place features being unary.3 

Third, a caveat is needed here with respect to the feature 

[ATR] ('advanced tongue root') and the Radical Node (roughly 

meaning 'retracted tongue root' (Ladefoged and Halle, 1988» 

that is assumed to associate to the Place Node. To my 

knowledge, there is no consensus on whether two features 

referencing movement of the tongue root are necessary, nor 

where either one should be placed in the geometry; thus, I 

have not included either of them in the Height Node Geometry. 

Other proposals regarding the placement of these features 

include Pulleyblank (1988b) and Archangeli and Pulleyblank 

(1989), who propose a separate Tongue Root Node dominating 

[ATR] (the Tongue Root Node in turn reports to the Place 

Node) , and McCarthy (1989a) who suggests a physical 

correlation between the articulator node Radical and [-ATR] 

(or, alternatively, [RTR] or [pharyngeal]) (see also McCarthy, 

1989b; Bessell, 1990). None of the languages examined here 

crucially requires reference to either one of these features, 

so I leave this particular debate open. However, in Chapter 

4 I illustrate that Ewe vowel harmony involves spreading of 

3Actually, it is unclear how to interpret both [-back] 
and [+front], should both plus and minus values for [front] 
and [back] be available (this contrasts with Pulleyblank 
(1989) who permits binary values for [front], but eliminates 
[back]; see also Clements, 1976, and Broselow and Niyondagara, 
1989, for arguments for the feature [front]). These questions 
are not addressed here. 
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either [+low] or [-ATR] in the same environment as [+high]. 

I opt for [+low] for theoretical reasons. If evidence in 

support of [-ATR] over [+low] is found, then such evidence 

would support [ATR} as a height feature (i.e. reporting to the 

Height Node). It would still be unclear whether the Radical 

Node is separately needed to account for processes like 

pharyngealization, and for representing uvulars (see for 

example, Bessell, 1990, and Hong, 1991). Finally, the version 

of the Height Node Geometry given in (2) includes only those 

nodes and features relevant for the analyses offered here; I 

make no claims about the features [lateral], [anterior] , 

[distributed}, [nasal], and so forth, nor about the features 

that the Laryngeal Node dominates. 

Before proceeding with the arguments promised above, two 

background points need further discussion. In section (1.1) 

I present motivation and background for representing features 

in a geometry, discussing the types of assimilation processes 

predicted to occur. I demonstrate how partial vowel 

assimilations inform groupings of features and nodes in a 

feature geometry, explicated with a thumbnail sketch of Tunica 

partial vowel harmony (discussed in detail in Chapter 3). The 

implications of deriving transparent and opaque segments to 

harmonies for feature geometry is also discussed. Next (1.2) 

I demonstrate the importance of underspecification theories 

with respect to making arguments for feature geometry; in that 
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section I also provide essential background on Combinatorial 

Specification (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in progress), the 

feature theory assumed in this dissertation. Finally, I 

present an overview of the points addressed in each chapter of 

the dissertation. 

1.1 Feature Geometry and Partial Vowel Assimilations 

Sagey's (1986) geometry (shown in (4) below) provides a 

basis for subsequent claims about feature behavior. The 

impetus for Sagey's proposal comes from accounting for complex 

segments and their relationship to phonological processes; 

Sagey in turn provides ind~pendent support for her model by 

accounting for phonological processes not related to complex 

segments. I discuss Sagey' s model here, as opposed to 

Clements' (1985) model, since variations on Sagey's model are 

more widely adopted. Also, I do not discuss the features 

dominated by the Laryngeal node, or any of the other primarily 

consonantal features since this proj ect focuses on vowel 

features. 

Sagey's (1986) hierarchy is arranged according to 

articulators in the vocal tract. The Root Node provides the 

anchor which mediates between featural and prosodic 

representations. The Supralaryngeal Node and the Laryngeal 

Node are generally agreed to each branch from the Root Node 

(Clements, 1985; Sagey, 1986; Schein and Steriade, 1986; 

Pulleyblank, 1988a; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1989j . 
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Features dominated by the Laryngeal Node refer to possible 

states of the glottis, whereas features dominated by the 

Supralaryngeal Node correspond to supraglottal articulators 

(such as the soft palate, the tongue, and the lips) : 

(4) Sagey (1986): 

[constr. glottis] 
[spread glottis] 

[stiff vocal cor 
[slack vocal 

Root Node 

Place Node 

La,ial 

[round] 

7~ 

co~ 

I [diStributed] 
[anterior] 

Node 

~ 
[highl, L _, [back] 

[low] 

Three articulator nodes (Labial, Coronal, and Dorsal) report 

directly to the Place Node: the purpose of the Place Node is 

to capture the commonality of place assimilation across 

languages (i.e. spreading of all place features). The Labial 

Node dominates features associated with gestures involving the 

lips; the Coronal Node dominates features governing gestures 

involving the tip of the tongue; and the Dorsal Node groups 

features associated with movements of the tongue body. All 

nodes other than the Root Node are referred to collectively as 

"class nodes" (Clements, 1985). 

Under the assumption that either nodes or features can 

spread in phonological rules, certain types of assimilation 
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are predicted to occur: total assimilation, partial 

assimilation, and single feature assimilation, described below 

(adapted from Clements, 1985): 

(5) a. 

b. 

c. 

total assimilation - Root Node spread; surface 
effect of segment copy; 
partial assimilation - Class Node spread; results 
in spreading of all features dominated by a class 
node; 
sinale-feature assimilation spreading of any 
terminal feature. 

This dissertation focuses on partial assimilation (5b). 

Before elaborating on partial assimilation, however, I first 

exemplify the other two types of assimilation processes, and 

then comment on how partial assimilation tells us about 

subgroupings in the feature geometry, as opposed to total and 

single-feature assimilations that are not informative to a 

theory of feature geometry. 

Root Node spread is common in cases of reduplication, 

where all or part of a stem melody is copied and then 

associated to a template.' For example, McCarthy and Prince 

(1986) argue that the Ilokano progressive results from 

prefixation of a syllable template that takes as much of the 

base melody as can fit into a syllable for that language (the 

data below are taken from McCarthy and Prince): 

4I make an assumption here, that association to a 
template and Root Node Spread are equivalent processes. More 
specifically, associating a melody to a template gives the 
same result as Root Node spread, exact duplication of the 
segment undergoing association. 
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(6) Reduplication in Ilokano: 

Base ag: + (j + Base 
a. Ibasal ag bas basa 'be reading' 
b. Idait/ ag da da.it 'be studying' 
c. ladal/ ag ad adal 'be studying' 
d. Itakder/ ag tak takder 'be standing' 

The Ilokano progressive is derived through copy and 

association of the base melody to a prefixed syllable template 

(Marantz, 1982) (any unassociated segmental material is stray 

erased) : 

(7) Example: 

Tier 
Root Node 

(j 

,':" 
I r' 
t a k der 

(j (j 

11\ 
t a k 

!T\ 
d e r 

Because exact copies of segments from the base melody surface 

in the reduplicant, association must be from the Root Node 

level. 

An example of single-feature harmony is found in 

Chwnburung (Snider, 1989), where [+ATR] spreads from right-to-

left between words ([~, t, and a] are [-ATR] vowels; [i, e, 3] 

are [+ATR] vowels):s 

(8) a. 
b. 
c. 

furt keri 
ktna jono 
tburt kudu 

-> 
-> 
-> 

furi keri 
kin3 jono 
iburu kudu 

'deer's side' 
'slave's dog' 
'ten voices' 

In the following derivation, I assume that [-ATR] surfaces on 

vowels by default, so the forms on the left are unspecified 

SCompare the data in (8) with surface forms like jono WE? 
'dog's mucus', where a form with a [-ATR] vowel follows a form 
with [+ATR] vowels, and no leftward spread occurs. I take 
this as evidence that [-ATR] surfaces on vowels by default. 
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for [ATR] at the time that [+ATR] spread applies. In (9a) 

below, I show a derivation consistent with [ATR] being a 

Height feature in the Height Node Geomet~: in (9b), I show 

[ATR] as a dependent of a Tongue Root Node that in turn is 

associated to the Place Node (consistent with Pulleyblank, 

1988b, and Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1989) . Tthe 

representation of underlying feature values given below is for 

expository purposes only, and is in no way intended to be 

representative of Chumburung phonology: 

(9) a. 

Tiers 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

[ATR] as a Height feature: 

fUr t k e r i 
SL SL SL SL 
Ht Ht j/Ht - -- --- ... -----[+ATR] 

b. [ATR] as a Tongue Root feature: 

Tiers 
Root 
SL 
PL 
TR 

f U r t k e r i 
SL SL SL SL 
PL PL PL PL 
Tlt .2'lt. TR TR 

-~- Y ...... "-.. ....... 

[+ATR] 

-> furi keri 

-> furi keri 

In both cases the same surface form results, indicating that 

single-feature spread has no ramifications for feature 

geometry in terms of providing information as to the nmother n 

node of the feature being spread. 
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The cases outlined above, total assimilation and single-

feature assimilation, are not very informative to a theory of 

feature geometry. Spread of all features from the Root node 

and below (Ilokano progressive reduplication) or spread of any 

one terminal feature ([+ATR] in Chumburung) does not provide 

any clues as to the organization of nodes and features into 

subgroupings below the Root node. 

In order to deduce these subgroupings, I have researched 

partial vowel assimilations, which I define as assimilation 

necessarily of more than one feature, but less than the 

totality of features. Sagey's geometry in (4) claims that 

spreading the Dorsal Node, for example, is a case of partial 

assimilation, resulting in the simultaneous spreading of some 

combination of the features [low], [high] and [back].6 I say 

'some combination' here, because underspecification theory 

plays a crucial role in determining which features or feature 

values are present at the time the rule applies, discussed in 

section (1.2). 

In the next section, I outline the analysis argued for in 

Chapter 3 for partial vowel harmony in Tunica, in order to 

6Sagey (1986) in fact does report that Dorsal Node Spread 
accounts for assimilation of /r / to surrounding vowels in 
Fanti. However, I present an alternative analysis for Fanti 
in Chapter 5, illustrating that Dorsal Node Spread does not 
capture all of the alternations that surface. 
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exemplify the ramifications of an analysis of partial vowel 

harmony for feature geometry. 

1.1.1 Partial Vowel HaDnOny and Transparency and Opacity 

In Chapter 3, Tunica partial vowel harmony is 

demonstrated to crucially involve spreading of the underlying 

place values ([front] or [back]) of one vowel onto a following 

vowel. The vowel targeted by spread retains its underlying 

value for height; likewise, the trigger vowel's height does 

not associate to the target vowel. Tunica presents an 

excellent test case for feature geometry, because two aspects 

of Tunica partial vowel harmony are critically relevant for 

geometry. First, as mentioned above, place of articulation 

features spread without concomitant spread of height features 

(thus providing insight on subgroupings). Second, Tunica 

partial vowel harmony is also a case of translaryngeal 

harmony, specifically related to predicting transparent versus 

opaque segments to harmony. Trans laryngeal harmony is 

elaborated on next. 

Laryngeal segments are commonly assumed to have no Place 

or Supralaryngeal Node features, predicting that laryngeals 

are transparent to a rule of Place Node Spread (lOa) or 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread (lOb); consonants specified for 

place of articulation, on the other hand, block spread of 

either of these nodes (10c) (the representations below are 
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consistent with both the Height Node Geometry and Sagey's 

geometry given in (4»: 

(10) Translaryngeal Harmony: 

a. Place: b. SL: c. Blocking: 

V L V V L l' V c V 

I Lar I I La;: _ ... I _...I I 
SL SL S~- SL SL' SL SL 
L -- I I I _ .. I I -
PL PL PL pr PI PI 

In contrast to Steriade's (1987a) cases where trans laryngeal 

harmony results in identical vowels on either side of the 

laryngeals [h] or [?], the surface effect in Tunica is that 

the vowels flanking [h] and [?] agree in place of articulation 

with a preceding vowel, but may differ in height. That is, 

the vowel targeted by harmony retains its height features, but 

takes on the place of articulation of the preceding vowel: 

for example, the underlying sequence /u (h,?) a/ surfaces as 

[u (h,?) ~], where [a] represents a low central vowel and [~] 

represents a low back rounded vowel. The Height Node Geometry 

argued for in this dissertation can account for both total and 

partial translaryngeal harmony, as demonstrated above where 

both Place Node Spread and Supralaryngeal Node Spread are 

predicted to be allowed past laryngeals. 

With the Height Node geometry in (11) below, Place Node 

Spread results in spreading of place of articulation features 

only, accounting for Tunica partial vowel harmony; 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread results in spreading of all vowel 
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features, accounting for the cases of trans laryngeal harmony 

discussed by Steriade (1987a) where complete vowel copy 

occurs: 7 

(11) Height Node Geometry: 

Root. ~ode --------------S~prala~ngeal Node Laryngeal Node 

Hei~Node 

[hig~ "(J.ow] 

Labial 
[round] 

Coronal 
[front] 

Dorsal 
[back] 

The surface form hon?~ra 'she lay in a sitting down position' 

is derived from honu 'to go down' and ?ara '3 feminine 

singular', derived in (12). The first low vowel in the suffix 

is underlyingly central, but surfaces as a low back rounded 

vowel following lui (lui subsequently deletes). I argue in 

Chapter 3 that both [+high] and [+low] are present 

underlyingly, resulting in [+high] being specified for lui and 

[+low] for la/; I also show that [front] spreads in the same 

environment as [back], suggesting a simpler rule of Place Node 

7The Height Node geometry is consistent with Hyman's 
(1988) arguments for a Height Node which dominates the 
features [high] and [low], but then associates to a "Vowel 
Node" . Hyman accounts for the distribution of vowels in 
prefixes and stems in Esimbi by arguing that underlying vowel 
features transfer from the stem to the prefix, and that these 
underlying vowel features refer to height only. However, 
while Hyman notes that the "Vowel Node" is eventually 
dominated by the Root Node, he does not discuss placement of 
the Height Node with respect to any other nodes or features in 
the geometry. 
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Spread. First, the concatenated morphemes are represented as 

follows underlyingly, where the suffix vowel has not place 

features, but is represented as simply [+low]: 

(12) a. 
Tiers 
Root 
Lar 

SL 
Ht 

PL 
Artic. 

Underlying representation: 

h o n u 

I 
SL 

Ht----I 
[+high] I 

PL 
Dors 
[back] 

? 
Lar 

a r 

I 
SL 
Ht 
[+low] 

a 

Based on the representation in (12a) , Supralaryngeal Node 

Spread would result in spreading all features specified. for 

lui, deriving the incorrect surface form (after vowel 

deletion) *hon?ura: 

(12) b.' 
Tiers 
Root 
Lar 

SL 
Ht 

PL 
Artic. 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread: 

h o n u 

L-- -
SL Hn [+high] 
PL 
Dors 
[back] 

? 
Ley:- _ 

a r a 

I 
SL 
Ht 
[+low] 

Place Node Spread, on the other hand, correctly results in 

spreading of the [back] only, without concomitant spreading of 

height features from the trigger vowel (lui) or deletion of 

height features from the target vowel (fa/), causing the low 

vowel of the suffix to surface backed (hon?~ra): 
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(12) b. Place Node Spread: 
Tiers 
Root h 0 n u ? => r a 
Lar Lar 

I 
SL SL _-SL 
Ht [+hig~n 

.- Ht --- [+low] 
PL PL" 
Artie. Dors 

[back] 

The above discussion has indicated that Tunica trans laryngeal 

harmony is a case of 'partial vowel harmony' because all 

specified features do not spread to a following suffix vowel. 

In order to derive correct surface forms in Tunica, the Height 

features [high] and [low] crucially cannot spread at the same 

time that Place features spread. In this dissertation I argue 

for the Height Node Geometry with analyses of reduplication in 

the Petit Diboum dialect of Fe?-fe? Bamileke, Tunica partial 

trans laryngeal vowel harmony, and Ewe vowel harmony. 

Next I discuss the relationship between feature geometry 

and underspecification theory. As I indicated in the 

introduction, underspecification theory can play a crucial 

role in analyzing partial vowel harmonies. That is, before 

arguments can be made with respect to which specific features 

(or feature values) spread concomitantly, evidence for that 

feature or feature value must be provided. 

1.2 Underspecification Theories 

One major debate in underspecification theory centers on 

how much underspecification is necessary (see Archangeli, 1988 
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for further discussion). Three theories currently being 

explored are Contrastive Underspecification (Clements, 1987bi 

Steriade, 1987a; Christdas, 1988; Mester and It6, 1989), 

Radical Underspecification (Kiparsky, 1982, 1985; Archangeli, 

1984b, 1988; Pulleyblank, 1986, 1988a, 1988b; Abaglo and 

Archangeli, 1989; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1989), and 

Combinatorial Specification (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in 

progress). A fundamental difference between these theories is 

whether one or two values for a particular feature is present 

in underlying representation. Contrastive Underspecification 

and Radical Underspecification differ by their definition of 

'predictable values'. On the one hand, Contrastive 

Underspecification (CUT) assumes that only feature values 

predictable from feature co-occurrence restrictions are absent 

in underlying representation. Segmental pairs that contrast 

by one feature are specified by those feature values, thus 

both plus and minus values for a feature can be present. 

Noncontrastive feature values are removed. Predictable 

information in Radical Underspecification (RUT), on the other 

hand, takes the form of features or feature values which can 

be inserted by context-free or context-sensitive rules during 

the course of a derivation. In addition, Radical 

Underspecification allows only one value for a particular 

feature in underlying representation. Combinatorial 

Specification (CS) incorporates pieces of both CUT and RUT, 
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and is more restrictive. CS is even more nradicaP in the 

sense that underlying representations contain feature values 

for which there is phonological evidence; and, in theory, CS 

is also like Contrastive Underspecification in that it allows 

for the possibility of both plus and minus values for some 

feature. CS is more restrictive than RUT in that context-free 

and context-sensitive redundancy rules in RUT refer to any 

combination of feature values, whereas conditions in 

Combinatorial Specification are restricted to those that 

conform to physical properties of the vocal tract, referred to 

as Grounding Theory. I adopt Combinatorial Specification for 

analyses in this dissertation. s Before providing the basic 

tenets of Combinatorial Specification, I briefly discuss the 

importance of underspecification theory for feature geometry. 

Underspecification theory can play a critical role in 

determining the validity of proposals about feature geometry; 

that is, arguing that particular features or feature values 

are present at the time a rule applies provides evidence for 

SIn the later discussion of Combinatorial Specification 
and Grounding Theory, it becomes clear that adopting 
Combinatorial Specification does not necessarily imply that 
Grounding Theory must also be adopted. That is, Combinatorial 
Specification is a theory about how features combine, whereas 
Grounding Theory is a theory of constraints. It is possible 
to adopt one without adopting the other. In fact, I could 
adopt Radical Underspecification and Grounding Theory, instead 
of Combinatorial Specification and Grounding Theory. Nothing 
critical hinges on my adopting the latter combination of 
theories. 
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features patterning as a group, that in turn argues for a 

subset of features reporting to the same node. This is clear 

when we examine the different underlying feature values 

predicted by CUT versus RUT for a five-vowel system. A 

standard five-vowel system is fully-specified as follows: 

(13) a. Five-Vowel System, Fully Specified: 

i e a 0 u 
high + + 
back + + + 
round + + 
low + 

This same system has different underlying feature values' in 

Contrastive Underspecification and Radical Underspecification. 

In (13b) I give the system consistent with Contrastive 

Underspecification. Because high and mid vowels contrast by 

plus and minus [high], [i, e] and [u,o] are specified as 

[+high] and [-high] respectively within each group; because 

[e] and [0] contrast by [-round] and [+round], and by [-back] 

and [+back], they are specified as such. Also, because [i] 

and [u] contrast by [-back] and [+back], and [-round] and 

[+round], [i] is specified with [-back] and [-round], and [u] 

is specified as [+back] and [+round]. Finally, because [a] 

and [0] contrast by [+low] and [-low], each is specified as 

such. Any feature values that do not participate in 

contrasting a pair of sounds are removed from underlying 

representation: 
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(13) b. Five-Vowel System, consistent with CUT: 

i e a 0 u 
high + + 
back + + 
round + + 
low + 

Based on this system, any phonological process that grouped 

[u, 0] to the exclusion of [i, e, a] would be represented by 

a rule referring to [+back] and/or [+round] (to denote [u, 

0]), or, [-back] and/or [-round] and [+low] (to capture [i, e, 

a] ). Arguing that [-back], [-round], and [+low] spread in the 

same environment could be construed as evidence for these 

features reporting to the same node, with [high] associating 

to a separate node. That is, because two features are 

spreading in the same environment, spreading a single node is 

preferred over two separate spreading rules, under the 

assumption that such a scenario is evidence for both features 

associating to the same node. However, once this same system 

is viewed in terms of Radical Underspecification, only a 

single feature value need be referenced, either [-back] or 

[+round], and, because [a] is unspecified for underlying 

feature values, [a] is predicted to pattern with either [i] 

and [e], or [u] and [0], depending upon language-particular 

rules: 

(13) c. Five-Vowel System, consistent with RUT: 
i e a 0 u 

high + + 
back 
low + 
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In this system, either [back] or [round] is eliminated because 

all relevant distinctions can be made with three features. 

Eliminating the motivation for both [-back] and [-round] 

spreading in the same environment causes the argument for a 

single node dominating both features to become suspect. I 

conclude, then, that any analysis based on Radical 

Underspecification (or Contrastive Specification, argued 

earlier to be at least as restrictive as Radical) provides 

stronger support for making arguments about feature geometry. 

With respect to deciding which underspecification theory 

to adopt here, Contrastive Underspecification can be 

eliminated as simply inappropriate because of assumptions made 

with respect to the Height Node Geometry, that place of 

articulation features are not binary-valued. That is, 

analyses consistent with CUT rest on the availability of 

binary distinctions, which are only available for [high] and 

[low] in the Height Node Geometry. The problems with CUT 

versus RUT, outlined above, are further support for dismissing 

CUT as an alternative, leaving Radical Underspecification and 

Combinatorial Specification as options. I adopt Combinatorial 

Specification here for the reasons outlined at the beginning 

of this section, where it was noted that Combinatorial 

Specification is more restrictive than Radical 

Underspecification. 
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Next I provide the aspects of Combinatorial Specification 

and Grounding Theory (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in progress) 

that are essential to understanding the analyses presented in 

this dissertation. 

1.2.1. combinatorial Specification and Grounding Theo~ 

Combinatorial Specification takes the following to be the 

foundation of feature (14a) and autosegmental (14b) theory (in 

conjunction with Representational Simplicity 

Recoverability, discussed in the following section): 

(14) Combinatorial Specification 

a. F-elements 
b. associations 

and 

The term f-element refers to any feature value or node. In 

terms of features and nodes consistent with the Height Node 

Geometry, available f-elements for analysis of vowels include 

plus and minus values for [high] and [low], and any of the 

terminal Place features, [round], [back], and [front]. How 

these f-elements are associated in underlying representation 

and by rule application is constrained by Grounding Theory. 

Grounding Theory takes as its point of departure that all 

path conditions (i.e. restrictions on the association of 

f-elements) used by natural languages have some basis in the 

sympathetic and antagonistic movements shown by articulators 

in the vocal tract. Path conditions take the form of 

implicational statements that determine whether a 
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representation is well-fo~ed or ill-fo~ed. The Grounding 

Conditions are fo~lized as follows: 

(15) The Grounding Conditions: 

I. Path conditions invoked by languages must be 
phonetically motivated. 

II. The strength of the phonetic motivation for a path 
condition dete~ines: 
a. the likelihood of invoking a path condition 
b. the scope of a path condition within a grammar 

Grounding Condition I requires that any path condition invoked 

by a language confo~ to sympathetic (if p then q) or 

antagonistic (if p then not q) physical dependencies between 

the two f-elements in question. An example of an antagonistic 

path condition is if [+low] then not [+ATR], assuming that the 

feature value [+ATR] represents an instruction to the tongue 

body to advance, and [+low] represents an instruction to the 

tongue to lower. Such a condition is antagonistic because 

lowering of the tongue body does not also naturally result in 

advancing of the tongue root; in fact, [+low] vowels tend to 

be [-ATR], although [+low], [+ATR] vowels do exist in some 

languages. An example of a sympathetic path condition is if 

[+high] then [+ATR], signifying that [+high] vowels tend be 

[+ATR]. In physical te~s, raising the tongue ([ +high]) tends 

to also result in advancing of the tongue root ( [+ATR] ) 

(Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in progress) . 

With respect to the f-elements manipulated by languages 

discussed in this dissertation, the Grounded Conditions in 
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(16) are exploited by the analyses proposed. Following 

Pulleyblank, 1991, I mark the stronger conditions with three 

diamonds ( ••• ), as opposed to two ( •• ) for less strong 

conditions. The first two conditions (16a, 16b) reflect that 

the tongue cannot simultaneously raise and lower.9 I claim 

here that Grounded Conditions (16c) and (16d) are more likely 

to be invoked than (16e) and (16f), because the former two 

conditions reflect antagonistic instructions to the tongue to 

simultaneously front and back, whereas (16e) and (16f) reflect 

more of a tendency, that languages tend not to have front 

rounded vowels. Likewise, the remaining grounded conditions 

reflect the tendency for languages to have back vowels that 

are rounded and vice versa, and for languages to not have low 

front or low rounded vowels: 

(16) Grounded Conditions: 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j . 
k. 
1. 

Strength 

••• • •• ••• • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 

Condition 
if [+high] then not [+low] 
if [+low] then not [+high] 
if [front] then not [back] 
if [back] then not [front] 
if [round] then not [front] 
if [front] then not [round] 
if [round] then [back] 
if [back] then [round] 
if [+low] then not [round] 
if [round] then not [+low] 
if [+low] then not [front] 
if [front] then not [+low] 

9These conditions hold only under the assumption that the 
cooccurrence of [+high] and [+low] does not result in a mid 
vowel. I do not explore this possibility here. 
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Because conditions (16a) through (16d) are stronger than the 

remaining conditions, unless evidence in terms of phonological 

rules is given, associations between f-elements in this 

dissertation will be determined with respect to the stronger 

( ••• ) condi tions .10 

Associations between f-elements are further constrained 

through Representational Simplicity and Recoverability, 

discussed next. 

1.2.1.1 Representational Simplicity and Recoverability 

Representational Simplicity and Recoverability interact 

to relate phonetic forms with phonological representations. 

Representational Simplicity claims that representations are 

more highly valued when they contain fewer F-elements and 

associations to those F-elements: 

(17) Representational Simplicity: 

The value of a representation is the inverse of the 
number of: 

i) terminal F-elements 
ii) assocations to terminal F-elements 

For example, assuming that [+low] and [-ATR] are available in 

underlying representation results in three logically possible 

combinations: (1) [+low], [-ATR]; (2) [+low]; and (3) [-ATR]. 

lOIn Chapter 2 I assume that terminal place features are 
redundant in Bamileke, and that vowels are specified as simply 
Labial, Coronal, or Dorsal. Therefore, Grounded Conditions in 
the Bamileke chapter will be altered to reflect this 
assumption. For example, if [+lowJ then not [front] would be 
changed to if [+low] then not Coronal. 
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In a language where [+low] vowels are also [-ATR] , 

Representational Simplicity reduces (1) to a single [+low], 

making it identical to (2), leaving two possible underlying 

combinations, either [+low] or [-ATR]. 

Recoverability takes as its premise that phonological and 

phonetic content are related, constraining Representational 

Simplicity to 'trim back' representations in such a manner 

that phonetic content can always be ascertained based on the 

specifications present. The notion of Representational 

Simplicity plays an important role with respect to accounting 

for reduplication in the Petit Diboum dialect of Fe?-fe? 

Bamileke (Chapter 2) . 

1.2.2 Summary 

In this section I have discussed ways in which 

underspecification theory affects any analysis of vowel 

har.mony, with respect to the effect that underlying features 

or feature values have on for.mulating rules and the impact on 

feature geometry. 

of Combinatorial 

I have also provided the essential tenets 

Specification and Grounding Theory for 

understanding the analyses presented in this dissertation. 

Finally, in the next section I provide a brief overview 

for each of the subsequent chapters. 

1.3 OVerview of Chapters 

Empirically, this project focuses on partial vowel 

harmonies; that is, on languages that exhibit spreading of 
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more than one feature, but less than the totality of vowel 

features. To my knowledge, no in-depth study of partial vowel 

harmonies has been performed to date. 11 The study of partial 

vowel harmonies was argued here to present critical evidence 

for subgroupings in feature geometry, resulting in the Height 

Node Geometry. 

This dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 

2 I present data from reduplication in the Petit Diboum 

dialect of Fe?-fe? Bamileke that provides preliminary evidence 

for removing the height features from under the Dorsal Node 

and the Place Node, but gives us no indication as to where 

these features might be located. The analysis of Tunica 

partial vowel harmony in Chapter 3 provides our first clue on 

the location of height features, that they report directly or 

indirectly to the Supralaryngeal Node. Support for the height 

features docking into a separate Height Node, instead of 

directly into the Supralaryngeal Node, is presented in Chapter 

4, where I show that height features in Ewe crucially spread 

wi thout affecting place of articulation features. Finally, in 

Chapter 5, I provide alternative analyses for phonological 

processes in Fanti, Kikuria, and Quechua, which have all been 

110dden (1988b) does not present an in-depth analysis of 
anyone partial vowel harmony. Ringen (1975) provides an 
analysis of the partial vowel harmonies in Finnish and 
Hungarian, among others, but her analyses are couched in SPE 
type rule notation, and do not address feature geometry. 
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argued previously to require the dependency between height 

features and the Dorsal Node, thus resolving possible 

counterevidence to the Height Node Geometry. 



Chapter 2 
REDUPLICATION IN FE?FE?-BAMILEKE: 

EVIDENCE FOR REMOVING [HIGH] AND [LOW] FROM THE PLACE NODE 

In this chapter I present an analysis for partial and 

prespecified reduplication in the Petit Diboum dialect of 

Fe?fe?-Bamileke {Hyman, 1972, 1973; Clements, 1976, 1989}.1 

Reduplication in Petit Diboum is 'partial' because the entire 

morpheme does not reduplicate {Steriade, 1988}, and is argued 

here to be prefixation of a light syllable template (McCarthy 

and Prince, 1986, 1990). Part of the reduplication process is 

'prespecified' because a high vowel always surfaces in the 

reduplicant {[i] in (1}), regardless of the height of the stem 

vowel (in the examples below, [e] and [0] are mid [+ATR] 

vowels, [=>] is a mid [-ATR] vowel, and [~] is a low front 

vowel) :2 

(1) Reduplication in Petit Diboum: 

pipee 
kika!? 

'to hate' 
'to fry' 

tito 
cic:::>h 

'to punch' 
'to be severe' 

lExcept for a few forms taken from Clements (1989), all 
data here are taken from Hyman (1972). 'Bamileke' refers to 
a group of dialects located in Western Cameroon, of which 
Petit Diboum is one member of Fe?fe?-Bamileke, which in turn 
is a cover ter.m for a group of Eastern Bamileke dialects. 
Other dialects discussed by Hyman are Bafang and Bakou; I have 
concentrated on Petit Diboum because the alternations 
exhibi ted there provide the clearest evidence that height 
features do not report to the Dorsal Node or to the Place 
Node. 

20ther languages that exhibit high vowel reduplication 
include Igbo (Clements; 1989; Hyman, 1973; Schlindwein, 
1987b), and Nupe (Hyman, 1970; Faraclas and Williamson, 1984). 
See Faraclas and Williamson, 1984 (p.2) for additional Niger
Congo languages that exhibit high vowel reduplication. 
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However, place of articulation of the reduplicated high vowel 

differs depending on whether the stem-initial consonant and 

vowel agree in place of articulation. That is, when the stem-

initial consonant is coronal and the vowel is a front vowel 

(redundantly coronal), the high vowel of the reduplicant 

surfaces as [i] (2a) ; when the stem-initial consonant is 

labial and the vowel is back and rounded, or when the stem-

initial consonant is velar and the vowel is back and rounded, 

the high vowel of the reduplicant surfaces as [u] «2b) and 

(2c) respectively): 

(2) a. 
b. 
c. 

Coronal-Front: 
Labial-Round: 
Dorsal-Back: 

titEn 
pup:::>h 
kuko 

'to stand up' 
'to be afraid' 
'to take' 

The invariant properties of Petit Diboum reduplication that 

need to be addressed are that the stem initial consonant 

reduplicates, the vowel of the reduplicant is always a high 

vowel, and the height of the stem vowel does not associate to 

the vowel of the reduplicant. The additional challenge is to 

provide a natural explanation for the patterns in (2); i.e. 

that when the stem-initial consonant and vowel are Coronal and 

[front] respectively, Labial and [round], or Dorsal and 

[back], the vowel of the reduplicant surfaces as [i] in the 

first instance (2a), or [u] in the other two cases «2b) and 

(2c) ) . I demonstrate here that the effect Representational 

Simplicity (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in progress) has on 

the underlying representation of stems in Petit Diboum is tu 
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form doubly-linked Place Nodes for the stem-initial consonant 

and vowel, facilitating a more natural explanation for the 

patterns shown by the data in (2). Forming doubly-linked 

Place Nodes rests on the assumption that terminal place 

features like [round] and [front] are redundant, allowing 

vowels to be represented as simply Labial, Coronal, or Dorsal. 

with respect to the feature geometry, removing height features 

from association to the Place Node or any nodes under the 

Place Node allows us to spread place of articulation features 

without concomitantly spreading height features from the 

trigger vowel or affecting height features of the target 

vowel, and allows for the double-linking of Place Nodes to 

occur. 

First, in section (2.1) I present data from the Petit 

Diboum dialect of Bamileke, illustrating that the vowel of the 

reduplicant is always [+high]. I motivate an algorithm to 

account for Petit Diboum reduplication, and demonstrate how 

including a Place Node Spread rule as part of the 

reduplication algorithm accounts for all of the data. In the 

next section (2.2) I provide arguments based on the 

reduplication data for the representation of stem consonants 

and vowels. I illustrate that removing the height features 

from under the Dorsal Node and the Place Node, in conjunction 

with Representational Simplicity, results in doubly-linked 

Place Nodes between stem-initial consonants and vowels, thus 
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supporting the Place Node Spread explicated in (2.1). In 

(2.3) I present an account for reduplication data in which a 

stem-initial complex onset carries over to the reduplicant in 

some cases but not in others. This data is crucial only for 

characterizing Petit Diboum reduplication with a light 

syllable template; no information with respect to location of 

the height features is demonstrable from these forms. 

2.1 High-Vowel Reduplication in Petit Diboum 

Consistent with the theory of Prosodic Morphology 

(Broselow and McCarthy, 1984; McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 1990; 

Peng, 1990a, 1990b; Shaw, 1987; Spring, 1990, among others), 

I propose that the reduplicant in Petit Diboum is a prefixed 

light syllable template, for several reasons. First, base 

transfer does not occur in Petit Diboum, because vowel length 

and word-final codas do not transfer to the reduplicant, 

signifying that a prosodic base is not specified. Thus, only 

segmental information transfers (cf. pipee ' to hate', and 

kik~? 'to f~'). Second, because complex onsets sometimes 

surface in the reduplicant, reduplication cannot be 

characterized with a core syllable template. Examples include 

cwicwii 'to nail' and ywi~n 'to buy' (see section 2.3 for 

discussion of this data). And third, reduplication is 

characterized as a light syllable, and not a heavy syllable, 

because a heavy syllable never occurs in the reduplicant. 
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variations in the reduplicant in Petit Diboum surfacing 

as a light syllable with a high vowel results from two 

sources: (1) when the initial consonant and vowel of the stem 

agree in place of articulation; and (2) when the base of 

reduplication contains an initial cluster. 

complex onsets is discussed at the end of 

because that data requires an additional 

Data including 

this chapter, 

rule to the 

reduplication algorithm that is not crucial to the point being 

made here with respect to the location of height features in 

the feature geometry. First I provide data illustrating the 

general reduplication pattern (2.1.1), where [~] surfaces as 

the vowel of the reduplicant; then I present examples where 

the place of articulation of the reduplicated vowel differs, 

argued to be because the stem-initial consonant and vowel 

agree in place of articulation (2.1.2). 

2.1.1 The General Reduplication Pattern 

Figure (3) below shows that the reduplicant surfaces with 

the same initial consonant as the stem. Examples (3a) through 

(3f) include stems with front vowels; the stem vowel in 

example (3g) is a low, back, and unrounded vowel; and, 

examples (3h) through (3k) include stems with back rounded 
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vowels. In each case, the vowel of the reduplicant surfaces 

as [:i:] :3 

(3 ) The General Reduplication Pattern: 

UR Gloss Reduplicated form 

a. been 'to hate' p:i:pee 
b. keen 'to refuse' k:i:kee 
c. ben 'to accept' p:i:pen 
d. gen 'to go' "(:i:"(en 
e. bee? 'to commit suicide' p:i:pee? 
f. kee? 'to fry' k:i:kee? 

g. za 'to eat' z:i:za 

h. to 'to punch' t:i:to 
i. co 'to fall' c:i:co 
j . toh 'to pass' t:i:t=>h 
k. coh 'to be severe' c:i:c:::>h 

3A caveat is in order here with respect to the difference 
between proposed underlying forms for verbs and their surface 
representation in the reduplicated forms. First, in examples 
(3c) and (3d), and (3j) and (3k), an underlying mid vowel (fe/ 
and /01 respectively) surfaces as [-ATR] in the reduplicated 
form ([e] and [~] respectively). Hyman (1972) provides the 
following data, showing that [e] is followed only by [n], [h], 
and [?]; and [~] is followed only by [p], [k], and [h]: (1) 
[pen] 'breast', [fen] 'to sell', [ceh] 'to read', [yeh] 
'breath', [se?] 'tooth', [te?] 'navel'; (2) [v=>p] 'dust', 
[Ok] 'ear', [s~h] 'to wash' (cf. [tom] 'to leave'; [po] 
'hand'; [bee] 'this'; [~kee] 'monkey'). Hyman thus argues 
that [e] and [~] are derived from underlying le/ and /0/ 
respectively, by a rule inserting [-ATR] in syllables closed 
by the respective consonants. 

Next, compare the underlying representations for the 
stems in (3a) and (3b) , with those in (3c) and (3d) with 
respect to vowel length and stem final consonants. In the 
first set of data, underlying long vowels surface long, but 
the stem-final consonant is deleted. In the latter set, the 
final consonant surfaces and, as mentioned above, the vowel 
surfaces as [-ATR]. See Hyman (1972, Chapter 4) for details 
on the distribution of long versus short vowels. Finally, 
differences between underlying initial consonants and surface 
forms are a result of consonant gradation in Bamileke. 
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Earlier I argued that reduplication in Petit Diboum is best 

accounted for by a prefixal template, specified as a light 

(monomoraic) syllable. Consistent with Steriade (1988) and 

Peng (1990, 1991), I assume a rule of [+high] insertion to 

account for the vowel in the reduplicant always surfacing as 

a high vowel. Following Spring (1990), I assume that copy and 

association of the segmental material supplied by the stem is 

an automatic part of the reduplication process when no 

prosodic base is specified. Because base-final consonants do 

not carry over into the reduplicant, I assume that base-final 

consonants are extrametrical in reduplication and thus are not 

copied (Hayes, 1979, 1982; Archangeli, 1984a).4 

The algorithm in (4) works as follows. Prefixation of 

the light syllable template is followed by copy and 

association to the template «4b) and (4c». Because template 

insertion rules are claimed to overwrite any associated 

melodies, insertion happens after copy and association (4d):s 

4Word-internal codas are allowed in Bamileke (cf. keensi 
'refuse'; c~~nsi 'feed'), so appealing to word-internal 
syllable structure requirements does not account for codas not 
surfacing in the reduplicant. Furthermore, note that 
specifying a light syllable template rules out only moraic 
codas. According to the Principle of Template Satisfaction 
(McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 1990), all elements in a specified 
template must be satisfied. Therefore, if base-final codas 
are copied over, they should associate to the prefixal 
template. 

SSteriade (1988) argues that insertion of segmental 
material must be to an already existing syllable slot, usually 
specified as either the onset or the rhyme. With respect to 
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(4) Partial Reduplication (Preliminary Version) : 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Base-final consonants are extrametricali 
Prefix template - a; 
Copy and associate base melodYi 
Insert [+high] to the mora. 

47 

Next I provide a derivation for p~pee 'to hate,.6 The 

representations given below are consistent with my claim that 

terminal place of articulation features are redundant in Petit 

Diboum, and that vowels are specified as Labial, Coronal, or 

Dorsal. 7 Figure (Sa) gives the representation for the verb 

stem pee (motivation for underlying feature values are given 

later in section 2.2): 

(5) a. Underlying representation: 
Tiers 
Moraic I! Jl 
Root p e 
Supra. SL SL 

I I 
Place PL PL 

I I 
Artie. Lab Cor 

the reduplication template for Petit Diboum, insertion to the 
rhyme is tantamount to insertion on the single mora, thus I 
include only syllables and moras in the representations below. 

6Because consonant gradation usually applies to stem
initial consonants, I assume that gradation has already 
applied, deriving [p] from /b/ (cf. /been/). Otherwise, if 
gradation applies to the hypothetical form bibeen, we would 
expect only the initial consonant to change, resulting in 
*p~been. Also, because the stem-final /n/ does not surface in 
the reduplicant or on the stem, it is impossible to determine 
whether deletion happens before or after reduplication. For 
simplicity's sake, I assume it happens before. 

7Sagey (1986), p. 138, allows for such cases, where she 
argues that a Labial node on Tulu vowels is interpreted as 
[+round] . 
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Figure (5b) shows prefixation of the template; Figure (5c) 

shows copy of the base melody I whereas Figure (5d) shows 

association of the base melody: 

(5) b. 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Moraic 
Root 

Supra. 

Place 
Artic. 

Prefixation: 

(5 ) 
Tiers 
Syllable 

c. Copy 

Moraic 

Root 

Supra. 

Place 
Artic. 

1 
SL 
I 
PL 
Lab 

e 
I 
SL 
I 
PL 
Cor 

v~ 
e 
I 

SL SL 
I I 
PL PL 
Lab Cor 

~ 
1 i 
SL SL 
I I 
PL PL 
Lab Cor 

d. Association: 

It It> 
1 e 1 e 

I I 
SL SL SL SL 
I I I I 
PL PL PL PL 
Lab Cor Lab Cor 

However I [+high] insertion overwrites the melody associated to 

the mora of template (5e), deriving the correct surface form 

pipee: 

(5) e. 
Tiers 
Syllable 

Moraic 
Root 

Supra. 

Place 
Artic. 

[+High] Insertion: 

/---~ 
1 T 
SL 
I 
PL 
Lab 

SL 
[+high] 

SL 
I 
PL 
Lab 

y~ 

I 
SL 
I 
PL 
Cor 
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In the next section I demonstrate that a rule of Place Node 

Spread must be added to the algori thIn in (4) in order to 

account for additional reduplication data, where the stem-

initial consonant and vowel agree in place of articulation. 

2.1.2 Stem-Initial Consonants and Vowels Agree in Place of 
Articu1ation 

Data showing stem-initial consonants and vowels that 

agree in place of articulation are provided in (6) below, 

where stem vowels exhibit varying degrees of vowel height 

(high, mid, and low), but reduplicated vowels always surface 

as [+high]. In (6a) through (6g), the stem initial consonant 

is coronal, and the stem vowel is a front vowel; the vowel of 

the redup1icant surfaces as a high front vowel ([iJ) in each 

of these cases. In (6h) and (6i), the stem initial consonant 

is labial and the stem vowel is back and rounded; the vowel of 

the reduplicant in these examples is likewise high back and 

rounded ([u]). Finally, in (6j ) through (61), the stem 

initial consonant is velar, the stem vowel is back and 

rounded, and the vowel of the redup1icant is again high back 

and rounded, illustrating that back rounded vowels pattern 

with both labial and~elar consonants: 

(6) OR Gloss Redu121icated Form 
a. siim 'to spoil' sisii 
b. teen 'to remove' titee 
c. jeen 'to see' yiyee 
d. ten 'to stand up' titEn 
e. cen 'to moan' cicEn 
f. tCE? 'to :bargain' titce? 
g. CCE? 'to trample' cicce? 
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h. mo 'to kill time' murno 
i. boh 'to be afraid' pup=>h 

j . ko 'to take' kuko 
k. koh 'to be small' kuloh 
1. kuum 'to carve' kukuu 

The generalizations remain that the stern-initial consonant 

always reduplicates, stem-final consonants do not surface in 

the reduplicant, and the vowel of the reduplicant is always 

[+high] . However, the additional data presented in (6) 

demonstrates that the vowel of the reduplicant surfaces with 

the same place of articulation as the stern vowel when both the 

stern-initial consonant and vowel agree in place of 

articulation. 'Agreement' in place of articulation is defined 

as follows, based on the previous data: coronal consonants 

and front vowels; labial consonants and back rounded vowels; 

and velar consonants and back rounded vowels. 8 

I argue next that a rule of Place Node Spread is added as 

a final step in the reduplication algorithm, accounting for 

the data in (6) above. 

8Interestingly, these initial CV-patterns are consistent 
with Janson (1986), who sets out to exemplify the most 
preferred CV sequences across languages. Janson's findings 
are based on a statistical analysis of the textual frequency 
of initial CV's. Because the orthographic representation of 
a sound and its phonetic realization frequently differ by 
complicated operations, Janson focusses on languages where the 
orthography and the phonology differ little; namely, Finnish, 
Turkish, Latin, and Latvian. Janson (p. 193) reports that: 
" ... the clearly favoured combinations are (a) dental/alveolar 
consonant + front vowel; (b) liquid + front vowel; (c) labial 
consonant + back rounded vowel; (d) velar consonant + back 
rounded vowel." 
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2.1.2.1 Place Node Spread 

The reduplication algorithm provided in (7) repeats the 

algorithm given in (4), but with the addition of the rule of 

Place Node Spread (7e): 

(7) Partial Reduplication in Petit Diboum (Final Version) : 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Base-final consonants are extrametrical; 
Prefix template - cr ; 
Copy and associate base melody; 
Insert [+high] to the mora; 
Spread the Place Node of the stem-vowel from right
to-left. 

Because back rounded vowels pattern with both labial and velar 

consonants, I argue in section (2.2) that both Labial and 

Dorsal are available for specifying back rounded vowels in 

underlying representation. 9 Under the assumption that [high] 

and [low] are not located under the Dorsal or Place Node, I 

demonstrate how Representational Simplicity forces double

linking of Place Nodes when the stem-initial consonant and 

vowel agree in place of articulation. Exactly how the rule of 

Place Node Spread captures the data in (6), as well as the 

general pattern, is exemplified next. 

First, I provide a derivation for ~ 'to kill time', 

where the stem-initial consonant and vowel are both Labial, 

9Allowing for both Labial and Dorsal in underlying 
representation captures the same generalizations that have 
prompted others to argue for the feature [grave]; [+grave] 
sounds are labial and dorsal; [-grave] sounds are coronals. 
See Hyman, 1973; Vago, 1976; Odden, 1978. Thanks to Dick 
Demers for pointing this out. 
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and the vowel of the reduplicant surfaces as a high back 

rounded vowel. Figure (8a) gives the representation of the 

input stem to reduplication: 

(8) 
Tiers 
Root 

Supra. 

Place 

Artie. 

a. Underlying Representation: 

m 0 

I I 
SL SL 
~ 

PL 
I 
Lab 

Figure (8b) shows prefixation of the template; and (8c) and 

(8d) demonstrate copy and association of the base melody 

respectively. In this case, because no melodic elements are 

available to be associated to the mora of the template, the 

mora of the template is left unspecified: 1o 

(8) 

Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 

Supra. 

Place 

Artie. 

b. Prefixation: 

~~ 
m 0 

I I 
SL SL 

~ 
I 
Lab 

l°Another possibility here is to claim that [+high] 
insertion occurs first; then, association of the base melody 
to the mora is blocked by the inserted f-element. However, 
blocking Labial from associating to [+high] is highly 
stipulatory, and does not follow from grounding theory . 
Furthermore, I demonstrate later that reassociation of Labial 
in /kw/ and /pw/ clusters to the template vowel is necessary 
to account for [ku] and [pu] surfacing in these cases. 
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(8) c. Copy d. Association 
Tiers 
Syllable \ )'~ 

0" 0" 

/\ nf'1 Mora J.! 
Root m m 0 m 
Supra. SL SL SL SL 

~ I ~ I 
Place PL PL PL 
Artic. Lab Lab Lab Lab 

Finally, [+high] insertion applies, giving [i] as the vowel of 

the reduplicant: 

(8) e. 
Tiers 
Syllable 

Mora 
Root 
Supra. 
Ht 

place 
Artic. 

[+High] Insertion: 

0" 

/'J.! 
m 
SL 

I 
PL 
Lab 

i 
SL 
Ht 
[+high] 

~ 
V 

PL 
Lab 

However, the form derived in (8e) is not the correct surface 

form; the vowel of the reduplicant does not surface as [i] 

like in the general reduplication pattern. Representing the 

stem-initial consonant and vowel with a doubly-linked Place 

Node allows us to spread the stem vowel's Place Node onto the 

vowel of the reduplicant, correctly deriving ~: 

(8) f. 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 
Supra. 
Ht 

Place 
Artic. 

Place Node Spread: 

0" 

/J.! 
m u 
SL SL_ S~L SL 

I Ht ---
[+high] - - - _ 

"""i?L 
Lab 

PL 
Lab 
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At first glance it might appear that the addition of the Place 

Node Spread rule will cause problems for correctly deriving 

the forms where the default [i] surfaces in the reduplicant. 

However, Figure (9) below shows application of Place Node 

Spread to the representation given earlier as (5e). Because 

the stem-initial consonant and vowel do not agree in place of 

articulation, Place Node Spread from the stem vowel is blocked 

from applying to the vowel of the reduplicant , giving the 

correct surface form: 

(9) Blocking of Place Node Spread: 
Tiers 
Syllable 

/~ h Moraic 
Root 1 :I: 1 i I 
Supra. SL SL SL SL 

1 Ht 1.- _I [+high] 
Place PL PL '1>L 
Artie. Lab Lab Cor 

Two possibilities to explain the blocking are available. One, 

if the Place Node Spread rule is defined as applying from 

mora-to-mora, then the association line between the 

Supralaryngeal Node and Place Node of the stem-initial 

consonant blocks spreading of the stem 'vowel's Place Node. 

Or, the rule is simply spread the Place Node of the stem 

vowel, allowing grounded conditions preventing Labial and 

Coronal from cooccurring to block association between the 

stem-initial consonant and vowel. I opt for the latter 
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explanation, which follows from grounding theory, rather than 

adding a stipulation to the Place Node spread rule that spread 

be from mora-to-mora. 

In sum, I have shown that the algorithm given in (7) 

accounts for the Petit Diboum reduplication data. Crucial to 

the argument is that stems in which the initial consonant and 

vowel agree in place of articulation are represented with a 

doubly-linked place Node, allowing Place Node spread to the 

vowel of the reduplicant to derive the correct quality of the 

high vowel in the reduplicant. The analysis as provided rests 

on several assumptions about the underlying representation of 

Petit Diboum consonants and vowels in stems, motivated next. 

2.2 Representing Vowels in Petit Diboum 

In this section I provide background on the vowel 

inventory in Bamileke, and provide underlying representations 

consistent with Combinatorial Specification (Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank, in progress). Precisely because back rounded 

vowels pattern with both labial and dorsal consonants, I 

assume that both Labial and Dorsal are available in underlying 

representation, although only one value ever surfaces in the 

representation of vowels in stems. Exactly how back rounded 

vowels are specified in stems is the product of 

Representational Simplicity and the quality of the stem

initial consonant, explicated in (2.2.1). In that section I 

show that assuming that the height features [high] and [low] 
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do not report to the Dorsal Node or the Place Node allows for 

a doubly-linked Place Node in stems where the initial 

consonant and vowel agree in place of articulation. 

The underlying vowel inventory in Petit Diboum is as 

follows (where [l:l], [1] and [a] represent surface back 

unrounded vowels: ll 

(10) Underlying Vowel Inventory of Bamileke: 

high 
mid 
low 

Front 
i 
e 
~ 

Back 
l:l 

1 
a 

Back/Rounded 
u 
o 

As remarked earlier (see footnote 4), the distribution of [e] 

and [=>] is limited, and can be derived from underlying /e/ and 

/0/ by a rule inserting [-ATR] .12 Furthermore, [l:l] always 

surfaces as [3:] when short and in open syllables, thus I 

11The surface inventory is quite complex, and not 
discussed in any detail here (see Hyman, 1972). I differ 
crucially from Hyman (1972), by proposing that surface back 
unrounded vowels are underlyingly specified with no place 
features and that the difference between back unroundedvowels 
and central vowels is completely predictable by rule. 

12Interestingly, in other Bamileke dialects, mid [+ATR] 
vowels [e] and [0] act differently from [e] and [=>] with 
respect to reduplication, indicating that the rule inserting 
[-ATR] in closed syllables must occur prior to reduplication 
in those dialects. However, all front vowels were shown 
earlier to pattern in the same way in Petit Diboum, regardless 
of height or [ATR] value, indicating that ordering of [-ATR] 
insertion with respect to reduplication here is not crucial. 
Because I claim later that stem-final consonants are 
extrametrical to copying of segmental information, I assume 
that [-ATR] insertion occurs after reduplication. 
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represent the default vowel of the reduplicant as [il in all 

of the data provided in (2.1). 

The following feature values are argued to be present in 

underlying representation: [+high], [+low], Coronal, Dorsal, 

and Labial. Figure (11) below gives the feature value 

composition of vowels in underlying representation: 13 

(11) Underlying Feature combinations: 

F-elem. i e ~ \:1 'Y a 0 u 

high + + + 

low + + 

Dorsal + + 

Coronal + + + 

Labial + + 

with respect to the back rounded vowels versus back unrounded 

vowels, note that the former are specified as both Dorsal and 

Labial, and the latter with no Place features. I show in 

13Assuming that back unrounded vowels are unspecified for 
place features underlyingly implies that back unrounded vowels 
do not pattern with velars (i .e. because both would be 
specified as Dorsal). Velar consonants could pattern with 
both back rounded and back unrounded vowels. Because the high 
back unrounded vowel [\:1] always surfaces as [il when short and 
in an open syllable, there is no way to substantiate that a 
back unrounded stem vowel spreads its Place features onto the 
reduplicated vowel. However, Clements (1989) provides two 
additional forms to the ones given by Hyman, where the stem 
vowel is back and unrounded: £1X 'to pity' reduplicates as 
cicyy, and ~ 'to miss' which reduplicates as sis\:1\:1. Note 
here that [il surfaces in the reduplicant, regardless of the 
quality of stem-initial consonant in each case, both of which 
are coronal. (Thanks to M. Crowhurst (p.c.) for pointing this 
out. ) 
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(2.2.1) how the effect of Representation Simplicity results in 

either Labial or Dorsal on back rounded vowels in 

representations. Because it is critical to the analysis here 

that vowels specified as Dorsal be redundantly Labial and vice 

versa, surface back unrounded vowels are specified without 

place features. In fact, because the distribution of back 

unrounded vowels versus central vowels is predictable, 

Representational Simplicity forces the simpler representation 

that includes no place of articulation features for these 

vowels. 

Figure (12) below provides the conditions that restrict 

free combination of these underlying values. Conditions (12a) 

through (12d) are physically grounded conditions, because the 

tongue cannot raise and lower at the same time ([ +high] versus 

[+low]); likewise, the tongue cannot simultaneously be fronted 

and backed (Coronal versus Dorsal). Conditions (12e) and 

(12f) reflect the fact that there are no front rounded vowels 

in Petit Diboum. 14 Finally, the last two grounded 

conditions represent the redundancy in back vowels - that they 

are always rounded (proposing the grounded conditions (12g) 

14However, Hyman (1972) notes that at the surface, the 
front rounded vowels [u] and [re], and a low back rounded vowel 
do occur. Also, two comments need to be made with respect to 
(lla). First, note that, because [-ATR] insertion applies 
after reduplication, surface [e] and [e], and [0] and [~] are 
specified underlyingly with the symbols lei and 101 
respectively. 
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and (12h) on Labial and Dorsal is consistent with Clements 

(1989), who assumes two redundancy rules: 

[adorsal], and [adorsal] -> [alabial]) :15 

(12) Grounding Conditions: 

a. if [+high] then not [+low] 
b. if [+low] then not [+high] 
c. if Coronal then not Dorsal 
d. if Dorsal then not Coronal 
e. if Coronal then not Labial 
f. if Labial then not Coronal 
g. if Labial then Dorsal 
h. if Dorsal then Labial 

[alabial] -> 

Thirty-two logically possible combinations result from free 

combination of the five f-elements noted in (12) (i. e. 

[+high] , [+low] , Coronal, Dorsal, and Labial). The 

combinations given in (11) result from the effects of 

Represe~tational Simplicity and the grounded conditions in 

(12) on the number of logical possibilities. However, because 

of the grounded conditions on Labial and Dorsal, 

Representational Simplicity should eliminate one of these f-

elements from the underlying. combination. I show in the 

following section that whether Labial or Dorsal is eliminated 

from the representation is determined by the quality of stem-

15Note here that, because Petit Diboum has a low front 
vowel, Petit Diboum does not make use of the Grounded 
Condition preventing cooccurrence of [+low] with Coronal 
(marked with ( •• » (see Chapter 1). Furthermore, these 
grounded conditions are assumed to vowels only, and not 
consonants. Otherwise, because Labial and Dorsal are 
redundant values, underlying Dorsal consonants would always 
surface as labials. 
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initial consonant. First, however, I examine the underlying 

values for the height features [high] and [low]. 

Earlier I included a [+high] insertion rule on the mora 

of the reduplicative template, providing support for [+high] 

underlyingly. No empirical support in the form of 

phonological rules has been found for [-high] or [+low]. 

However, as D. Archangeli (p. c.) points out, choosing [-high], 

instead of [+low] in underlying representation, is problematic 

with respect to Grounding Theory. 

For example, if lei and 101 were specified as [-high], 

and lrel with no height specification, insertion of [+low] 

violates grounding theory, because [+low] would be inserted on 

Coronal (a marked situation), and because [+low] must be 

prevented from being inserted on [-high] {lei and lo/}, 

normally a redundant combination: 

(13) [+High], [-High] as Underlying Values: 

F-elem. i e re '=l 'Y a 0 u 

high + - + - - + 

Dorsal + + 

Coronal + + + 

Labial + + 
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Based on these considerations, I opt for [+low] over [-high] 

here. Support for the presence of Coronal, Dorsal, and Labial 

in underlying representation is discussed next. 

2.2.1 Representational 
Representations 

Simplicity and Underlying 

In this section I argue against [high] and [low] 

associating to the place Node or the Dorsal Node by showing 

the effect of Representational Simplicity on the underlying 

representations of morphemes is to require double-linking of 

the Place Nodes. This double-linking is argued earlier to 

facilitate an elegant explanation for the distribution of high 

vowels in the reduplicant when the stem-initial consonant and 

vowel agree in place of articulation; i.e. by a rule of Place 

Node Spread. I illustrate that the same sort of 

representations are not available when height features report 

to the Dorsal Node or the Place Node (e.g. Sagey, 1986, 1988a; 

Schein and Steriade, 1986; Clements, 1987a; Steriade, 1987a; 

McCarthy, 1988, 1989c; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1989; Yip, 

1989; Hayes, 1990), arguing that the height features are 

located somewhere above the Place Node. 

2.2.1.1 Representational Simplicity and Stems 

Figure (14a) gives the underlying representation for the 

stem c~? 'to trample', consistent with the Height Node 

Geometry: 
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(14) a. 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

Place 
Artie. 

Underlying representation 

c CE (?) 
SL SL y----Ht 

[+low] 
PL 
Cor 
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Based on this representation, spreading the Place Node 

leftwards associates Coronal only to the target segment and 

would correctly not spread the feature [ +low] (the 

representation in (l4b) assumes that prefixation, copy, 

association, and [+high] insertion have already applied) : 

(14) b. 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

Place 
Artie. 

Place Node Spread 

(j 

~ c ~ 

SL_ 
Ht 
[+high] -

A 
c CE (?) 
SL SL 
\ /--Ht 

- V [+low] 
PL 
Cor 

The same verb stem is represented as in (lSa) if the stem

initial consonant and.vowel do not share a Place Node: 

(15) a. 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

Place 
Artie. 

Underlying Representation 

c 
SL 

I 
PL 
Cor 

CE (?) 
SL 

i Ht 
[+low] 

PL 
Cor 

Under (lSa), Place Node Spread is incorrectly blocked from 

applying (1Sb), resulting in (*c~c~?): 
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(15) b. 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

Place 
Artie. 

Blocking of Place Node Spread 

~ 
C :!: 

SL 
Ht 
[+high] 

SL SL 

l,~ 1~:lOW] 
PL -"'PL 
Cor Cor 
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It was claimed earlier that the representation resulting in 

the correct surface form (14a) is predicted by 

Representational Simplicity, argued for next. 

Recall from Chapter 1 that the principle of 

Representational Simplicity removes redundant information from 

a particular representation. I repeat the definition of 

Representational Simplicity below: 

(16) Representational Simplicity: 

The value of a representation is the inverse of the 
number of: 

i) terminal F-elements 
ii) associations to terminal F-elements 

Based on this definition, the representation in (14a) is 

preferred over the one in (lSa), because (lSa) has an 

additional Place Node and Coronal Node .16 Note that the 

16Interestingly, application of Representational 
Simplicity here appears to duplicate the effects of the 
Obligatory Contour Principle, assuming that the OCP fuses 
identical nodes and features in underlying representation 
(thanks to D. Archangeli and M. Hammond for pointing this out 
(p.c.». McCarthy (1986) argues against the fusion aspect of 
the OCP in derived representations. Ito (1986), Odden 
(1988a), and yip (1988), however, allow for a fusion mechanism 
to operate at underlying and/or derived levels of 
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effect of Representational Simplicity is not to result in a 

singly linked Supra laryngeal Node as well; otherwise, both the 

C and V are incorrectly predicted to be [+low]: 

(17) 
Tiers 
Root 

SL 
Ht 

Place 
Artic. 

C il! 

~ r--Ht 
[+low] 

PL 
Cor 

Now that the representation of coronals has been considered, 

I next turn to arguing for the representations of stems that 

contain initial velar and labial consonants followed by back 

rounded vowels. 

Deriving the correct representation of back rounded 

vowels is complicated by the fact that back rounded vowels 

pattern with both labials and velars in reduplication, 

signifying that both Labial and Dorsal are available at 

underlying representation. This assumption means that a back 

rounded vowel is potentially specified as simply Labial, 

simply Dorsal, or both. I demonstrate here that the effect of 

Representational Simplicity results in the correct 

representation. Partial geminate structures, like the ones 
proposed here for Bamileke where a subset of features are 
shared, are also discussed in Hayes (1986b), Schein and 
Steriade (1986), and Steriade (1982). Further ramifications 
of Representational Simplicity duplicating the effects of the 
OCP are not considered here. 
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representation when the stem-initial consonant is Labial, 

Coronal, or Dorsal. 

In the same way that the representation in (14a) was 

argued to be preferred over (15a) above, Representational 

Simplicity opts for the simpler representation of one Place 

Node and Dorsal Node with two association lines (18a) over two 

Place Nodes and three articulator nodes with three association 

lines (18b): 

(18) 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 

Place 

Artie. 

(18) 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 

Place 

Artie. 

a. 

b. 

Ikol 'to take', consistent with R.S.: 

k 0 

SL SL 

~ 
I 
Dor 

Ikol 'to take', without R.S.: 

k 
SL 
I 
PL 
I 
Dor 

o 
SL 
I 
PL 

C----Lab 

Although both Dorsal and Labial are potentially available as 

specifications for 101 (lab), double-linking of the stem-

initial consonant and vowel at the Dorsal Node and Place Node 

forces Representational Simplicity to remove the Labial Node 

(18a). Likewise, when the stem-initial consonant is labial 

and the stem vowel is back and rounded, a doubly-linked Place 

Node associated to a Labial Node results, with the Dorsal Node 

being removed instead. Whereas both Dorsal and Labial are 
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available in underlying representation (predicting that they 

pattern with both labial and ~orsal consonants), the 

additional segmental material provided by the stem-initial 

consonant in turn causes the representation of back rounded 

vowels to be trimmed back. Lastly, when the stem-initial 

consonant is Coronal, I follow Steriade (1987b) by assuming 

that [back] is underlying, and [round] is redundant (here, 

Dorsal and Labial respectively). 

The representations argued for above are guaranteed by 

Representational Simplicity only if both Labial and Dorsal are 

present underlyingly. In particular, the patterning of back 

rounded vowels with both labial and velar consonants is not 

predicted when only one value is available. For example, 

removing Labial from underlying representation still allows us 

to make distinctions between each of the underlying vowels: 

(19) Labial Removed from Underlying Representation: 

F-elem. i e ce l:i 'Y a 0 u 

high + + + 

low + + 

Dorsal + + 

Coronal + + + 

Incorrect results are obtained when Place Node Spread is 

applied in forms with an initial labial. For example, (20) 

gives the representation of IDYmQ 'to kill time' before Place 

Node Spread, under the assumption that Labial is not available 
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in underlyingly on the stem vowel. Place Node Spread is 

blocked from applying by the stem-initial consonant (*m~mo): 

(20) 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 
Supra. 
Ht 

Place 
Artie. 

Blocking of Place Node Spread: 

~ m 3: 

SL SL 

I Ht 
[+high] 

PL 
Lab 

~~ 
SL SL 

I~----J 
PL PL 
Lab Dor 

As shown above, the assumption that both Labial and Dorsal are 

available in underlying representation interacts with 

Representational Simplicity to correctly predict that back 

rounded vowels pattern with both labial and dorsal consonants. 

Now that arguments for both Labial and Dorsal have been 

presented, I turn to illustrating that additional problems 

arise when the height features are located under the Place 

Node or the Dorsal Node. 

2.2.1.2 Height Features Under the Place Node 

Fusion at the Place Node in the cases discussed so far 

allows for the simplified analysis of reduplication in Petit 

Diboum given in section (2.1), where Place Node Spread from 

the stem vowel correctly spreads only place of articulation 

features onto the inserted [+high], resulting in [i] or [u] 

when the stem-initial consonant and vowel agree in place of 

articulation. And, in cases where the base of reduplication 
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is specified with [+low), spreading the Place Node does not 

also result in spread of [+low]: 

(21) 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 

SL 
Ht 

Place 
Artic. 

Place Node Spread: 

0" 0" 

~ c~ 
I I I 
SL____. SL SL 
Ht -_ ~ I-Ht 
[+high] --~ [+low] 

PL 
Cor 

In (22) I provide a representation of the same verb stem as in 

(21), but where the height features associate directly to the 

Place Node. Because the height of the stem vowel does not 

spread onto the vowel of the reduplicant (always [+high]), 

only spreading at the articulator node level will correctly 

derive cica!?: 

(22) 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 

Height Features Report to the Place Node: 

0' 

~~ 
C ~ ~ 

I I I 
SL SL SL SL 

I I I 
Place 

Artie. 

Pl __ 

[+high] ~
L 

- _ __ [+low] 
or 

Furthermore, spreading the stem vowel's Place Node in (22) is 

blocked by the Place Node of the stem-initial consonant .17 

17In addition, spreading the Place Node that includes 
[+low] onto an element marked for [+high] would also be 
blocked from applying by the Grounded Conditions preventing 
cooccurrence of [+high] and [+low] on the same element, again 
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The same sort of representation results when stem-initial 

labials and velars are followed by back rounded vowels; i.e., 

a stem-initial labial consonant followed by a back rounded 

vowel would have a doubly-linked Labial Node, and a stem

ini tial velar consonant followed by a back rounded vowel would 

have a doubly-linked Dorsal Node. Assuming these 

representations in Petit Diboum requires three spreading rules 

to account for reduplication, one rule to spread Labial, one 

for Coronal, and one for Dorsal. Under a three-rule scenario, 

the argument becomes that vowel height features are not Dorsal 

features, but may be located at or above the Place Node. I 

argue for one rule of Place Node Spread here because (1) such 

a rule is consistent with the motivation for feature geometry, 

i . e. that when more than one feature spreads in the same 

environment, one rule of node spread is preferable to separate 

spreading rules; and (2) because the rule of Place Node Spread 

falls out naturally from the representation of doubly-linked 

Place Nodes in stems. 

Now that the role of Representational Simplicity has been 

addressed, I turn to discussing the effects of having vowel 

height features under the Dorsal Node. 

resulting in an incorrect surface form. 
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2.2.1.3 Height Features Under the Dorsal Node 

In (23) I provide a representation for the same verb stem 

as in (21) above, but consistent with a geometry in which 

height features report to the Dorsal Node. Because [i) and 

[~] have incompatible f-elements (the former is [+high], the 

latter [+low) and because both f-elements are dominated by 

the Dorsal Node and consequently the Place node, spreading at 

the Place Node to account for [i] surfacing in the reduplicant 

is not available here. Place Node Spread is further 

complicated by the fact that [c] and [~] are doubly-linked at 

the Coronal Node only; spreading the Place Node associated 

with [~] would be blocked by the Place Node associated to [c), 

deriving *cicce?: 

(23 ) 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 

Height Features as Dorsal: 

SL 

Place 
Artic. 

SL 
I 
PL 
Dors 
[+high] 

(?) 
SL SL 
Ill- _ I 
PL - - -.....PL 
~Dors 

Cor [+low] 

To be consistent with (23), spreading again must be of the 

doubly-linked articulator node in order to derive cic~? Note 

also that it would be crucial to mention double-linking as 

part of the rUle. 18 Furthermore, spread cannot be from the 

18Including double-linking in this case is consistent with 
analyses of parasitic harmonies (Cole, 1987; Cole and Trigo, 
1988: see Chapter 4 for some discussion). However, whereas 
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stem-initial consonant, or the desired blocking effect when 

the vowel of the reduplicant surfaces as [i] is lost. 

If double-linking were not indicated, spreading of an 

articulator node is only blocked by a specified f-element on 

the same tier (i.e. of the same node). The articulator node 

associated with the stem vowel should always spread, 

predicting *pipen based on (24): 

(24) 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Moraic 
Root 

SL 

Place 

Articulator Node Spread: 

0-

~ 
P 2: 

I 
SL SL 
I I 
PL_ PL 

/ -- _-::--Lab 
Dor - -_ 
[+high] 

~ 
e 
I 

(n) 

SL 
I 
PL 

I 
--Cor 

An additional problem with separate spreading rules for each 

articulator node results when representing examples like kuum 

that reduplicate as kukuu. In particular, fusion at the 

Dorsal Node is not possible if /kl is unspecified for height 

features and lui is specified as [+high] and Dorsal: 19 

parasitic harmonies refer to harmonies where spreading of one 
feature is dependent on locality requirements (i.e. double
linking) on a completely different feature, here the f-element 
doubly-linked and the f-element to be spread are one and the 
same f-element. 

19Under some analyses, [k] might be marked as [+high], 
apparently obviating the argument being made here. However, 
such an argument could not be made with respect to examples 
like 'c~?', where the vowel is [+low] but the stem-initial 
palatal is not [+low]. 
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(25 ) 
Tiers 
Moraic 

Root 
SL 
PL 
Artie. 

Blocking of Doubly-Linked Dorsal Nodes: 

k 
SL 
PL 
Dors 

v~ 
u 
SL 
PL 
Dors 
[+high] 
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Based on the representation in (25), neither Place Node Spread 

nor Dorsal Node Spread is possible from the stem vowel, 

because the Place Node and Dorsal Node of the onset consonant 

would block spreading in each case. 

In the discussion above I have demonstrated that assuming 

the more traditional feature geometry whereby the Dorsal node 

dominates the tongue height features [high] and [low] (or 

whereby [high] and [low] report to the Place Node) takes away 

the explanatory force of merger at the Place Node in 

underlying representation, demonstrated earlier to provide an 

explanation for the reduplication patterns found in Petit 

Diboum. Motivating a rule of Place Node Spread is only 

allowed under the Height Node Geometry; because height 

features do not associate to the Place Node or Dorsal Node, 

double-linking of stem-initial consonants and vowels that 

agree in place of articulation is permitted. Because the 

vowel of the reduplicant is always [+high], only the revised 

Place features of the stem vowel are contributed to the vowel 

of the reduplicant . As expected, then, height features 

associated to the stem vowel itself do not associate to the 
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vowel of the reduplicant. Place Node Spread under the Height 

Node Geometry makes just these predictions: that spreading 

the Place Node does not spread height features from the 

trigger vowel, and the target vowel retains any underlying 

height features that it possesses. 

In the remaining section of this chapter I examine data 

in which complex onsets sometimes surface in the reduplicant. 

While not crucial to the point being made here with respect to 

the location of height features in the geometry, this data is 

critical to determining the correct characterization of the 

reduplication template. In particular, this data illustrates 

that stem-initial consonant clusters reduplicate intact, 

signifying that reduplication cannot be characterized as core 

syllable reduplication, but rather as reduplication of a light 

syllable. 

2.3 /CW-/ initial forms 

The /Cw-/ initial stems pose a new problem: the clusters 

/cw/ and /yw/ surface intact in the reduplicant, but /kw/ and 

/pw/ do not. I argue here that these alternations can be 

explained by appealing to the distribution facts of [w] in 

Fe?fe?-Bamileke. One problem is to explain why the vowel of 

the reduplicant surfaces as a front vowel when the onset 

cluster consists of a palatal followed by [w] and the stem 

vowel is a front vowel (e.g. cwicwee 'to cut'), but does not 

surface fronted when the cluster consists of a labial or 
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dorsal consonant followed by [w] (e.g. kukwee 'to join'). I 

claim here that speakers make use of features available in the 

representation in order to repair an illicit sequence of a 

labial followed by a non-front vowel that results from 

reduplication in these cases. First I discuss cases of 

palatal consonants and a following [wl; then examples of 

labial-[wl clusters and dorsal-[wl clusters are considered. 

The underlying form for each of the verb stems in (26) 

contains an initial lew-I. (26a) shows that when the stern 

vowel is the high front vowel [il, the vowel of the 

reduplicant is also [il, and the stern-initial [cw] cluster 

surfaces intact. In fact, whenever the stern-initial cluster 

contains a palatal and labial followed by a front vowel 

( (26a) , (26b), (26d) , (26g», the initial cluster carries over 

to the reduplicant, and the vowel of the reduplicant surfaces 

as [il. The remaining examples ({26c), (26e), (26f), and 

(26k» all contain stem-initial Ikwl or /pwl clusters; 

however, these clusters do not surface intact, but rather the 

reduplicant surfaces as [ku] and [pu] respectively. I argue 

below that these alternations and the gaps in sterns with 

initial consonant clusters (signified with (*) below) follow 

from the general distribution of [w] in Petit Dibourn: 

(26) 

a. cwii 
(*pwii) 
(*twii) 

Gloss Reduplicated Form 

'to nail' cwicwii 
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(*kwii) 

b. cween 'to cut' cwicwee 

c. kween 'to join' kukwee 
(*pween) 
( * tween) 

d. cwe? 'to fuck' cwicwe? 
e. kwe? 'to want' kukwe? 

(*pwe? ) 
(*twe? ) 

f. bwen 'to howl' pupwen 
g. jwen 'to buy' ywiywen 
h. kwen 'to enter' kukwen 

(*twen) 

An explanation for the transfer of /cw/ and /yw/ clusters, but 

not /kw/ or /pw/ clusters, is found when examining the 

distribution of [w] in Petit Diboum. First, with respect to 

onset clusters, /ew/ is the only consonant cluster allowed in 

Bamileke. Second, the distribution of [w] is restricted to 

the following (Hyman, 1972: 27) :20 

(27) Occurrence of [w] in Bamileke: 

a. [w] is never found after alveolars; 
b. [w] is found after labials only if followed by /en/; 
c. [w] is followed only by the front unrounded vowels 

[it e, e, ~]. 

Each of these generalizations is exemplified in the data 

above. (27a) is supported because no /tw-/ initial forms are 

20Recall that underlying /e/ surfaces as [e] when short 
in closed syllables; therefore, lent will surface as [en]. 
Also, [w] may surface when followed by [u], argued by Hyman to 
be a result of consonant gradation (/ng/ -> [y]) and rounding 
conditioned by a back rounded vowel: /nguu/ 'to be sick' -> 
//yuu// -> [wuu]. 
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reported, whereas all of the reduplicated forms provided 

earlier do contain /t-/ initial forms. (27b) is also 

supported, where the only /bw-/ initial form found is (26f) 

~. Finally, with respect to (27c), note that the only time 

the ICW/ cluster surfaces intact is where the vowel in the 

reduplicant surfaces with a high front vowel «26a), (26b), 

(26d), and (26g» .21 I argue below that violations of (27c) 

occur as a result of reduplication in Petit Diboum, and that 

speakers 'fix up' the representation by utilizing f-elements 

already available in the representation. 22 

For example, the intermediate reduplicated form, based on 

~, after prefixation, copy, and association is: 

21Support for viewing /CW- / as a cluster, and not as a 
labialized consonant, comes from the general distribution of 
[w] noted above and a comparison with other labial consonants. 
First, as Hyman (1972) states, proposing that /Cw-/ clusters 
are actually labialized consonants forces the addition of 
labialized consonants to the Petit Diboum consonant inventory. 
Second, assuming ICw-/ is a labialized consonant eliminates 
the generalizations noted above on the distribution of [w]. 
Third, the distribution of [w] is not parallel to the 
distribution of other labials: cf. [po] 'hand', [~a] 'to go 
crazy' . 

22This use of 'repair strategies' differs from Paradis 
(1989), because I claim that ill-formed representations can 
only be repaired by an f-element already present in the 
representation. 
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(28) 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Moraic 
Root 
SL 
PL 

a. Prefixation, Copy, and Association: 

G 

~1.1 
c w e 
SL SL SL 
PL PL PL 
Cor Lab Cor 

~ c w e (?) 
SL SL SL 
PL PL PL 
Cor Lab Cor 
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Next, [+High] insertion results in the associated melody to 

the mora of the template ([e]) being overwritten (i.e. 

removed) : 

(28) 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Moraic 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

PL 

b. [+High] Insertion: 

(J 

~I:l c w 3: 

SL SL SL 

I I ~~high] 
PL PL 
Cor Lab 

~ c w e (?) 
SL SL SL 

I I I 
PL PL PL 
Cor Lab Cor 

Place Node Spread from the stem vowel is blocked from applying 

(28c), leaving the incorrect form *cwicwe?: 

(28 ) c. Blocking of Place Node Spread: 
Tiers 
Syllable 

~I:l Moraic c--?1 Root c w 3: w e (?) 
SL SL SL SL SL SL SL 
Ht I I Ht I I,~_ I [+high] 
PL PL PL PL PL --PL 

Cor Lab Cor Lab Cor 

I argue here that the Coronal Node of the stern-initial 

consonant then spreads leftward to the stern vowel, resulting 

in the correct surface form cwicwe?: 
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(28 ) d. Coronal Spread: 
Tiers 
Syllable 0' 0' 
Moraic ~J:L c~ Root c w ~ (?) 
SL SL SL SL SL SL SL 
Ht I I Ht- " I I I ....... 

[+high]-pL. 
PL PL - PL PL PL PL -Cor Lab Cor Lab Cor 

I do not include Coronal Spread as part of the reduplication 

process, because I assume this rule to be a general strategy 

on the part of Petit Diboum speakers. Further.more, Coronal 

does not spread every time the stem-initial consonant is 

coronal (cf. cico 'to fall'). 

Finally, in order to account for the /pw/ and /kw/ 

clusters that result in [pu] and [ku] in the reduplicant, I 

claim that violations of /Cw-/ cluster well-for.medness (here, 

*kwi and *pwi that result from reduplication) are accounted 

for with reassociation of the ' offending material' to the 

vowel of the reduplicant. For example, the following 

representation (29) results from the reduplication algorithm 

(*kwikwe?) : 

(29) 
Tiers 
Syllable 

k~J:L 
0' 

Moraic ~ 
Root w :: K w e (? ) 
SL SL SL SL SL SL SL 
Ht I I Ht I I I [+high] 
PL PL PL PL PL PL 

Dor Lab Dor Lab Cor 
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The problem here is that [w] may only be followed by a front 

unrounded vowel; therefore, the initial kw:i: sequence is 

illicit in Petit Diboum. I claim here that the [w] of the 

reduplicant del inks from the syllable node, and reassociates 

to the following mora, deriving the surface form kukwE? (after 

[ -ATR] insertion applies to the closed syllable): 

(30) Reassociation of [w] : 
Tiers 
Syllable 

~~ Moraic ~~ 
Root k -- k (?) w- u w e 
SL SL SL SL SL SL SL 
Ht I I Ht I I I [+high] 
PL PL PL PL PL PL 

Dor Lab Dor Lab Cor 

Note that the repair strategy applied above, spreading of the 

articulator node associated to the stern-initial consonant does 

not work here. Spreading Dorsal would result in *kwukwe?, an 

incorrect surface form. 

In sum, in this section I have addressed some anomalous 

reduplication data from Petit Diboum, arguing that 'fixing up' 

of illicit forms is accomplished through reassociation or 

spread of f-elements available in the representation. 

Examination of the complex onset reduplication data was not 

informative as to the location of height features in the 

geometry, but was necessary in order to correctly capture the 

nature of the reduplicative template. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter I have demonstrated that application of 

Representational Simplicity, in conjunction with the 

assumption that height features are not located under the 

Dorsan Node or the Place Node, allows for a more natural 

analysis of reduplication in Petit Diboum: 

(31) Height Features Not Under the Place or Dorsal Node: 

[high] ? 
[low] ? 

Supralaryngeal Node 
I 

~ 
Labial Coronal Dorsal 
[round] [front] [back] 

Merging like-Place nodes in the underlying representation of 

verbal stems provides an explanation for the nonblocking 

effects of Place node spreo.d from a stem vowel to the high 

vowel of the reduplicant. Furthermore, Place Node Spread 

under this view correctly leaves the vowel of the reduplicant 

as [+high], and also correctly does not spread [high] or [low] 

from the base. 

However, the facts of Petit Diboum reduplication do not 

provide insight as to exactly where the height features should 

dock, whether directly or indirectly to the Supralaryngeal 

Node (32a) or even the Root Node (32b): 
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(32a) Height Features under 
the Supralaryngeal Node: 

[low]? 
[high] ?-

Root Node 

sUpralarynjeal Node 

Place Node __ --Jrr-____ 
Labial Coronal Dorsal 
[round] [front] [back] 

(32b) Height Features 
under the Root Node: 

~ 
[high] ? I [lCM] ? 

sUpralarynjeal Node 

Place Node 
----iTr-____ 

Labial Coronal Dorsal 
[round] [front] [1::ack] 

In the next chapter, I present an analysis for Tunica partial 

trans laryngeal vowel harmony that argues for height features 

reporting directly or indirectly to the Supralaryngeal Node; 

i.e. (32a). 



ChaPter 3 
TUNICA PARTIAL VOWEL HARMONY AS EVIDENCE FOR 

HEIGHT FEATURES REPORTING TO THE SUPRALARYNGEAL NODE 

In Chapter 2 I demonstrated that removing the height 

features [high] and [low] from under the Dorsal Node and 

furthermore from under the Place Node provides a natural 

explanation for partial and prespecified reduplication in the 

Petit Diboum dialect of Fe?fe?-Bamileke. However, the most 

that Petit Diboum reduplication informs us about location of 

the height features is that they are located somewhere above 

the Place Node. In this chapter I provide evidence from 

Tunica partial trans laryngeal harmony demonstrating that the 

height features crucially must report to the Supralaryngeal 

Node, directly or indirectly. Taken together, the two 

chapters show that height features are located somewhere 

between the Place Node and the Supralaryngeal Node. Crucial 

to the discussion is the phenomenon of trans laryngeal harmony, 

spread of vowel features across an intervening [h] or [?] 

(glottal stop) . 

Steriade (1987a) proposes that trans laryngeal harmony is 

best represented as spreading the Supralaryngeal Node, to 

account for trans laryngeal harmony resulting in identical 

vowels on either side of the laryngeal. Because the 

laryngeals [h] and [?] are commonly assumed to be specified 

with only a Laryngeal Node, and crucially without a Place Node 

or Supralaryngeal Node, vowels flanking laryngeals (la) and 
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strictly adjacent vowels (lb) are both predicted to undergo 

Place Node Spread and Supralaryngeal Node Spread; that is, 

identical vowels result in both cases (under Sagey's (1986) 

view of feature geometry). Spread from one vowel to another 

across an intervening laryngeal is not blocked by that 

laryngeal, under the assumption that crossing association 

lines in a representation results in an ill-formed structure 

(Goldsmith, 1976; Hammond, 1988; Sagey, 1988b; McCarthy, 

1989c) . (lc) illustrates blocking of Place Node Spread and 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread by a non-laryngeal consonant; the 

association line connecting the consonant's Root node with the 

Supralaryngeal Node blocks left-to-right spreading from vowel 

to vowel, as does the association line connecting the 

Supralaryngeal Node and the Place Node for Place Node Spread: 

a. VLV b. W c. VCV (1) 
Tier 
Root 
Lar 

v 

SL 

PL 

However, the model of feature geometry arrived at in Chapter 

2 makes different predictions for trans laryngeal har.monies 

with respect to Place Node Spread and Supralaryngeal Node 

Spread. Under the view that the height features are located 

above the Place Node (2), Place Node Spread results in the 

spread of place of articulation features only: 

I 
• 
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(2) Height Node Geometry (based on Chapter 2): 

Roo..,t; Node 

~-----sUpralarynyeal Node Laiyngeal Node 

[high]? Place Node 
[low] ? 

Labial 
[round] 

Coronal 
[front] 

Dorsal 
[back] 

84 

Tunica partial vowel harmony is demonstrated here to be just 

such a case, where harmony takes place across the laryngeals 

[h] and [ ?], as well as between adj acent vowels, but is 

blocked by other consonants. The surface effect in Tunica is 

that the vowels flanking [h] and [?] agree in backness or 

frontness, but may differ in height. I argue here that, 

consistent with the Height Node Geometry, spreading the Place 

Node accounts for the vowel height remaining constant in 

Tunica trans laryngeal harmony. I argue further that the 

height features must be located between the Place Node and 

Supralaryngeal Node, in order to account for the 

trans laryngeal harmonies Steriade (1987a) cites, where 

identical vowels surface. 

Paradoxically for Steriade (1987a), Tunical partial vowel 

harmony is trans laryngeal harmony, but Tunica does not have 

the surface effect of identical vowels across the laryngeals. 

lTunica is a Native American Language formerly spoken in 
Louisiana. The data in this chapter are taken from Haas' work 
on Tunica, in her Tunica Grammar (1940) and Tunica Dictionary 
(1953) . 
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The paradox arises for two reasons: (1) because Steriade 

(1987a) argues that all cases of trans laryngeal harmony are 

accounted for with a rule of Supralaryngeal Node Spread; and 

(2) because all vowel features directly or indirectly report 

to the Supralaryngeal Node as well as the Place Node in the 

geometry that Steriade assumes: 2 

(3) Velar Geometry (Steriade, 1987a): 

supralarynfeal Node 

-
PlacPfl~ 

coroJal Dorsal ~lar Labial 

~ 
[back] [h~gh] [low] 

I 
[round] 

Wi th (3), spreading either the Supralaryngeal Node or the 

Place Node results in spread of all vowel features, therefore 

predicting vowel copy. Steriade opts for Supralaryngeal Node 

Spread because the feature [nasal], also a vowel feature, 

reports to the Supralaryngeal Node. Although no examples of 

trans laryngeal harmony including nasals has been found to 

date, Steriade makes the prediction that the feature [nasal] 

should spread as well.Under the Velar Geometry, spreading the 

Supralaryngeal Node, Place Node, or Dorsal Node results in 

spread of the height features, contrary to the Tunica partial 

translaryngeal harmony facts. Three possibilities arise to 

2Steriade's geometry here differs from Sagey (1986) by 
the addition of the Velar Node, relevant for velar consonants; 
the Dorsal Node is assumed to be relevant for vowels only. 
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resolve the paradox, so that Steriade's claims about 

trans laryngeal harmony can be maintained: (1) alter the 

representations (i.e. the feature geometry); (2) alter the 

rule; or (3) demonstrate that Tunica vowel harmony is not a 

case of true trans laryngeal har.mony {if Tunica vowel harmony 

is not translaryngeal harmony, then the paradox simply does 

not arise).3 I argue in this chapter for the first option, 

supporting the Height Node Geometry: 

(4) Height Node Geometry: 

Suprala.ryngeal Node 

~ He~ode 
[high] [low] 

Labial 
[round] 

Place Node 

Coronal 
[front] 

Dorsal 
[back] 

This change in the feature geometry allows upholding 

Steriade's claims that translaryngeal harmony is multiple

feature spread (indicating node spread) and that consonants 

wi th a Place node block spread. 

consonants have a Place Node, 

Because all nonlaryngeal 

spreading ei ther the 

Supralaryngeal Node or the Place Node between vowels will be 

blocked by an intervening nonlaryngeal consonant (see {lc).4 

3Arguments that Tunica partial vowel harmony is a true 
case of translaryngeal harmony are given as Appendix B to this 
chapter. 

4Under the view that Coronals are universally unspecified 
for Place features (Paradis and Prunet, 1989; Avery and Rice, 
1989), Coronals are incorrectly predicted to also be 
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To make this argument, I first argue for the underlying 

representation of vowels in Tunica (3.1). Next I present data 

showing Tunica partial vowel harmony across laryngeals and 

between adjacent vowels (section 3.2). In addition, I 

demonstrate that, consistent with the Height Node Geometry, a 

rule of place Node Spread accounts for the Tunica data. I 

illustrate that [front] must be inserted after harmony has 

applied between prefixes and stems, in order to accurately 

predict which vowels are targets for harmony. In (3.3) I 

demonstrate that Supralaryngeal Node Spread accounts for 

Steriade's cases where identical vowels surface, exemplified 

by Tiv trans laryngeal harmony (Pulleyblank, 1988ai Archangeli 

and Pulleyblank, in progress) . 

3.1 Tunica Vowels and Underlying Representation 

The surface vowel inventory for Tunica is given in Figure 

(5) below. Note that Tunica has two three-way distinctions at 

the surface: (1) Tunica has three low vowels (front, central, 

and back respectivelY)i and (2) a three-way distinction in 

tongue height (high, mid, and low) : 

(5) Tunica vowels (Haas, 1940): 
i 

e o 
E a 

u high vowels 
mid vowels 
low vowels 

transparent to spread here. However! it is not inconsistent 
with that view for Coronal to be subsequently inserted. I 
argue later in this chapter that [back] is present in 
underlying representation and that [front] (dependent on 
Coronal) is inserted later in the derivation. 
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In Combinatorial Specification, underlying feature values may 

combine freely, subj ect to constraints. Three under lying 

values are argued here to be present in Tunica ([back], 

[+high], and [+low]); [front] is argued in (3.2) to be 

inserted later in the derivation. 

Eight combinations are logically possible from the three 

underlying feature values (Ga). Because [~] is derived in 

Tunica, the combination of [+low] and [back] is ruled out by 

conditions (G.b.iii) and (G.b.iv) in underlying representation 

only; the combination of [+low] with [back] is derived as a 

result [+Low] Spread «9) below) and in translaryngeal 

harmony. The constraints (G.b.i) and (6.b.ii) prohibit the 

conflicting tongue gestures [+high] and [+low] from 

cooccurring at all levels of the derivation. In (6c) I 

provide the resulting sets of underlying f-elements: 

(G) Underlying System for Tunica Vowels: 

a. Logical Combination of Three F-elements: 
* * * u i a 0 e 

high + + + + 
low + + + + 
back + + + + 

b. Constraints on Underlying Feature Combination: 
i. If [+low] then not [+high] 
~~. If [+high] then not [+low] 
iii. If [+low] then not [back] 
iv. If [back] then not [+low] 

c. Underlying Feature Combinations: 
i e a 0 u 

high + + 
low + 
back + + 
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Now that I have identified the underlying feature 

combinations, I next provide some independent support for 

[+low] and [+high]. 

3.1.1 [+Low] Spread 

Figure (7) shows the vowel cooccurrence patterns in 

underived lexical items in Tunica; that is, vowel sequences in 

adjacent syllables, with intervening consonants ("+" means 

that the sequence occurs in underived lexical items, "0" means 

the sequence is not found) (see also Hammond, 1984).5 The mid 

and low versions of front and back vowels are shown to occur 

in complementary environments: [e] and [~] only occur when 

the vowel in the next syllable is the low central vowel [a], 

and [e] and [0] only occur when followed by [i) and [u]: 

(7) Vowel Cooccurrence Patterns: 

V1 V2 i e e a ~ 0 u 

i + + 0 + 0 + + 

e + 0 0 0 0 0 + 

e 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 

a + + 0 + 0 + + 

~ 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 

0 + 0 0 0 0 0 + 

u + + 0 + 0 + + 

SAllowable syllables in Tunica are CV, CVC, and to a 
lesser extent, CVCC. See Appendix B for some examples. 
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Figure (8) extracts the relevant generalizations about the 

distribution of mid and low front and back vowels from the 

chart in (7}.6 In particular, the following observations can 

be made: high vowels follow mid vowels (8a) but not low 

vowels (8a'); the low vowel lal follows the low front ([e]) 

and low back rounded vowel ([=>]) (8b), but no other mid or low 

vowels follow [e] or [=>] (8b'); mid vowels do not occur in a 

sequence {Bc}, nor are they followed by lal {8d}:7 

(8) Summary of Vowel Sequences: 
a. eu ei ou oi 
a.' *eu *ei *~ *=>i 
b. ea ::>a 

6A caveat is in order here. The chart in Figure {7} 
represents the overwhelming patterns of vowel cooccurrence. 
I have found some twenty forms that show le-e/, le-ol, Ie-ai, 
and lo-a/, which I assume are exceptions to the general 
pattern. Also, many of the forms used in determining the 
vowel cooccurrence patterns are trisyllabic or larger. I 
found some forms with [e] as the second vowel in a sequence; 
however, since [e] is always followed by [a] and argued to 
derive from an underlying leI, I recorded such forms as having 
[e] as the second vowel. 

7The distributional facts given suggest that [-high] must 
also be inserted or that [-high] should occur in underlying 
representation. Proposing [+high] and [+low] underlyingly 
means that a disyllabic sequence of two mid vowel is 
represented by two vowels unspecified for a height value. 
Without [-high] insertion, ruling such a sequence out would 
require {impossible} reference to the 'absence' of a feature 
value. However, another way to prevent sequences of mid 
vowels from surfacing would be to insert [+low] on the second 
member in a vowel sequence. Referring back to (B), note that 
both high-mid and mid-high vowel sequences are permitted. 
However, sequences of mid and low vowels can only be mid-low; 
no low-mid vowel sequences surface {e.g. *[a-e]}. Inserting 
[+low] on the second member of a sequence results in no change 
when that vowel is already [+low]; if the second member is 
[+high], then insertion is blocked. 
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b. ' 
c. 
d. 

*ee 
*ee 
*ea 

*ee 
*eo 
*oa 

*e::> *eo 
*oe *00 

91 

*::>e *::>0 

These observations led Hammond (1984) to propose a rule of 

[+Low] Spread, deriving [e] and [::>] from underlying mid 

vowels. The formulation given in Figure (9) for [+Low] Spread 

signifies that [+low] spreads leftward to a mid vowel (the 

rule is blocked from applying to a high vowel by the grounded 

constraint preventing [+high] and [+low] from cooccurring in 

the same path) : 

(9) [+Low] Spread: 
v C v 

Height ----- • Height 
I -- ---[+low] 

The Height node is given on the target of rule, reflecting 

automatic generation of the Height node as a result of [+low] 

spread (Clements, 1985; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in 

progress). Based on the vowel cooccurrence patterns and the 

proposal that [+Low] spreads from right-to-left, an underlying 

le-al (lOa) sequence surfaces as [e-a] (10b):8 

(10) a. 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

PL 
Artic. 

UR: 

e 
SL 

I 
PL 
Cor 
[front] 

a 
SL 
Ht 
[+Low] 

b. [+Low] Spread: 

e a 
SL_ SL 

"'1it__ Ht 
- -- -[+Low] 

PL 
Cor 
[front] 

8The derivation in (10) assumes that [Front] Insertion 
has already applied. I discuss this rule in section (3.2.3). 
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Figure (11) provideg an example of [+Low] Spread applying to 

an underlying mid back rounded vowel. (lla) gives the 

underlying representation prior to rule application; (11b) 

illustrates application of the spread rule from right-to-left, 

resulting in the surface form~: 

(11) Derivation of ~sa 'to escape': 

a. UR b. 
Tiers 
Root k 0 s a k 
SL Sl Sl 
Ht I Ht 

[+low] 
Place PI 
Artic. Dor 

[back] 

[+Low] Spread 

~ s a 
S1.... Sl 

I ----Ht Ht 
- - - ;: +lOrl] 

PI 
Dor 
[back] 

Having shown that the occurrence of low front and low back 

round vowels are predictable in Tunica, I turn to providing 

support for [+high] underlyingly. 

3.1.2 Evidence for [+High] 

Now that low vowels are characterized with [+low], either 

[+high] or [-high] is needed to distinguish high and mid 

vowels. Support for an underlying [+high] comes from a rule 

of High Vowel Deletion.9 Haas (1940) and Hammond (1984) show 

that high vowels are optionally deleted after a fricative and 

9See Haas (1940) and especially Hammond (1984) for 
details: this high vowel deletion rule is argued to be a 
separate rule from the general rule of unstressed vowel 
deletion, discussed in Appendix A. Also, the examples 
provided show evidence of an [h]-deletion rule (independently 
motivated in Appendix A also) and some other consonant 
deletion rules: see Hammond (1984) for details. 
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stop sequence (Hammond, 1984; p.143). The data below 

illustrate that both high vowels delete by this rule: (12a) 

and (12b) show that [u] deletes after an [hk] sequence, and 

(12c) demonstrates that [i] deletes after an [he] sequence: 10 

(12) High Vowel Deletion: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

ta sa t6hku sinima n -> tasatosiniman 
the dog dim. mpl. prt 'the puppies' 

hikuwa + nahku + l2ita + ku + ani -> 
'panther' 'like' 'walk' '3m. sg. ' 'quotative' 

hikuwanah-pitakjni 'he walks like a panther' 

ta + 
'the' 

hali + hei + hekina + ani -> 
, land' "'i"f. sg . ' 'fa~away' 'quotative' 

'The land was far away' 

The feature value [+high] must be mentioned in the High Vowel 

Deletion rule in order to ensure that both back and front high 

vowels undergo the rule. Because no rule requiring reference 

to mid vowels has been forthcoming, I assume [+high] as the 

underlying value. 

Tunica does not appear to have rules of either 

palatalization, rounding, or velarization to support 

underlying [front], [round], or [back] respectively. However, 

only one of these f-elements is required in underlying 

representation in order to distinguish five underlying 

lOIn each of these examples, first the high vowels delete, 
giving an [hC] sequence. Then, because [hC] sequences are 
disallowed in Tunica, the [h] deletes. See Appendix A for 
complete motivation of the [h]-deletion rule. 
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combinations. Consistent with Steriade (1987b), I propose 

that [back] is present underlyingly, instead of [round] 

([round] is assumed to be redundant on [back]). Furthermore, 

I assume that [back], and not [front], is present in 

underlying representation. Motivation for [front] being 

inserted later in the derivation comes from Tunica partial 

translaryngeal vowel harmony, elaborated on next. 

3.2 Tunica Partial Translaryngeal Vowel Ha~ony 

Here I provide data and discuss alternations that surface 

between vowels that occur on either side of a laryngeal, 

demonstrating that an underlying low or mid vowel remains low 

or mid after harmony, but takes on the preceding vowel's place 

of articulation feature, either [back] or [front]. I show 

that the same alternations surface between adjacent vowels, 

with subsequent deletion of one of the vowels, then motivating 

a rule of Place Node Spread to account for Tunica partial 

translaryngeal vowel harmony. 

3.2.1 Tunica Trannlaryngeal Ha~ony 

Translaryngeal harmony (Steriade, 1987a) refers to cases 

of harmony where identical vowels surface on either side of an 

intervening laryngeal, [h] or [?]. In Tunica partial vowel 

harmony (Haas, 1940; Odden, 1977; Jensen and Stong-Jensen, 

1979; Hammond, 1984), an underlying low central vowel (/a/) 

and mid front vowel (lei) surface as rounded and backed ([~] 

and [0] respectively) following a round back vowel, and are 
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fronted ([E] and [e] respectively) following a front vowel, 

while still retaining their inherent height values. Thus 

Tunica represents a case where some assimilation takes place 

across laryngeals, but without complete identity of vowels on 

either side of the laryngeal. In the discussion below I first 

describe alternations triggered by back vowels; then I turn to 

describing alternations triggered by front vowels. Following 

that, I propose a rule of Place Node Spread that accounts for 

the data. 

Figure (13) gives a summary of the alternations shown in 

the data in Figures (14), (15), and (16). 

(13) Summary of Alternations Triggered by Back Vowels: 

ulo (h,?) 
ulo 

a 
e 

-> 
-> 

ulo (h,?) 
ulo 

::> 
o 

Figures (14) and (15) below provide data illustrating surface 

patterns in Tunica when vowels become strictly adjacent at the 

juncture of harmony, and when a laryngeal intervenes. 11 All 

examples with the central low vowel fa/ as the target vowel 

involve suffixes «14) and (15»; examples with lei as a 

target vowel involve prefixation ((16) below). In Figure 

(14), the low central vowel /al of the laryngeal-initial 

llTranslaryngeal harmony happens in derived environments 
in Tunica. Examples of intervocalic [h] in underived lexical 
items are common, but word-internal occurrences of V?V are 
rare (e.g. cuhki?elu 'm. acorn'; ninita?eri 'fish hawk'). 
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suffixes becomes back (and consequently rounded [::::>]) when 

following a morpheme-final /ul «14a), (14b» or /0/ (14c) :12 

(14) Trans laryngeal Suffixal harmony with Back Vowels: 

a. h6ng + ?ara -> h6n?::::>ra 
'to go down' "'i3 Fs' 'she lay in 

a sitting down position' 
b. p6 + ?aki -> p6?::::>ki 

'to look' 'she looked' 
c. tanaraku + hat -> tanarak:Jt 

'the snake' 'the snake, on its part' 

Likewise, the same alternations are found with la/-initial 

suffixes when immediately preceded by a high back rounded 

vowel (no examples with morpheme-final /0/ were found). 

Again, the low central vowel retains its height, but takes on 

the place of articulation of the preceding vowel: 13 

(15) Suffixal Harmony Between Adjacent Vowels: 

a. lapu 
'good' 

+ ani -> la122ni 
quotative 'it is good' 

12Many of the examples here and given later include 
deletion of unstressed vowels, as seen when comparing the 
surface output of (14a) with (14b). I discuss deletion of 
unstressed vowels in Appendix A to this chapter. 

13Evidence for /a/ as the underlying suffix vowel is seen 
in the following examples: examples (a) through (c) show that 
/aLa/ sequences surface intact (in (a) the leftmost /a/ 
deletes); example (d) shows that sequence of adjacent low 
vowels (/a-a/) surfaces as a single [a]: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

har!!, 
'to sing' 
na 
'to lie down' 
m,L 
'you' 
nara 
'snake' 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ ani 
quotative 

-> har?aki 
'she sang' 

-> nahapa 
'already lie down' 
-> mahat 

'on your part' 
-> narani 

'it is a snake' 
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b. rn61u + ani -> m61:,ni 
, full' quotative 'it is full' 

In (16b) through (16d) below, a prefixal lui spreads its place 

of articulation value ([back]) onto a following lei, causing 

lei to become back and consequently rounded ([0]). In this 

case, the target vowel is mid, and still retains its height 

value (i.e. does not acquire [+high] from the preceding lui) : 

(16) Prefixal Harmony: 
a. ?u + aska -> ?:Sska 

'3ms person' 7foot' 'root' 
b. ?u + erusa -> ?6rusa 

'3ms person' 7 to know' "ihe knows' 
c. ?u + esini -> ?6sini 

'3ms person' 7head' "ihead' 
d. ?.1!, + ehekuma + ku -> ?6hokumaku 

'younger brother' 'm.sg.' 'his younger 
brother' 

Based on this data, a rule of [back] spread applying from 

left-to-right onto lal or lei accounts for the alternations. 

However, such a rule predicts that spread occurs past any 

intervening consonant, and does not automatically predict that 

laryngeals are transparent to spread. For example, 

application of [back] spread to ?u ' 3ms' + aska 'foot' 

incorrectly predicts ?:SskS, instead of ?:Sska as surfaces: 

(17) [Back] Spread: 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

PL 

Artic 

? u + a 

Hr-fL ,{~ 
[+highl ./ [+low] 

PL 
I ". -

PL I , ,""" 
I 1,-
[bcick] 

k a 
.,5L 

/ Ht 
/ [+low] 

..... PL 
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Next I provide examples showing spread targeting the same 

vowels, but triggered by front vowels. Again, the vowels 

targeted by harmony retain their inherent value for height, 

but take on the place of articulation of the preceding vowel. 

I argue here that because both place of articulation features 

spread in the same environment in Tunica, one rule of Place 

Node spread is preferred over two separate spreading rules.' 

In addition, I demonstrate that Place Node Spread accurately 

predicts that only laryngeal consonants will be transparent to 

spread. 

Figure (18) sununarizes the alternations that surface with 

front vowels: 

(18) Sununary of Alternations with Front Vowels: 

i/e (h,?) 
i/e 

a 
e 

-> 
-> 

i/e (h,?) 
i/e 

E 
e 

First, Figure (19) illustrates surface patterns in Tunica with 

laryngeal-initial suffixes. Examples (19a) through (19c) show 

that the low central vowel becomes fronted when preceded by 

the high front vowel /i/; likewise, the low central vowel 

becomes fronted before the mid front vowel leI (19d). (1ge) 

is provided to show that harmony does not occur past 

nonlaryngeal consonants, even though la/ has been shown to be 

a target for harmony: 

(19) Translaryngeal harmony Triggered by Front Vowels: 

a. ?ami 
'to go' 

+ ?ahkini 
"'If did' 

-> ?am?Ehkini 
, I went' 
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b. ?uwi + hat -> ?uwet 
'he"'" 'on X's part' 'on hispart' 

c. tihci + hat -> tihcet 
'she"'" 'on her part' 

d. me + ?aki -> me?eki 
'to search' 78he did' 'she searched' 

e. mili + sa -> milisa 
'red' 'almost' 'reddish' 

The same alternations that occur across laryngeal consonants 

in (19) are shown next to happen between strictly adjacent 

vowels. (20a) through (20c) illustrate that a following low 

central vowel is fronted when immediately followed by a high 

front vowel; (20d) shows that the low central vowel is also 

fronted following the mid front vowel lei: 

(20) Harmony between Adjacent Vowels: 

a. ?'''''' .acl. + aha + ani -> ?aCehEDi 
'she was sitting' 'not' quotative 'she was not 

sitting' 
b. ?uyasiti + aha -> ?uyasitehe 

'he got angry' 'not' 'he did not 
get angry' 

c. mili + ani -> milEni 
, it-is red' quotative 'itis red' 

d. tasl~ + ani -> taslEni 
'it is beautiful' quotative 'it is beautiful' 

All of the examples above involve the low central vowel /a/ 

being fronted ([e]) following a high or mid front vowel, with 

no change in vowel height. These examples are consistent with 

the back vowel examples given previously, where the low 

central vowel lal is backed (and consequently rounded) 

following a high or mid back round vowel. 

Example (19d), where no unstressed vowel deletion occurs, 

shows that the second vowel in a sequence takes on the 
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frontness of the preceding vowel (i. e. the source vowel). 

Based on this observation, it is expected that no alternation 

occurs in the sequence /ie/, since both vowels are front and 

unrounded (i. e. application of harmony is redundant). Indeed, 

this prediction is borne out by the data in (21) (the prefix 

final unstressed vowel /i/ deletes in both cases):14 

(21) Mid Vowel /e/ as a Harmony Target: 

a. 

b. 

? • .1 
'1s person' 
ti 
'3fs' 

+ erusa 
7 to know' 

+ .§yu + si 
'arm' loco 

-> 

-> 

?erusa 
'"iI know' 
teyusi 
'her arm' 

In sum, the following observations recapitulate what a 

rule for Tunica partial vowel harmony must account for: 

(22) Tunica partial vowel harmony comprises: 

a. 

b. 

c. 
d. 

e. 

f. 

high and mid vowels spreading their values for 
[front] and [back]; 
high and mid vowels not spreading their vowel 
height onto a following low (/ al) or mid (/ el) 
vowel; 
the environment for harmony is V (he?) V; 
underlying /a/ surfacing as [E] following a front 
vowel, and [~] following a back rounded vowel; 
underlying/e/ surfacing as [e] following a front 
vowel, and [0] following a back rounded vowel; 
the low central vowel /a/ and mid front vowel /e/ 
being the only possible targets for harmony. 

I first address (22a) through (22f), by motivating the rule of 

Place Node Spread and giving derivations. (22f) is discussed 

14That / e/ does not appear to be a target vowel when 
laryngeals intervene is partially explained by the fact that 
no /?e/ or /he/ initial suffixes occur in Tunica. /?e/ and 
the/-initial lexical items do occur, but none were found where 
they would be a potential target for vowel harmony. 
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in the following section, where [front] insertion is motivated 

and shown to account for application and nonapplication of 

harmony to particular vowels. 

3.2.2 place Node Spread 

Recall from Chapter 1 that one motivation for feature 

geometry is to represent groups of features that pattern 

together in phonological rules under a shared node. The data 

provided for derived /VhV/, /V?V/ and /VV/ sequences showed 

that both [back] and [front] spread from left-to-right between 

these vowels, but without concomitant spread of [high] or 

[low]; i. e. the vowel targeted by harmony (the second vowel in 

the sequence) retains its height (either mid or low). This is 

possible to represent with the Height Node Geometry, where the 

Height Node descends from the Supralaryngeal node, dominating 

the features [high] and [low] and is independent of Place: 

(23 ) Root Node 

Supralary; Laryngeal Node 

Hei~e 

[high] [low] ~ 

Labial Coronal Dorsal 
[round] [front] [back] 

The proposed geometry predicts that spreading the 

Supralaryngeal Node results in complete vowel copy (i. e. 

identical vowels surface as a result of spread), and that 

spreading the Place Node results in spread of place features 
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only (in Tunica, [back] and [front]). Because both [front] 

and [back] crucially spread in the same environment, I propose 

that spreading the Place Node accounts for Tunica partial 

vowel harmony. 

In (24) below, Place Node Spread is indicated to occur 

between adjacent moras (11); furthermore, the (+) sign is 

included to indicate that Place Node Spread applies to derived 

forms. The laryngeals [h] and [?] are not mentioned in the 

rule, but rather are predicted to be transparent to harmony 

because laryngeals have no specified Place or Supra laryngeal 

features: 

(24) Place Node Spread: 
1:1 + ,..11 

I 
,. .... 

.... ,. 
Place"" 

The following derivation demonstrates that the separation 

between the Place Node and the Height Node is crucial to 

accounting for Tunica partial vowel harmony. I derive the 

form hon?::>ra, meaning 'she lay down in a sitting down 

position' (cf. honu 'to go down' + ?ara '3 fs.'). In 

particular, the derivation below involves luI spreading its 

Place features only' onto a following vowel (hon?::>ra, 

*hon?ura) . The underlying representation in (25a) reflects 

morpheme concatenation (I represent moras only on segments 

undergoing rule application) : 
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(25) Derivation of h6n?~ra: 

a. Underlying representation: 

Tier 
Moraic ~ ~ 
Root h 0 n u ? a r a 
Lar I La~' I I I 
SL ;;1L SL SL SL 
Height Ht Ht I Ht 

[+high] [+low] [+lON] 
Place PL PL 
Artic. Dorsal Coronal 

[back] [front] 

In the next step in the derivation, Place Node Spread results 

in [back] being spread onto a following /a/, but without 

concomitant spreading of the underlying [+high] feature: 

(25 ) b. Place Node Spread: 
Tier 
Moraic ~ ~ 
Root h 0 n u ? :::> r a 
Lar I Lar/ I I I 
SL ;;1L ___ SL 

SL SL 
Height Ht .-- Ht I Ht 

[+high] _ - [+low] (+lON] -Place PL'- PL 
Artic. Dorsal Coronal 

[back] [front] 

Application of the vowel harmony rule spreads the trigger's 

Place node onto the low vowel / a/ ; since this Place Node 

dominates [back], the low back rounded vowel [~] is correctly 

derived. 

Finally, to complete the derivation, a rule of Vowel 

Deletion delinks the mora attached to the first vowel in the 

/u-a/ sequence; Stray Erasure erases the delinked mora and any 

structure previously linked to that mora (25c). Because the 
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Place Node is doubly linked, only the structure down to the 

Place Node deletes, leaving the Place Node with Dorsal and 

[back] linked to [~]: 

(25) c. 
Tier 
Moraic 
Root 
Lar 
SL 
Height 

Place 
Artic. 

Vowel Deletion: 

h 0 n 

P 
Dorsal 
[back] 

I.l. 
? 

T La~· 
SL 
Ht 
[ +low] 

The correct surface for.m h6n?~ra thus results. 

r a 
I I 
SL SL 

I Ht 
[+lcw] 

PL 
Coronal 
[front] 

The following data demonstrates that spread continues 

past the suffix-initial /?a/ when the following suffix 

consonant is the laryngeal/hI (as predicted), signifying that 

trans laryngeal harmony is iterative in Tunica: 

(26) Iterative Translaryngeal har.mony: 

i-a a. m'ili + ~ -> mil?EhE 
'red' 'not' 'not red' 

i-a b. kasi + ~ -> kas?EhE 
, true' 'not true' 

u-a c. molu + ?aha -> mol ?=>h::> 
'full' 'not full' 

u-a d. lapu + ?aha -> lap?::::>h::> 
'good' 'not good' 

Note that, even though another [+low] vowel occurs in the 

suffix in (25b) above, Place Node Spread is correctly blocked 

by the Place Node of the intervening non-laryngeal consonant: 
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(27) Blocking 
Tier 

of Place Node Spread: 

Moraic 
Root 
Lar 
SL 
Height 

h 
~ 

o n u 
I Lar 

[+~i9h) r 
~ 

? :::> r 
I I 
SL SL 
Ht 
[ +low] --It - ---

PL PL 
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a 
I 
SL 
Ht 
[+ION] 

Place 
Artic. Dorsal Coronal 

rbte~J B'rM"tJ 
Thus far I have supported the essential argument in this 

chapter, that vowels triggering Tunica partial trans laryngeal 

harmony spread their place of articulation features only, 

without affecting the inherent height values of the target 

vowel and without spreading their own inherent height values. 

A rule of Place Node Spread was motivated. 

Next I account for the remaining details of Tunica 

partial translaryngeal harmony, predicting which vowels are 

targets for harmony and preventing harmony from applying to 

vowels shown not to undergo harmony. In particular, 

accounting for lal and lei being the only targets for harmony 

means ruling out all other segments that occur in the 

environment for harmony, but where the rule does not apply. 

3.2.3 Prefixes, Suffixes, and Harmony Targets 

In this section I propose that Front Insertion and any 

subsequent rules are subject to the following grounded 

conditions: 

(28) Grounded Conditions on [Back] and [Front]: 
a. ( ••• ) If [front] then not [back] 
b. ( ••• ) If [back] then not [front] 
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Because [back] and [front] cannot cooccur, a rule spreading 

[front] should be blocked from applying to a target specified 

[back], and vice versa. Thus, harmony can never affect 101, 

because 101 is marked [back] underlyingly.ls This prediction 

is supported by the examples in (29), where harmony does not 

apply (in (29b), the [~] of ~sani results from an underlying 

/0/, derived through [+Low] Spread): 

(29) Harmony Blocked by Grounded Conditions: 

a. yuki 'cook' + hotu 'finish' + siti '3f.pl.' 
+ he 'when' -> yukihotusitihe 'when they had 

finished cooking'; 

b. yisi 'raccoon' + hosani 'vine' -> yisi~sani 
, (kind of) vine' 

The sequence lihol is problematic when compared with 

alternations that surface with strictly adjacent vowels; in 

particular, when the sequence luel is derived, the resulting 

vowel is [0]. In the latter case, [front] can spread from 

left-to-right to the front vowel le/, deriving the back vowel 

[0] (again, the target vowel's height remains mid). The 

problem is that the grounded conditions in (28) nicely account 

for the data in (29), where 101 is a target for harmony, but 

would incorrectly block application of harmony in the luel 

sequence. Assuming that [back] is specified in underlying 

representation and [front] is inserted later accounts for all 

lSNo examples of VLe (L=laryngeal) as possible inputs to 
harmony have been located to date. 
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of the data. Exactly when [front] gets inserted is pinpointed 

by the following form, where harmony does not apply in the 

derived sequence /iha/: 

{30} Non-application of Place Node Spread: 

ti hayi -> tihayi 
'3 fs. prefix' 'to be old' 'she is old' 

Examples like ?uwet 'on his part', derived from ?uwi and hat, 

indicate that a trigger /iha/ sequence should surface as 

/ihe/, resulting in *tiheyi. However, harmony does not apply 

in this case. I argue that, once Tunica morphology is 

considered, applying harmony after prefixation but before 

[front] insertion accounts for the remaining data. 

The chart in (31) summarizes the alternations seen in the 

data in (3.1.1): 

(31) Summary of Alternations and Morphological Class: 

a. Stern + Suffix: 

Harmony Input Surface Result: Figure # for 
Sequence: Examples: 

u + a u + ;:) (14) and (15) 

0 + a 0 + ;:) (14) and (15) 

i + a i + E (19) and (20) 

e + a e + e (19) and (20 ) 
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b. Prefix + Stem: 

Harmony Input Surface Result: Figure # for 
Sequence: Examples: 

u + e u + 0 (16) 

i + a i + a (30) 

i + e i + e (21 ) 

Three generalizations can be made from these figures: (1) the 

quality of the vowel undergoing harmony differs by 

morphological class (i.e. lal in suffixes, lei in stems) ;16 

(2) leI undergoes harmony only when preceded by luli and (3) 

vowels undergoing harmony take on the place features of the 

preceding vowel but retain their value for height. 

If [front] insertion occurs after harmony applies between 

prefixes and stems, neither Iii nor lei has Place features to 

spread, accounting for the lack of harmony in tihayi, and 

neither has Place features to delink, accounting for harmony 

being allowed to apply to lu-el sequences (e.g. ?u '3ms' + 

erusa 'to know' -> ?orusa 'he knows). Ordering of morpheme 

concatenation, [Front] Insertion, and harmony is subject to 

the following: 

(32) Rule Ordering and Morphology in Tunica: 

a. 
b. 
c. 

prefixation 
Harmony 
suffixation 

d. 
e. 

[Front] Insertion 
Harmony 

16Note in (31b) that lal refers to a stem vowel that does 
not undergo harmony. 
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Note also that ordering of (32c) with respect to (32d) does 

not matter, as long as [Front] Insertion occurs prior to 

harmony. Otherwise, high and mid front vowels would still 

have no Place specification to spread onto the low central 

vowel /a/. 

Consider the following contrasting derivations for 

tiha.yi. Figure (33a) illustrates that application of harmony 

before [front] insertion applies is vacuous, because [i] has 

no Place Node; the correct surface form is then derived by 

[front] insertion. Figure (33b) shows application of harmony 

after [front] insertion, predicting the incorrect surface form 

*tiheyi: 

(33) a. 

Tiers 
Root 
Supral. 
Ht 

PL 

[Front] Insertion After Harmony: 

i. Place Spread: (ilIa) 

t i 
SL 
Ht 

[+high] 

h a yi 
SL 
Ht 
[ +low] 

ii. [Front] Ins: 

t i h a yi 
SL SL 

/Ht Ht 
[ +high] [+lCM] 

PL 
Cor 
[front] 

b. [Front] Insertion Before Harmony: 

Tiers 
Root 
Supral. 
Ht 

PL 

i. [Front] Ins: 

t i h 

~~ 
[+high] '" 

PL 

a yi 
SL 
Ht 
[ +low] 

Cor 
[front] 

ii. Place Spread: 

t i h· {, yi 
SL ...... SL Hn ,'Ht 

[+high] .... ., [+lCM] 
PL 
Cor 
[front] 
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I provide an additional derivation below, illustrating 

application of harmony to a prefixed form, that also shows 

that [Front] Insertion crucially applies after harmony. I 

derive the form ?orusa in (34a) and (34b) below. Solid lines 

represent underlying representation; dotted lines represent 

application of Place Node Spread: 

(34) a. 
Tier 
Moraic 
Root 

Underlying representation and Place Node Spread: 

SL 
Height 

Place 

? u e 
He ,.., _ .. --tL SL 

[+high] ". ,.., ,.., 
PL 
Dorsal 
[back] 

r u s a 

Vowel Deletion erases the mora of the unstressed vowel, and 

any subsequent feature specifications relevant for that vowel, 

resulting in ?orusa: 

(34) b. 
Tier 
Moraic 
Root 

Vowel Deletion: 

SL 
Place 

? 
J.1 
o 

~_--SL 

PL 
Dorsal 
[back] 

r u s a 

Had [Front] Insertion applied prior to harmony, harmony would 

incorrectly be blocked from applying by the grounded 

conditions on [front] and [back] cooccurring: 
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(35 ) 
Tier 
Moraic 
Root 
SL 

Height 

Place 

[Front] Insertion prior to Harmony: 

? u e r u 

H~L ~ ~~1L 
[+high) I/~ 

PL PL 
Dorsal Coronal 
[back] [front] 
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s a 

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between 

/a/ and /e/ as target vowels is to claim that there are two 

harmony rules in Tunica; one that targets /a/ and another that 

targets lei. However, proposing two rules does not 

automatically predict that only laryngeals are transparent to 

harmony, making such a solution problematic. 

With respect to high vowels, like /01, high vowels 

surface in the environment for application of harmony, but do 

not undergo it. In light of the discussion above, we only 

expect stem-initial /il to undergo harmony because [front] is 

not inserted prior to harmony between prefixes and stems (i. e. 

because [u] is specified for [back] underlyingly, spreading 

[front] to a segment marked [back] is blocked). Once [Front] 

Insertion applies I the grounded conditions given in (28) 

should prevent harmony from applying to any suffix-initial 

high front vowels. Unfortunately, no high-vowel-initial stems 

were found in the environment for harmony (i . e . none were 

found prefixed). However I the two forms gi ven below are 

consistent with the prediction that high vowels in suffixes 
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should never undergo harmony. (36a) and (36b) provide 

examples of i?u and u?i sequences respectively. The leftmost 

vowel deletes in both cases (the [h] additionally deletes in 

(36b); see Appendix A): 

(36) a. ?uhk + ?uki + ?uta + he -> 
?uhk?uk?utahc 'when he had put him' 

b. saku + hila + wi + he -> 
-sakilawihe 'when he was about to eat' 

In sum, thus far I have provided data from prefixation 

and suffixation in Tunica illustrating that Place features 

arguably spread without concomitant spread of any height 

features. Target vowels of harmony are the non-high vowels 

lal and lei; high vowels do not undergo harmony and crucially 

do not spread [+high] in cases where the place features are 

illustrated to spread. Harmony is blocked from applying to 

101 and the high vowels by the grounded conditions on 

cooccurrence of [front] and [back] whereas application of 

harmony to lei is demonstrated to occur prior to [Front] 

insertion. 

3.2.4 Summary 

In this section I have demonstrated that, consistent with 

the Height Node Geometry, Place Node Spread accounts for 

Tunica partial trans laryngeal vowel harmony, capturing the 

effect of [front] and [back] crucially spreading without the 

additional spread of vowel height features. In the following 

section I demonstrate that a rule of Supralaryngeal Node 
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Spread, consistent with either the Height Node Geometry or 

with Steriade's (1987a) Velar Geometry, accounts for 

translaryngeal harmony in Tiv (Pulleyblank, 1988a) where 

identical low vowels surface on either side of the laryngeal. 

I also demonstrate that, although Steriade' s geometry can 

account for trans laryngeal harmonies where identical vowels 

surface, an analysis of Tunica partial trans laryngeal harmony 

consistent with Steriade's geometry is problematic. 

3.3 Translaryngeal Harmony and identity 

Tunica partial vowel harmony, shown above to be spread of 

[front] and [back] without spread of tongue height features 

([high] or [low]), differs from Steriade's (1987a) examples 

where identical vowels always surface after trans laryngeal 

harmony. The data from Tunica confirms the proposal due to 

reduplication in Fe?fe?-Bamileke that height features do not 

report to the Dorsal Node or the Place Node. However, 

Steriade's data remains to be addressed. I argue here that 

trans laryngeal harmonies resulting in identical vowels on 

either side of the laryngeals signifies that the height 

features are located between the Place Node and the 

Supralaryngeal Node. I also demonstrate in this section how 

an analysis of Tunica trans laryngeal harmony, when consistent 

with the Velar Geometry, is problematic. I show why altering 

Steriade's rule allows too much freedom to what rules can and 
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cannot do, supporting the argument here that the feature 

geometry should be altered. 

Steriade (1987a) proposes that spread of the Place node 

or the Supralaryngeal node accounts for translaryngeal 

harmony, based on the observation that the laryngeals are the 

sole consonants neutral to harmony since they do not have a 

Place Node or Supralaryngeal Node to block spread. Steriade' 

ultimately argues for Supralaryngeal Node spread to account 

for trans laryngeal harmony, under the assumption that 

nasalized vowels would spread nasality as well in 

trans laryngeal harmony (although Steriade does not cite any 

such examples). I next show that spreading the Supralaryngeal 

Node in either the Height Node Geometry or Steriade's Geometry 

accounts for trans laryngeal harmony in Tiv, where identical 

low vowels surface on either side of the laryngeals. 

Surface [*aCa] and [*~] sequences are disallowed in 

Tiv, although sequences of adjacent [aa] «37a) through (37c» 

and [::0] «37d) through (37f» are permitted (all examples are 

from Pulleyblank, 1988a; tone markings are not represented 

here) : 17 

17The sequences /aCe/ and /=:i:.o/ are also permitted in Tiv: 
paase, 'push aside (grass, etc.); gande, 'be fully-grown, 
adul t'; ~, ' surround'; ny::pso, 'mix'; n:::mdo, I drip' ; 
ts:::mgo, 'circumcise person'. 
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(37 ) Adjacent vowel sequences: 
a. daa 'knock thing over' 
b. saa 'become lost to' 
c. vaa 'weep, cry' 
d. ::0 'breathe' 
e. s::r::> 'sting' 
f. y:::o 'make proclamation' 

However, low vowel sequences are permitted across [h), 

indicating that trans laryngeal harmony operates at least with 

respect to low vowels in Ti v . (38a) provides examples of 

[aha] sequences; (38b) illustrates [~~] sequences: 

(38) a. [aha] 
i. kaha 'hoe' 
ii. paha 'throw off a person' 
iii. tsaha 'punish' 
iv. ndahar 'be small' 

b. [~~] 
i. lob::> 'dig out with a pointed tool' 
ii. bb::> 'summon' 
iii. s:::>b::> 'blow up (as of fire) , 
iv. ncb~r 'become wet' 

With respect to accounting for Tiv trans laryngeal harmony, I 

assume that a rule of Supralaryngeal Node Spread applies from 

left-to-right in an [ahV] or [:::>hV] sequence. Assuming that 

the rule has already applied, the representation for ~h:::> in 

(39) is consistent with the Velar Geometry (assuming 

Pulleyblank's specifications of [+low] and [+round] for [:::>]: 

(39) After Application of Supralaryngeal Node Spread: 
Tiers 
Root 
Lar 

SL 
PL 
Artic. 

k 

Lao 
[rd] 

:::> h ~ 

~ 
SL 
eL 

Oors 
[+low] 
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Essential here is that the Supralaryngeal Node can only spread 

past laryngeal consonants. Had the intervening consonant been 

some oral consonant, like [k] below, spreading of the 

Supralaryngeal Node would be blocked: 

(40 ) Blocking of Harmony: 
Tiers 
Root k ::> k V 
Lar \ ___ -11\ 
SL SL-- - SL 
Pl. EL 
Artie. Lao -Dors Dors 

[rd] [+low] 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread under the Height Node Geometry 

accounts for Tiv trans laryngeal harmony as well as Tunica 

partial trans laryngeal harmony. The difference between the 

two geometries is that the height features do not report to 

the Dorsal Node in the Height Node Geometry, but to the 

Supralaryngeal Node (at this point in the argument for a 

Height Node). Figure (41) gives the representation for ~~, 

where the height feature [+low] reports directly to the 

Supralaryngeal Node. Spreading the Supralaryngeal Node here 

results in the correct surface form: 

(41 ) 
Tiers 
Root 
Lar 

SL 

PL 
Artie. 

k 

L~ 
SlJ 

[+lOW]j 

'PL 
Lab 

h ....... ::> 
Lar'-::: ---

[ +round] 
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I have demonstrated that both the Height Node Geometry and the 

Velar Geometry account for full trans laryngeal harmonies, 

where identical vowels surface on either side of the 

laryngeal. However, a problem with Steriade' s geometry arises 

when providing an analysis for Tunica partial trans laryngeal 

harmony. 

Recall that Tunica vowel harmony differs from other cases 

of trans laryngeal h~rmony in that tongue height of the target 

vowel remains constant, either mid ([e]) or low ([a]). 

Steriade' s Velar geometry has no way of grouping place of 

articulation features to the exclusion of [high] and [low]. 

In order to account for Tunica translaryngeal harmony, a 

constraint is required on the trans laryngeal harmony rule 

stating that Dorsal features of the trigger vowel do not 

spread (or, the Dorsal features of the target vowel do not 

delete). Under this view, Tunica partial vowel harmony is 

exemplified as 'spread all vowel features, but do not spread 

the trigger vowel's Dorsal features'. This view is consistent 

with Steriade's claims that trans laryngeal harmonies (l) 

always involve multiple-feature spread, (2) cannot be 

characterized by spreading anyone articulator node (i. e. 

Labial, Coronal, or Dorsal), and (3) that stipulating which 

feature(s) delink as a result of rule application is allowed. 

A possible formulation of Tunica partial vowel harmony 

consistent with Steriade (1987a) is: 
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(42) Alternative For.rnulation of Tunica Vowel Harmony 
~ ~ condition: do not delink Dorsal 
Root Root features from the target vowel (or, 
SL do not spread Dorsal features from 

trigger vowel) 

However, allowing such a condition on rules predicts that the 

same condition that prevents spreading or del inking of Dorsal 

features should apply to Labial or Coronal features. That is, 

we should find harmony rules where Labial and Dorsal spread 

and Coronal features remain constant, or where Coronal and 

Dorsal spread without concomitant Labial spread. To my 

knowledge, such harmonies do not exist. I suggest, therefore, 

that placing conditions on rules like the one proposed above 

is not the best way to account for the Tunica data. 

Analyses for Tunica trans laryngeal harmony consistent 

with Odden (1988b) or Mester (1986) are also problematic. 

With respect to Odden (1988b), although Odden does propose a 

Height Node (dominating [high] and [ATR]) and a Round-Back 

node (dominating [round] and [back]) both dominated by the 

Dorsal Node, like Steriade, Odden proposes that the Dorsal 

Node is relevant for vowels only: 

(43) Odden's (1988b) Dorsal Geometry: 

sUpralaryrgeal Node 

Place Node 

---------~ ~---------Labial Coronal ~ - Velar 

~Ck Height 

[round] [back] [hGl-tATRl 
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However, spreading the Round-Back Node does not automatically 

predict that the laryngeals are transparent to spread. That 

is, under the assumption that laryngeals have no Place Node, 

spreading the Round-Back Node is predicted to occur past any 

Labial, Coronal, or Velar consonant, as well as laryngeals. 

Therefore, Odden's Dorsal Geometry cannot account for either 

Tunica partial trans laryngeal harmony, or full trans laryngeal 

harmonies. 

The same sort of problem is encountered when an analysis 

consistent with Mester's dependency geometry is considered. 

In order to get place of articulation features spreading 

separately from [high] and [low] (for Tunica), and then all 

vowel features spreading together (for other translaryngeal 

harmonies), a dependency relation showing [high] and [low] 

reporting to a higher node on one tier and place of 

articulation features on a separate tier that in turn reports 

to the [high], [low] tier is required: 

(44) Root 
I 

[high], [low] 
I 

[round], [back], [front] 

Mester's model rests on representing the dependencies between 

particular features in a. particular language, usually 

representing vowel features complet~ly separate consonantal 

features. However, one of th~ assumptions essential to the 

argument being made here is that laryngeals do not have a 
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Place Node; therefore, any rule attempting to account for 

trans laryngeal harmonies must predict that laryngeals are 

automatically transparent to harmony and that nonlaryngeal 

consonants are opaque. It is not clear how such an assumption 

translates to Mester's Dependency Geometry. Because of this 

problem, spreading from either one of these tiers does not 

automatically predict that laryngeals are transparent to 

spreading, or that non-laryngeal consonants are blockers. 

I have demonstrated here that Place Node Spread, 

consistent with the Height Node Geometry, accounts for the 

Tunica data, and that the cases of trans laryngeal harmony 

where identical vowels surface is captured with a rule of 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread. I have further shown that 

analyses of Tunica translaryngeal harmony consistent with 

Steriade (1987a), Odden (1988b), and Mester (1986) are 

untenable. 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter I have demonstrated that Tunica partial 

vowel harmony takes place across the underlying laryngeals [h] 

and [?], as well as between adjacent vowels resulting from 

concatenation. However, in contrast to Steriade's prediction 

that identical vowels occur as a result of trans laryngeal 

harmony, Tunica translaryngeal harmony presents a case where 

place of articulation features spread (here [front] and 

[back]), without concomitant spread of tongue height features 
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([high] or [low]). As mentioned at the beginning of this 

chapter, the facts concerning Tunica translaryngeal harmony 

are consistent with those of reduplication in Fe?-fe? 

Bamileke, discussed in Chapter 2. The Bamileke data indicated 

that the height features are located somewhere above the Place 

Node, but provided no addi tional information as to their 

location in the geometry. However, the analysis of Tunica 

trans laryngeal harmony presented here does. In order to get 

complete vowel copy across the laryngeals, the height features 

must directly or indirectly report to the Supralaryngeal Node, 

predicting the following (partial) geometry; and, in order to 

account for the Tunica facts, place of articulation features 

only are associated to the Place Node: 

(45) Root /-------
Suprala~ngeal Laryngeal 

[high] ~ ____ 
[low] PJ,ace 

------'\~--~-Labial Coronal Dorsal 
[round] [front] [back] 

The debate on whether height features report to a separate 

node or directly to the Supralaryngeal Node is resolved in the 

following chapter, where accounting for vowel harmony in Ewe 

argues for a rule spreading the height features as a single 

group. 
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APPENDIX A: VOWEL-DELETION AND H-DELETION 

Here I discuss two independent phonological rules that 

apply prior to deriving surface representations for many of 

the previous examples: a rule of unstressed vowel deletion 

and a rule of [h]-deletion. 1 

I indicated in this chapter that Vowel Deletion and H-

Deletion apply after harmony to derive surface 

representations. Here I give forms with the sequences /a?i/ 

and /ahi/, where harmony is not predicted to apply on two 

counts: one, the leftmost vowel is the low central vowel /a/ , 

which has no Place features to spread; and (2), the second 

vowel is a high vowel so harmony does not apply. In (A.l.a) 

the underlying sequence /a?i/ surfaces as [?i]; in (A.l.b) 

/ahi/ surfaces as simply .[i]. The final two forms (A.Lc, 

A.l. d) demonstrate that vowel deletion also occurs across 

phrasal boundaries: 

(A.1) Vowel Deletion: 

a. wiwalliL. + ?i 
'you (m) want' ~, 

b. b'ta + hila 
'to run' 'to be 

about to' 

+ he 
'when 

+ wi + 
'3ms' 

-> 

he -> 

wiwan?ihe 
'if you want' 

b'tilawihc 
'when he was 

about to go' 

11 follow Hammond's (1984) general rule of deletion of 
unstressed vowels before glottals in a derived environment. 
Also, see Chapter 4 of Hammond (1984) for detailed discussion 
of stress-related phonological rules in Tunica, and for 
detailed discussion of H-deletion. 
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c. tuwaku ?uwalOni 
'owl' 'hooted' 

d. ?uwi ?oneni 
'he' 'was a person' 

-> 

-> 

tuwak ?uwalOni 
'The owl hooted' 

?uw ?oneni 
'He was a person' 

The deleted vowels above are morpheme-final (A.1.a-b) or 

phrase-final (A.l.c-d) unstressed vowels, followed by a 

laryngeal. Morpheme-final stressed vowels do not delete (e. g. 

p6?uhki 'he looked' <- p6 'to look' + ?uhki 'he did'). 

Because of the patterns exemplified here, Hammond (1984) 

motivates a rule of unstressed vowel deletion (the rule given 

here differs slightly from Hammond's rule, but captures the 

same intuition, that an unstressed vowel deletes before an 

optional laryngeal; that is, the leftmost unstressed vowel in 

the sequence W, VhV, and V?V deletes) :2 

2Hammond (1984) points out one problematic aspect of 
formulating vowel deletion as unstressed vowel deletion. The 
articulator prefix and the agentive prefix are both 
phonologically ta and both show up stressed. However, the 
articulator prefix vowel can delete, but the vowel of the 
agentive prefix cannot. To account for this, Hammond 
ultimately proposes that both prefixes are. unstressed 
underlyingly. The vowel of the articulator prefix vowel 
deletes by unstressed vowel deletion, but the agentive prefix 
is marked as an exception to the deletion rule. Also, I 
include '(h,?)' in the rule formulation, in order to account 
for deletion of the leftmost vowel in both VLV and W 
sequences. Interestingly, the rule of unstressed vowel 
deletion has the same environment as vowel harmony: W, VhV, 
V?V. However, because locality requirements on triggering 
application of vowel deletion (Le. the moraic level) are 
different from locality requirements on vowel harmony, I have 
no principled reason why the two rules should apply in the 
same environment. 
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(A. 2) 

~ 
I 
V 

Vowel Deletion Rule: 

(h, ?) V -> 

124 

(/) (h, ?) V 

I assume here that when the unstressed mora deletes, segmental 

material originally linked to that mora is erased by Stray 

Erasure (Ita, 1986).3 Further.more, TUnica appears to delete 

[h] , s that would otherwise surface postconsonantally. No /Ch/ 

sequences ever surface in Tunica, so Tunica pres'w~ably has a 

constraint prohibiting this sequence. Note in (A.1.b) above 

that once Vowel Deletion applies, the resulting form has such 

a sequ~nce: *lothilawihc. The surface form shows deletion of 

the /h/ in the /th/ sequence, motivating a rule of H-deletion 

postconsonantally given in (A.3.a) (Hammond, 1984). (A.3.b) 

illustrates the derivation of ?uwet 'on his part': 

(A. 3) a. 

b. 

H-Deletion: 

Derivation: 
Vowel harmony -> 
Vowel Deletion -> 
H-deletion -> 

h -> 0/ C 

?uwi + 
?uwihEt 
?uwhEt 
?uwEt 

hat 

3As D. Archangeli points out, the rule of Vowel Deletion 
as formulated does not indicate such an assumption. In fact, 
we could claim that the unstressed vowel deletes, and that the 
segmental material left behind automatically links up to the 
following vowel, making the rule of vowel harmony superfluous. 
However, we would still need a rule of vowel harmony to 
account for cases where a stressed vowel spreads its values 
for [front] or [back] to a following vowel and does not 
subsequently delete. 
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Now that Vowel Deletion and H-deletion have been discussed, 

all relevant phonological processes that interact to derive 

surface forms noted in this chapter have been addressed. 
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APPENDIX B: 

Tunica Partial Vowel Har.mony is Translaryngeal Har.mony 

Here I confirm that Tunica vowel harmony is a case of 

true trans laryngeal harmony. Eliminating the assumption that 

Tunica represents a case of translaryngeal harmony removes the 

proposed paradox for Steriade. That is, neither 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread nor place Node Spread, under 

Steriade's Velar Geometry, accounts for Tunica partial 

trans laryngeal harmony where place of articulation features 

spread separately from height features. One possible argument 

would be to show that the laryngeals are epenthetic and not 

underlying. Here I provide data from Tunica showing that 

there are no arguments to demonstrate that the laryngeals are 

epenthetic. 

Syllable Structure in Tunica 
and the Distribution of [h] and [?] 

In order to make the argument that this is not a case of 

translaryngeal harmony, both [h] and [?] would have to be 

proven epenthetic in Tunica, and the distribution of each 

shown to be predictable with respect to the other. One 

possible way to demonstrate consonant epenthesis is to show 

that epenthesis breaks up an illicit syllable structure. It 

has already been demonstrated that Tunica resolves illicit 

vowel clusters by deleting the leftmost vowel in the sequence, 
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removing vowel clusters as an environment for epenthesis. 4 

Furthermore, proving that only one of the laryngeals is 

epenthetic does not explain why harmony occurs across the 

other laryngeal, thus proving only one laryngeal to be 

epenthetic would not resolve the paradox here. 

Permissible syllable shapes in Tunica are CV, CVC, and to 

a lesser extent CVCC, shown below in Figure (B.l) (all 

exrunples are from Haas (1940) and (1953); '-' indicates a 

syllable boundary; and, no examples of word-final CVCC 

sequences were found): 

(B.l ) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Permissible Syllables in Tunica: 

CV: 
ha-ha 'to curse' cu-la 
le-ka-ti 'in' s:::>-wa 

CVC: 
hah-ku 'cypress' las-pi 
wan-ta-ha 'formerly' tas-le 
ko-suh-ki 'crawfish' t:)-rah-ta 
?u-ceh-ka 'toad' la-mih-ta 

CVCC: 
?ins-?epa. 
?ing-rasa 
ta-wist-?eku 

'we are happy' 
'American' 
'The Mississippi' 

'fox' 
'pregnant' 

'metal, iron' 
'pretty' 
'bitter' 
'soft, mushy' 

The data and discussion in Haas (1940) indicates that 

syllables in Tunica must have onsets. In fact, all vowel-

initial entries in Haas's (1953) dictionary are prefaced with 

a hyphen (-), indicating that they always occur with a 

preceding morpheme. The fact that onsets are required implies 

4Thanks to Megan Crowhurst for pointing this out. 
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that some consonantal segment in Tunica could be epenthetic to 

fulfill this requirement; however, I have found no such 

evidence to date (both [h] and [?] occur before each of the 

seven surface vowels) . 

Other possible evidence for [h] or [?] as epenthetic in 

Tunica comes from variants of affixes: e.g., suffix variants 

that surface in one environment with an initial vowel and in 

a different environment as h-initial or ?-initial. The 

opposite would hold for a prefix; that is, one form of a 

prefix would end in a vowel when followed by a consonant, and 

the other form would end in a consonant when followed by a 

vowel. No examples of affix allomorphy based on the presence 

and absence of either laryngeal, [h] or [?], was found. Only 

a small portion of Tunica affixes have allomorphs at all; the 

affixes that do have allomorphs usually differ by the presence 

and absence of [k], demonstrated in the examples below. The 

prefix in Figure (B.2.a) is the reciprocal prefix. The only 

example of suffix variation evident in Tunica is the 

conditional postfix in (B.2.b) (the ?i variant is rare); in 

this case, note in the morphological breakdown that both 

variants are preceded by the same vowel, indicating that 

predicting the distribution of the variants based on the 

quality of the preceding vowel or syllable structure 

requirements is not possible: 
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(B.2.a) prefix: 

?ak + ?Eh?unihki -> 
'they kicked' 

?a + wirahk?unta 
'they questioned' 

+ ani 
quote 

129 

'reciprocal' 

?ak?Eh?unihki 
'they kicked each other' 

-> ?awirahk?untani 
'they questioned 

other' 
each 

(B.2.b) suffix: k?i, -?i 'if', conditional postfix" 

wiya + k?' .J. + he -> wiyak?ihc 
'you go' 'if' 'sub. postfix' , if you proceed' 

yawi + aha + ?' • J. + he -> yawEh?ihc 
'he did' 'neg. , 'if' 'he did not' 

It appears then, that a case for [k] as epenthetic might be 

possible (although in (B.2.b) an [a] precedes each suffix 

variant, so it is not clear how to define the trigger for /k/

insertion), but no evidence for [h] or [?] as epenthetic is 

found in Tunica. 

The distribution of morpheme variants, whether suffixes 

or prefixes, is demonstrated above to not be predictable from 

the syllable structure. I conclude, then, that Tunica vowel 

harmony is a case of translaryngeal harmony, and that the 

paradox must be resolved, as was argued for in this chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 
VOWEL HEXGHT ASSXMXLATXON AND RESTRXCTXONS XN EWE 

The data presented thus far argue for the height features 

being located above the Place Node (reduplication in Petit 

Diboum, Tunica trans laryngeal harmony), but also argue that 

the height features report directly or indirectly to the 

Supralaryngeal Node (Tunica). The remaining question to be 

answered is whether the height features report directly to the 

Supralaryngeal Node (1a below), or to a separate Height Node 

that in turn reports to the Supra1aryngeal Node (1b):1 

1) a. Height features dock into the Supralaryngeal Node: 

Root Node 
/~4--------------__ LIaaryngeal Node 

Supralaryngeal Node 

Place Node 

Labi~orsal 
[round] [front] [back] 

b. Height Node Geometry: 

Root Node 
Jr---------------Laryngeal Node 

Supra laryngeal Node ---------Height Node 
[high] [low] 

Labial 
[round] 

Place Node 

Dorsal 
[back] 

lThanks go to Bruce Long Peng for his many helpful 
comments on this chapter, and for bringing the significance of 
the Ewe data to my attention. 
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The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate that the height 

features do not report to the Supralaryngeal Node, but dock 

into a separate node, the Height Node in (1b). 

Two predictions following from this claim are 

investigated here. First, spreading the Height Node results 

in spread of the features [high] or [low] separately from any 

Place nodes or features. Under Sagey's or Steriade's view, 

spreading of the Dorsal Node results in spread of the feature 

[back], in addition to [high] and [low].2 Under the 

alternative view that the height features report directly to 

the Supralaryngeal Node, representing spreading of [high] and 

[low] by one rule requires spreading the Supralaryngeal Node 

which in turn results in spread of all vowel features, not 

just the height features. In this chapter I argue that the 

height alternations exhibited by the topicalizing particle in 

the Adangbe dialect of Ewe is best captured with a rule of 

Height Node Spread, as opposed to two separate spreading 

rules. Second, like-height restrictions involving more than 

one value for [high] and [low] in the Kpando dialect of Ewe 

can be represented by double-linking of the Height Node, 

2The same sort of problem is encountered under 
Pulleyblank's (1989) view, where [back] is removed from the 
Dorsal node and replaced with the Coronal feature [front], 
because specification of the Dorsal Node alone still implies 
backing. That is, spreading the Dorsal Node under that view 
spreads [high], [low], and Dorsal, because the latter is 
assumed to be redundantly [back]. 
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indicating identity of height features (McCarthy (1986), 

Mester (1986), Cole (1987), Cole and Trigo (1988». 

To be consistent with underspecification theory, 

motivating specific reference to the Height Node requires that 

evidence be presented for more than one f-element referring to 

height. For example, representing height contrasts in a 

language with only two relevant height distinctions under some 

underspecification theories (e.g. Combinatorial Specification 

and Radical Underspecification) may not present evidence tor 

Height Node Spread. For example, in (2) below I represent one 

possible set of underlying f-elements for a language with a 

five-vowel underlying system Ii, e, a, 0, uf. Spreading the 

Height Node that [+high] reports to, based on (2), is 

tantamount to spreading the single feature [+high] because 

[+high] is the only value for height present in the inventory. 

Thus, a language with the inventory in (2) would not provide 

evidence bearing on the question of the Height Node. 

(2) Five-vowel Inventory: 

i e a 0 u 
high + + 
front + + 
back + + 

However, in (3a) below I represent one possible set of 

underlying f-elements for a language with a seven-vowel 

underlying system /i, e, £, a, ~, 0, u/. Grounded conditions 

on the cooccurrence of [+high] and [+low], and on [front] and 
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[back] (3b), in conjunction with Representational Simplicity, 

give the system in (3a), based on four underlying f-elements: 

(3) Seven-vowel Inventory: 

a. Four f-elements: 

high 
low 
front 
back 

b. 

i e e a :) 

+ 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ 

Grounded Conditions: 

if [+high] then not [+low] 
if [+low] then not [+high] 
if [front] then not [back] 
if [back] then not [front] 

0 u 
+ 

+ + 

Although logical combination of three underlying f-elements 

results in eight possible combinations, assuming the same 

grounded conditions as in (3b) results in indeterminacies 

between some segments. For example, I demonstrate in (4a) 

below that two height features and one place feature ([front] 

here) results in both [a] and [:)] being represented as simply 

[+low]. In (4b) I illustrate that the same sort of problem 

results in a system of two place features and one height 

feature; in particular, the high and mid vowels are 

identically specified: 

(4) a. Three f-elements, two height features: 

high 
low 
front 

i 
+ 

+ 

e 

+ 

e 

+ 
+ 

a 

+ + 

o u 
+ 
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b. Three f-elements, two place features: 

i e E a :;) 0 u 
low + + 
front + + + 
back + + + 

Combinations of f-elements in the Adangbe and Kpando dialects 

of Ewe involve an underlying seven-vowel inventory; thus an 

underlying system including four f-elements is necessary. In 

a language with the underlying inventory in (3a), a rule would 

require Height Node Spread if both [+high] and [+low] spread 

in the same environment and at the same point in the 

derivation. That is, evidence for both underlying f-elements 

spreading under the same conditions argues for a simpler rule 

of Height Node Spread, as opposed to two rules spreading each 

f-element separately. We run into the same sort of 

theoretical challenge when examining rules or conditions 

referencing like-height restrictions; that is, a like-height 

restriction on rule application can be represented as 

referring to the Height Node only in cases where two feature 

values that denote vowel height are underlyingly specified. 3 

3At first glance, the Height Node as conceptualized here 
could be seen as an alternative way to represent [ahigh] 
rules. However, as Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1991, ln 
progress) point out, processes where the condition on rule 
application is generally referred to as [ahigh] are equally 
well-represented with one underlying value for [high] and with 
a biconditional restriction on rule application. For example, 
in Tiv (Pulleyblank, 1988a; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1991, 
in progress), [+round] spreads from high vowel to high vowel, 
from mid vowel to mid vowel, and from low vowel to mid vowel. 
Specifying only [+high] in underlying representation, and 
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Each prediction with respect to the Height Node discussed 

above is exemplified in this chapter with data from two Ewe 

dialects. I first demonstrate how height features interact in 

a process of vowel height assimilation in the Adangbe dialect 

of Ewe (Clements, 1974, 1991b; Capo, 1985; Stahlke, 1971, 

1973) (section 4.1); then I argue that the like-height 

restriction on word-final vowel sequences in the Kpando 

dialect of Ewe (Stahlke, 1971, 1973) is best represented by a 

well-for.medness condition on the Height Node (section 4.2) . 

4.1 Vowel Harmony in Adangbe 

Clements (1974) and Capo (1985) differ in their 

representations of the degrees of vowel height that surface in 

Ewe (although Clements (1991b) adopts Capo's analysis). 

Clements uses [high] and [ATR] to distinguish the three 

degrees of vowel height, whereas Capo uses the features [high] 

and [low] (see section 4.1.2 for discussion). In the analysis 

provided here I support Capo's feature system, and illustrate 

that Height Node Spread accounts for the variations in vowel 

height exhibited by certain vocalic particles and clitics. No 

empirical evidence has been found in Ewe to choose [+low] over 

placing a biconditional restriction on rule application 
([+round] spreads from a [+high] vowel if and only if (iff) 
the target vowel is also [+high]) results in rule application 
when both trigger and target are [+high], when both are 
unspecified for [high], and nonapplication if one is [+high] 
and the other has no value, thus accounting for rules 
requiring reference to [ahigh]. 
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[-ATR]; however, in (4.1.2) I give theoretical reasons for 

choosing [+low]. I also illustrate that the argument for a 

Height Node would not be countered by evidence found later for 

inclusion of [ATR] over [low]. I concentrate here on the 

Adangbe dialect of Ewe because Adangbe displays the most 

extensive set of alternations. 4 

Vocalic suffixes in Ewe alternate, depending on the 

height of the final vowel in the preceding form. First, 

Figure (5) provides the surface vowel inventory for Ewe (Capo, 

1985) : 

(5) Ewe Vowels: 

Front Central Back 
i u 
e a 0 

£ a :::> 

In the exarr9les in (6) below, the topicalizing particle (or 

clitic) always surfaces as a front vowel, but differs in vowel 

height (' +' = morpheme boundary) : S 

4Ansre (1961), Capo (1985)', Clements (1974; 1991b), and 
Stahlke (1971; 1973) each discuss different Ewe dialects that 
exhibit essentially a subset of the alternations that Adangbe 
shows (see the works cited for details) . 

sAIl examples are taken from Clements (1974: 290). The 
topicalizing particle is one of a restricted set of vocalic 
suffixes that participate in these alternations; morphological 
restrictions on application of harmony are not addressed here. 
However, further clarification of these examples needs to be 
made. First, where Clements transcribes [3], I follow Capo 
and transcribe a schwa [ale Ewe also has nasalized vowels, 
not represented in the surface inventory here. Second, tone 
is not indicated in these examples because tone is not germane 
to the process of vowel harmony. And third, Clements does not 
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( 6) Noun Particle 
a. dSi + e -> asi l. 'it's water' 
b. avu + e -> avu i 'it's a dog' 

c. aye + e -> aye e 'it's a spider' 
d. anya + e -> anye e 'it's me' 
e. awo + e -> awo e 'it's you' 

f. aule + e -> aUlE e 'it's a weaver bird' 
g. agba + e -> agbE e 'it's a load' 
h. as:::> + e -> as:::> e 'it's a horse' 

The nouns in (6a) and (6b) terminate with a high vowel; 

likewise, the particle surfaces as a high (front) vowel. In 

(6c) through ( 6e) the nouns end in a mid vowel, hence the 

particle is mid. Finally, ( 6f) through (6h) end in a low 

vowel, and the particle also ends in a low vowel. In 

addition, the forms that end in central vowels « 6d) and (6g» 

take on the frontness of the particle. An analysis of the 

alternations demonstrated in (6), then, must account for the 

particle always surfacing as a front vowel, the three degrees 

in vowel height (high, mid, and low) exhibited by the 

topicalizing particle, and the fronting of the central vowels 

in (6d) and (6g). Because three levels of vowel height must 

necessarily be referenced here, I argue that a rule of Height 

Node Spread best captures the changes here. 

comment on [1.)] surfacing in certain forms (e.g. 5f), although 
[u] is not included in the surface vowel inventory. Ansre 
(1961), however, notes that [t] and [1.>] ([-ATR] counterparts 
to [i] and [u] respectively) do surface instead of [i] and [u] 
in closed syllables in the Anlo dialect. (Note, though, that 
[u] is not in a closed syllable in (5f». 
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In the following section I provide the set of underlying 

f-elements present at the time harmony applies. Then, I 

propose rules of Height Node Spread and [Front] Spread to 

account for the alternations shown above. 

4.1.1 Underlying Vowel System in Ewe 

I argue for the representations in (7) of underlying 

vowels in Ewe: Figure (7a) gives the system of underlying 

f-elements; (7b) provides the grounded conditions that 

constrain combination of these f-elements in both underlying 

and derived representations: 6 

(7) a. Underlying F-elements: 

high 
low 
front 
back 

b. 

i e e d a ::> 
+ 

+ + + 
+ + + 

+ 

Grounded Conditions: 

i. if [back] then not [front] 
ii. if [front] then not [back] 
iii. if [+high] then not [+low] 
iv. if [+low] then not [+high) 

0 u 
+ 

+ + 

In the following section I discuss the features used to 

represent place of articulation in vowels, [front] and [back] . 

6Logical combination of the underlying f-elements 
constrained by the grounded conditions results in one other 
'combination' not given in (6a); a single [+high], predicted 
by this system to surface as the central vowel [3:). I have no 
evidence for [:i:] in Adangbe, but Stahlke (1971) notes that, in 
Kpando, pharyngeal consonants surrounding the high front vowel 
Iii cause the high vowel to become centralized: for example, 
xixe 'outside' -> [x:i:xe); hiha 'yawn' -> [h:i:ha]. 
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I also present supporting arguments for the underlying feature 

value of [+high] as opposed to [-high]. Following that, I 

briefly review Capo's (1985) arguments for the features [high] 

and [low] as opposed to Clements' (1974) suggestion that 

[high] and [ATR] are more appropriate. I then show that 

whether [+low] or [-ATR] is represented underlyingly still 

supports a rule of Height Node Spread, but rather argues that 

[ATR] must be a height feature. 

4.1.2 [Front], [Back], and [+High] 

As discussed in Chapter I, I assume that grounded 

conditions preventing cooccurrence of [front] and [back] are 

more firmly articulatorily grounded than ones preventing 

cooccurrence of [front] and [round]. In the same way that the 

tongue cannot be both [+high] (i.e. raised) and [+low] (i.e. 

lowered), the tongue cannot simultaneously be fronted and 

backed. However, front rounded vowels do occur in some 

languages (e.g. French, Finnish, Hungarian, Korean). If 

[round] were assumed to be present instead of [back], grounded 

conditions preventing cooccurrence of [front] and [round] 

would reflect a tendency rather than an articulatory 

impossibility. Consistent with Pulleyblank (1991), I assume 

that conditions preventing [front] and [back] from cooccurring 

are stronger than conditions preventing [front] and [round]. 

Adopting [front] and [back] instead of [front] and [round] is 

more consistent with the premise of Grounding Theory that the 
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preferred state is for languages to obey grounding conditions, 

since grounding conditions reflect physical constraints on 

articulatory movements. 7 

Now that arguments for the inclusion of [back] instead of 

[round] have been given, I next provide evidence for [front] 

based on the changes exhibited by the topicalizing particle in 

(6). I also present arguments for including [+high], and not 

[-high], in underlying representation. 

4.1.2.1 Evidence for [Front] and [+High] 

The phonological alternations exhibited by the 

topicalizing particle above support two of the underlying f-

elements: (l) alternations with final central vowels argue 

for a rule of [Front] Spread that may apply before or after 

harmony (i .e. does not feed or bleed application of the 

Harmony rule); and (2) the proposed underlying representation 

of the particle itself argues for [+high] as opposed to 

[-high] being present in underlying representation. 

First I summarize the alternations exhibited by the 

topicalizing particle (based on the examples in (6»: 

(8) Summary of Adangbe Vowel Harmony alternations: 

a. High vowels: i 
u 

e 
e 

-> 
-> 

i 
u 

i 
i 

7Adopting [back] instead of [round] is also consistent 
with Steriade (1987a), who claims that when no evidence is 
presented to decide between [back] or [round] for back rounded 
vowels, [back] is underlying and [round] is redundant. 
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b. Mid vowels: e e -> e e 
a e -> e e 
0 e -> 0 e 

c. Low vowels: E e -> E E 
a e -> E E 
:::> e -> :::> E 

I follow Clements (1974) and Stahlke (1973) in assuming that 

the underlying representation of the topicalizing particle is 

lei (i.e. simply [front] based on (7a», and not Capo (1985) 

or Clements (1991b) who assume Iii as the underlying 

representation of the particle. Capo provides no crucial 

examples for determining how the particle surfaces when it 

does not occur adjacent to another vowel; that is, where a 

consonant intervenes between the noun and topicalizing 

particle, blocking assimilation and resulting in the default 

value for the particle. 8 Clements (1974; 295) furnishes the 

8The examples Capo cites involve adjacent vowels only: 
t.::?gbo i -> [t=)gbe] 'grandfather'; adad@i -> [adade] 'cat'; and 
a+?gai -> [a~E] 'ring'. Capo does not indicate whether the 
particle given in these examples is also the topicalizing 
particle, or whether the particle has a different meaning. 
However, the affix here behaves different phonologically from 
the topicalizing particle in (6), indicating that it is 
probably not the same morphological entity: in particular, 
only one surface vowel results here, implying that an 
additional rule of vowel coalescense or deletion is needed 
that is not also applied to the topicalizing particle. 
Furthermore, I assume that Clements (1991b) is simply 
following Capo's representation of Iii for the particle, 
because Clements presents no evidence for the underlying 
representation, and because Clements also follows Capo's 
(1985) feature system for Ewe. Confusion with respect to the 
underlying representation for vocalic suffixes here may have 
arisen because all vowel suffixes in Ewe are front vowels 
(Stahlke, p. 135), and are probably marked with different 
default values (i.e. [E], [e] , or [i]) depending on 
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following example from Adangbe, where the glide [y] intervenes 

between two vowels that normally undergo harmony. Because [e] 

results in this case, when the particle is not adjacent to a 

vowel, I propose that lei is the underlying form for the 

particle in Adangbe: asi ka ye 'which hand is it?' (cf. asi 

ke from lasi ka el, also 'which hand is it?,).9 Proposing lei 

as the underlying representation signifies that [+high], and 

not [-high], is present underlyingly. 10 Assuming that [-

high] is present in underlying representation results in both 

[front] and [-high] occurring in the underlying representation 

for the topicalizing particle. However, this assumption 

complicates the harmony rule: the [-high] specification must 

delink and subsequently delete after Height Node Spread from 

a preceding vowel. Assuming [-high] is the default height 

value leaves the particle unspecified for height, thus 

morphological function or phonological behavior. For example, 
a suffix indicating "the possessive in Ewe might be marked 
underlyingly as both [+high] and [front] because that suffix 
always surfaces as [i], regardless of the quality of adjacent 
vowels. 

9The following example comes from the Anlo dialect 
(Clements, 1974; 295) and provides additional support for lei 
as the underlying representation for the particle: m@ nu fia
~ 'I'm teaching him' (I thing teach-ing him) . 

10The same sort of phenomena is discussed in Abaglo and 
Archangeli (1989) with respect to Gengbe, a Kwa language 
related to Ewe. Abaglo and Archangeli argue for the suffix in 
question being completely underspecified and getting its 
values for [high], [nasal], and [ATR] through three separate 
spreading rules. 
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allowing the particle to simply 'take on' the height of the 

adjacent vowel. 

Support for [front] in the underlying representation for 

the topicalizing particle comes from accounting for central 

vowels surfacing as fronted before the topicalizing particle, 

formulated as [Front] Spread that applies from right to left 

between adjacent vowels: l1 

(9) [Front] Spread: 

Interestingly, no condition restricting application of [Front] 

Spread to central vowels is necessary, because spreading 

[front] to an underlying front vowel is vacuous (i.e. results 

in no surface change), and spreading [front] to a back vowel 

is blocked by the Grounded Conditions preventing combination 

of [front] and [back] (cf. 7.b.i and 7.b.ii). Hence, [front] 

spreads only onto central vowels. 

Thus far I have addressed the underlying feature values 

[front], [back], and [+high]. In the following section I 

outline Capo's (1985) arguments for including [low] over [ATR] 

in the underlying system. I illustrate that, once 

underspecification schemas of the inventory is examined, the 

llAgain, Height Node Spread and [Front] Spread are 
restricted to apply only in certain morphological contexts, 
not outlined here (Ansre, 1961; Clements, 1974; Stahlke, 1971, 
1973) (cf. footnote 5). 
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debate over [low] versus [ATR] is unanswerable in empirical 

ter.ms. Finally, I appeal to markedness values of grounding 

conditions and choose [+low] over [-ATR] in the underlying 

system for Ewe here. I show that choosing [-ATR] does not 

provide counterevidence to the Height Node argued for here. 

4 • 1 • 3 Underlying [ATR] versus Underlying [Low] 12 

Recall from Chapter 1 that f-elements, and not segments, 

form the basis for Combinatorial Specification. As much as 

possible, evidence for underlying f-elements should come from 

phonological processes showing that f-element to be active in 

the phonology . Interestingly, the f-elements chosen to 

capture phonological changes may not necessarily correlate 

with the phonetic or surface manifestation of that change. 

With respect to Ewe, I particularly refer to the 'low' vowels 

[e, a, =>]. Whereas all three segments are generally agreed to 

be [-ATR] (Clements, 1974; Stahlke, 1971, 1973; Capo, 1985), 

it is not clear whether [e] and [=>] are articulatorily [+low] 

(although [a] is generally agreed to be [+low]). These 

articulatory distinctions form the basis for Clements (1974) 

arguments that values for [high] and [ATR] provide the best 

representation of the three degrees of vowel height in Ewe. 

However, Capo (1985) presents evidence from synchronic changes 

in some Ewe dialects that support [e, a, =>] acting 

12Many thanks to Diana Archangeli for her remarks here 
that resulted in major restructuring of this section. 
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phonologically as low and front, low and central, and low and 

back respectively. Below I evaluate each claim separately. 

First I examine Capo's claim that changes in the synchronic 

grammar argue for [+low] over [-ATR]. Then I discuss two 

phonological rules given in Clements (1974) that appear to 

refer to [+low]. I show that, once underspecification theory 

is taken into account, the debate on whether [+low] or [-ATR] 

occurs in underlying representation becomes a theoretical 

issue; no empirical evidence crucially distinguishes between 

the two. 

Capo (1985) claims that the synchronic change of /a/ to 

[E], and /a/ to [e] in the environment of a following [i] in 

all Ewe dialects except Awlan is more clearly explained when 

[high] and [low] as opposed to [high] and [ATR] are used to 

characterize Ewe vowels (Capo, p. 27). I provide Capo's 

specifications in (lOa) below, and Clements' (1974) in (lOb). 

Based on [+/- low], /a/ and fa/ simply become fronted (i.e., 

[a] and [E], and [a] and [e] differ only by the feature 

[front]). The two systems also differ in the representation 

of [a] and [a]: Capo proposes that they are central vowels, 

whereas Clements claims they are back and unrounded: 

(10) a. Capo (1985): 

i e E a a ::> 0 u 
high + + 
low + + + 
front + + + 
back + + + 
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b. Clements (1974) : 

i e e a a :::> 0 u 
high + + 
ATR + + + + + 
back + + + + + 
round + + + 

Capo claims that explaining how /a/ becomes [e] under Clements 

system requires two changes: /a/ changes from low to nonlow, 

and from back to front. Capo further maintains that 

characterizing the segments undergoing the change requires 

reference to both [+back] and [-round] under Clements system; 

referencing only [+back] predicts that both back unrounded and 

back rounded vowels should undergo fronting. Capo thus argues 

that the features [high] and [low] (and [front] and [back]) 

provide a simpler, more elegant account of these changes than 

the features [high] and [ATR]. However, Capo's claims are 

based on the fully specified systems given in (10). Once 

underspecification of these schemas is considered, Capo I s 

arguments against Clements (1974) become moot. 

First, in (lla) I repeat the underlying system provided 

in (7a) above, in order to compare underlying values for 

[+high] and [+low] versus [+high] and [-ATR] (11b) : 

(11) a. [+High] , [+Low] (consistent with Capo, 1985) 

i e e a a :::> 0 u 

high + + 
low + + + 
front + + + 
back + + + 
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b. [+High], [-ATR] (consistent with Clements, 1974) 

high 
ATR 
back 
round 

i 
+ 

e E a 

+ 

a 

+ 
+ 

o 

+ 

u 
+ 

+ 

Capturing the changes noted above, where /a/ and /a/ become 

fronted, is problematic for (llb). First, in (lla) , /a/ is 

underlyingly [+low]; the addition of [+front] results in [E]; 

/a/ has no underlying specifications, and surfaces as [e] 

after acquiring [+front]. Inserting [-back] on /a/ and /a/ 

with respect to (11b) is either a feature-changing rule, or is 

blocked because a segment cannot be both [+back] and [-back]. 

However, comparing the systems in (lla) and (llb) signifies 

that whether [+low] or [-ATR] is chosen appears to be merely 

a terminological distinction; that is, either [-ATR] or [+low] 

groups the same set of vowels, [E], [a] , and [=>].13 

Therefore, reference to underspecification theory overrides 

13Clements (1974) provides two examples of low vowels 
triggering assimilation of mid and low vowels to other low 
vowels. In particular, /a/ lowers before [a] (i.e. surfaces 
as [a]), and the object pronoun /0/ becomes [a] after [a], and 
[=>] after [:::::>]. However, reference to underspecification 
theory again renders any arguments for [+low] over [-ATR] 
moot. Spread of [+low] with respect to (lla) or spread of 
[-ATR] with respect to (llb) accounts for lowering of /a/. 
Referencing both /a/ and /=>/ as trigger vowels in the second 
alternation requires either [+low] (lla) or [-ATR] (llb) (/E/ 
does not occur in the environment for this rule, so 
referencing simply either [+low] or [-ATR], with no additional 
stipulations, captures the alternations.) See Clements (1974: 
285-287) for details. 
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Capo's claims that inclusion of [+high] and [+low] are 

preferred over [+high] and [-ATR] in Ewe. 

Furthermore, there is no independent evidence for [ATR] 

being active in Ewe in the form of a phonological rule 

manipulating [ATR]. Examples (6f) and (6h) (reproduced as 

(12a) and (12b) below) demonstrate that there is no stem-

internal evidence for agreement in values for [ATR], nor is 

there evidence for a rule of [ATR] spread relevant to derived 

representations (where [a] is [+ATR] and [~] is [-ATR]): 

(12) a. 
b. 

a'Ul£ + e 
as=> + e 

-> 
-> 

a'Ul£ £ 
as=> £ 

'it's a weaver bird' 
'it's a horse' 

In each case, the first stem vowel is [+ATR], and the other 

vowels are [-ATR]. Because there is no evidence for either 

value of [ATR] acting independently, and based on the strength 

of grounded conditions on [+high] and [+low] versus [+high] 

and [-ATR], I opt for [+low] over [-ATR]. 14 

Now that support for each of the underlying f-elements 

has been given, I turn to accounting for the alternations 

exhibited by the topicalizing particle in Adangbe. 

14Furthermore, adopting [low] over [ATR] as an underlying 
feature follows from markedness conditions in Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank (in progress). That is, assuming [low] is active 
is the unmarked case, and assuming that [ATR] is active is the 
marked case. Thanks to D. Archangeli (p. c.) for bringing this 
to ID¥ attention. 
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4.1.4 Height Node Spread in Adangbe 

In this section I motivate both rules needed to account 

for the data in (6), a rule of [Front] Spread and a rule of 

Height Node Spread. I argue here that a rule of Height Node 

Spread accounts for the three degrees in vowel height 

exhibited by the topicalizing particle. Because both [+high] 

and [+low] are argued to be present underlyingly, spreading 

the Height Node results in spread of either one of these 

f-elements, depending upon which value is present on the vowel 

triggering harmony; if no f-element is present under the 

Height Node, the particle surfaces as the default mid vowel 

[e]. Figure (13) gives examples of underlying representations 

for nouns that exhibi t each degree of vowel height (Place 

features and the Supralaryngeal tier are not shown here). An 

adjacent topicalization particle surfaces high after a high 

vowel as in ~ (12a); mid after a mid vowel as in aye (12b); 

and low after a low vowel as in agba (12c) , agreeing in vowel 

height with the final vowel in each example. 

(13) 
a. avu b. aye c. agba 

Tier 
Moraic J.1 J.1 .11. 
Root a vu a y e a g b a 

I J~ Height Ht 
[+high] [+bl] 

Two analyses are available to account for the three degrees of 

vowel height exhibited by a following topicalizing particle: 
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(1) separate rules of [+high] and [+low] spread, in 

conjunction with [-high] inserted by default; or, (2) one rule 

of Height Node spread, that results in separate spreading of 

[+high] and [+low], again with [-high] inserted b¥ default to 

derive examples like (13b). Because [+high] and [+low] are 

prevented from ever surfacing on the same segment by the 

Grounded conditions given earlier, Height Node spread could 

never result in the simultaneous spreading of both features. 

Height Node Spread more insightfully captures the 

generalization that vowel height of the adjacent vowel is 

transferred to a following particle, and is thus preferred 

over two separate spreading rules. 15 

(14) Height Node Spread: 

Height 

Root Root 
I I 
SL _ -SL 
I ",..,." .. '" 

lSpeng (1991) makes a similar argument when accounting for 
tone raising and tone lowering in Ngizim, arguing for one rule 
of Tonal Node Spread, instead of two separate rules. Also, I 
include Root Nodes in the formulation of Height Node Spread to 
indicate that adjacency at the Root Node level is required for 
the rule to apply. That is I Height Node Spread does not apply 
across consonants (cf. footnote 9); adjacency at the moraic 
level would indicate that Height Node spread does happen 
across any number of consonants. 
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Next I provide a sample derivation for agb£ £, in which both 

rules apply to derive the correct surface form. First, in 

(15a) I show application [Front] Spread: 16 

(15) a. 
Tier 
Root 
Supral. 

Height 

place 
Artie. 

[Front] Spread: 

a g b a 
Sl 

~, 
Ht " 
[+low] PI 

Cor 

" 

e 
Sl 

" PI 
, Cor 

'[front] 

Next, in (15b) I illustrate application of Height Node Spread 

from the stem-final vowel, resulting in [+low] spreading onto 

leI, with the final surface result agb£ £: 

(15) b. 
Tier 
Root 
Supral. 

Height 

Place 
Artie. 

Height Node Spread: 

a g b £ 
Sl 

Cor 
[front] 

e -> agbE E 

Substituting [+high] for [+low] in (15a) and (15b) gives the 

exact representations needed to account for examples where the 

final vowel is a high vowel; Height Node Spread applies 

16As in earlier chapters, automatic node generation occurs 
in (15a). I assume that Representational Simplicity, the OCP 
and/or the Shared Features Convention (Steriade, 1982) forces 
double-linking of the Place Nodes in (15b). 
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regardless of the feature value docking into the Height Node 

at the time the rule applies. Furthermore, as mentioned 

previously, ordering of Height Node Spread with respect to 

[Front] Spread is not crucial; the output would be exactly the 

same: agba e {14} -> agba E {9} -> agbE E. 

Interestingly, should evidence for [-ATR] over [+low] be 

found, the argument for a Height Node still stands. What is 

important here, with respect to accounting for the 

alternations exhibited by the topicalizing particle, is that 

three levels of height be represented. Arguing for [-ATR] 

signifies that [ATR] is a height feature; that is, in terms of 

the Height Node Geometry, [ATR] reports to the Height Node. 

Furthermore, assuming underlying values of [+high], [+low], 

[back], and [-ATR] still argues for a rule of Height Node 

Spread and for [ATR] being a height feature. The following 

underlying system is based on Abaglo and Archangeli's {1989} 

system for Gengbe, a language related to Ewe. In this system, 

leI is completely underspecified: 

(16) [+High] , [+Low], [-ATR]: 

i e E a a 0 u 
high + + 
low + 
ATR 
back + + + 

In order to obtain three levels of vowel height from 

underlying leI according to {16} , either [+high] or [ -ATR] 
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must be spread, arguing for a simpler rule of Height Node 

Spread instead of separate spreading rules. 

To summarize, the purpose of this section has been to 

illustrate that alternations in vowel height shown by the 

topicalizing particle in Adangbe supports the conception of 

the Height Node argued for here, because spreading the Height 

Node captures the phonological changes. That is, the 

generalization concerning alternating surface forms of the 

topicalizing particle is that the particle always surfaces as 

a front vowel, but agrees in height with the immediately 

preceding vowel (either high, low, or mid): Height Node 

Spread, as opposed to separate feature spreading rules, 

provides a more principled account for these changes. 

Evidence for the Height Node in this section has been in 

the form of a phonological rule. Further evidence for the 

Height Node in terms of a like-height restriction on vowel

final sequences in the Kpando dialect of Ewe is discussed 

next. 

4.2 Like-Height Restrictions in Kpando 

Mester (1986), Cole (1987), and Cole and Trigo (1988) 

follow McCarthy (1986) by using branching structures to 

illustrate identity, essentially with the goal of representing 
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identity requirements on rule triggers or targets. 17 Whereas 

the transparency or opacity of certain segments to a harmony 

process is usually determined with respect to the feature 

being spread, a parasitic harmony is one in which spreading 

one feature is dependent on locality requirements on a 

different feature. One well-attested example is found in 

Yokuts dialects (cf. Archangeli, 1984, 1985; Cole and Trigo, 

1988), where [+round] spreads between vowels that agree in 

their value for [high] .18 Cole (1987) and Cole and Trigo 

(1988) represent rules like Yokuts Round Harmony in the 

following way, using a 'Linked Structure Analysis' (Cole and 

Trigo, 1988; 23), where the dotted line means 'make this 

association line if the solid lines hold of 

representation' : 

(17) Linked Structure Analysis of Yokuts Round Harmony: 

[+R] 
r'-- .... 
x ... --x 
~ 

[aR] 

the 

17Whereas Mester attributes mUltiple linking of one node 
or feature to OCP effects, Cole (1987) and Cole and Trigo 
(1988) make no such assumption. 

180ther examples include Khalka Mongolian (Odden, 1977; 
Jensen and Stong-Jensen, 1979; Steriade, 1979; Binnick, 1980; 
Hamp, 1980; Rialland and Djamouri, 1984), Turkish (Ringen, 
1975; Clements and Sezer, 1982); Pasiego (Vago, 1988); Ngbaka 
(Mester, 1986; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in progress), and 
Tiv (Pulleyblank, 1988a; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in 
progress) . 
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In Yokuts, we might expect [-round] segments to block spread 

of [+round]. However, spreading of [+round] from one high 

vowel to another high vowel is actually blocked by an 

intervening nonhigh vowel (whether [round] or not). Thus, 

spreading of [+round] is parasitic (or dependent) on [high]. 

I use the same sort of linked structure to represent 

identity in Kpando, but with respect to capturing a well

formedness constraint. In particular, I show here that word-

final VOWel sequences in Kpando must agree in vowel height to 

be well-formed, represented by the following positive 

condition (' #' represents a word boundary) : 19 

(18) Word-final Height Identity Requirements: 

1 
Root 
SL 

1:1 # 

~oot 
SL 

This type of well-formedness condition can be translated into 

the terms of an implicational statement. In particular, the 

condition representing restrictions on word-final vowel 

sequences in Kpando signifies: nIf two moras have adjacent 

Root Nodes word-finally and a Height Node is present, then 

19This type of filter is similar to the well-formedness 
constraints proposed in Ito (1986) with respect to segmental 
restrictions on particular syllable positions. That is I 
whether a representation is determined to be well-formed or 
ill-formed depends on whether the representation conforms to 
or violates the filter. 
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that Height Node must be doubly-linked. n Double-linking of 

the Height Node as a well-formedness condition in Kpando 

differs from the reference to double-linking in parasitic 

harmonies (Cole (1987); Cole and Trigo (1988», where double-

linking provides a way to refer to restrictions on rule 

application. Assuming the underspecification schema in 

Adangbe, I interpret this well-for.medness condition to mark 

representations containing a Height Node word-finally to be 

ill-formed in cases like (19c) and (19d) below, where adjacent 

moras are not linked to the same Height Node. (19a) and 

(19b), where a doubly-linked Height Node dominates [+high) and 

[+low] respectively, are consistent with the representation in 

(18) (the Supralaryngeal Node is left out of these 

representations) : 

(19) a. Well-for.med: b. Well-formed: 

J.1 J.1 # J.1 J.1 # 
Rt Rt 

~ 
He~ght 

Rt Rt 
~ 
Height 

[+high) [ +low) 

c. Ill-formed: d. Ill-formed: 

J.1 J.1 # J.1 J.1 # 
Rt Rt Rt Rt 
I I 
Height Height 
[+high) [+low] 

Finally, (1ge) I where no height node or features are 

mentioned, represents two adjacent moras. Because no Height 
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Node is present, the filter in (18) simply does not apply, so 

the structure is well-formed: 

(19) e. Well-formed: 

# 

Assuming mid vowels surface by default, the representations in 

(19c) and (19d) represent ill-formed sequences like *ie and 

*ea. 

In this section I demonstrate that the exact scenario 

worked out above applies to the Kpando dialect of Ewe. I show 

that word-final vowel sequences must be equal in height, and 

that Kpando exhibits the same three degrees of vowel height as 

Adangbe. In the same way that two rules spreading the 

underlying feature values [+high] and [+low] earlier was 

argued against, and a rule spreading the Height Node was 

argued to better explain the alternations, I argue here that 

one well-formedness condition referring to the Height Node is 

preferred over two well-formedness conditions referring to a 

doubly-linked [+high] and a doubly-linked [+low]. 

4.2.1 Stem-final Vowel Sequences in Kpando 

Stahlke (1971, 1973) illustrates that word-final vowel 

sequences in Kpando nouns are restricted to sequences of 

vowels with the same height (high, mid, or low), but not 

necessarily with the same place values (1973; 128). Word

final sequences of vowels are restricted to agreement at one 

of three levels of vowel height: high vowels «20a) through 
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(20c) ); mid vowels «20d), (20e»; and low vowels «20f) 

through (20i» :20 

(20 ) Word-final Vowel Sequences in Kpando: 
a. ii fii 'digging stick' 

detii 'cotton' 
b. uu nuu 'mouth' 

kuu 'seed' 
c. ui tui 'broom' 

kui 'native money' 

d. 00 goo 'gourd' 
too 'mortar' 

e. oe asipodoe 'palm of hand' 
awunugboe 'button' 

f. Ee nEe 'nut' 
kEE 'root' 

g. aa taa 'head' 
taa 'pool, body of water' 

h. :::c> at.::I:> 'nest' 
av::c> 'cloth' 

i. ::>e be 'soap' 
ahbe 'antelope' 

20Several remarks need to be made here. First, Stahlke 
(1973: 124-134) provides detailed discussion on why original 
leel sequences in Ewe surface as [Ee] in Kpando, which 
explains the gap of leel forms here. Interestingly, derived 
sequences of leel usually surface as [ii]; derived [eel 
sequences surface only in verb plus obj ect pronoun 
constructions (p. 135). Second, the restrictions on underived 
vowel sequences given in (20) is also relevant for derived 
sequences, with the addition of the limited occurrences of 
[eel . Finally, making specific reference to word-final 
position here implies that a different scenario should hold of 
word-internal vowel sequences in Kpando; i.e., sequences of 
high plus mid vowels should be allowed word-internally. 
Unfortunately, no relevant examples have been found to date. 
Also, as D. Archangeli (p.c.) points out, the alternations 
here are similar to the ones presented by the topicalizing 
particle earlier, indicating that the rule of Height Node 
Spread may have extended its domain. However, because I do 
not have the data to make such arguments at this time, I 
follow Stahlke' s observation that agreement in height is 
constrained to word-final position, in derived and underived 
forms. 
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Because three levels of vowel height have to be represented 

here, and only one feature value for height can be left 

unspecified, I propose the same underlying system of 

f-elements for Kpando as was argued for Adangbe earlier (i.e. 

[+high] and [+low] are present 

representation) . 21 

(21 ) a. 

high 
low 
front 
back 

b. 

Underlying F-elements: 

i e e 3: a 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + + 

Grounded Conditions: 

i. if [front] then not [back] 
ii. if [back] then not [front] 
iii. if [+high] then not [+low] 
iVa if [+low] then not [+high] 

in underlying 

::> 0 u 
+ 

+ 

+ + + 

Accounting for the restriction on word-final vowel sequences 

essentially follows the discussion in the introduction to this 

section. The representation of ~ 'mouth' below (22a) is 

well-formed because it is consistent with the well-formedness 

condition on height; the representation in (22b), however, is 

marked as ill-formed because the Root Nodes are adjacent word

finally and a singly-linked Height Node is present; finally, 

although each mora and Root Node has an attached Height Node 

21Kpando essentially has the same type of lowering rules 
as Adangbe, with an additional rule inserting [+high] in some 
vowel harmony environments (Stahlke, 1973: 124): dze + e 
'spoil it' -> [dzee] or [dzii]; po + e 'beat it' -> [poe] or 
[pui] . 
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in (22c), this representation is ill-formed because the Height 

Nodes cannot fuse when the feature values docking into the 

respective Height Nodes are different (place of articulation 

information and the Supralaryngeal Node are not included 

here) : 

(22) a. 

b. ~: 

c. *nue 

~~ 
HeJ.ght 
[+high] 

# 

1 
Height 
[+high] 

1 
Height 
[+high] 

1 

# 

Height 
[ +low] 

# 

A condition like the one proposed in (18) is not readily 

available if height features report to the Dorsal Node. 

Assuming there is no feature [back] (i.e. Dorsal takes on the 

meaning that [back] had), and assuming that height features 

are dominated by the Dorsal Node, the following condition on 

word-final vowel sequences should be analagous to the one 

given in (18): 

(23) Like-Height Restrictions represented by a Dorsal Node: 

~~ 
Dorsal 

# 
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However, the condition in (23) is ~ really analagous to the 

condition in (18), because the Dorsal Node implies additional 

articulatory information; that the tongue is backed. Examples 

(20e) and (20i) are counter to this claim, where the word

final vowel sequences agree in height but differ in their 

values for [back]; i.e. one vowel is front, the other is back. 

The same sort of problem considered here with respect to the 

Dorsal Node is encountered under the possibility that height 

features report directly to the Supralaryngeal Node. That is, 

a doubly-linked Supralaryngeal Node would signify that word

final vowel sequences should be completely identical, 

incorrectly ruling out sequences like Qg (e.g. asipodoe 'palm 

of the hand') . 

In this section I have demonstrated that proposing a 

well-formedness condition in Kpando denoting that word-final 

vowel sequences must be of equal height is best represented 

with a doubly-linked Height Node. In order for a 

representation to be checked against this condition, a Height 

Node must first be present, accounting for the distribution of 

mid vowel sequences where mid vowels are unspecified for a 

height feature and hence have no Height Node. I have also 

demonstrated that such a condition cannot be captured with 

more traditional geometries, assuming a doubly-linked Dorsal 

Node, because the Dorsal Node implies additional articulatory 

instructions. 
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4.3 Conclusion 
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The purpose of this chapter has been to provide concrete 

evidence for the Height Node, by way of phonological rules or 

restrictions that directly refer to the Height Node. Vowel 

harmony in the Adangbe dialect of Ewe and restrictions on 

word-final vowel sequences in Kpando could not be captured by 

height features reporting directly to the Supralaryngeal Node 

or to the Dorsal Node. Both processes were illustrated to 

require reference to a single node dominating both features, 

the Height Node in the geometry argued for in this 

dissertation, and not simply one of the feature values the 

Height Node dominates. 

Two additional predictions are not addressed here, and 

require further research. First, because the height features 

do not report to the Dorsal Node, Dorsal consonants (i. e. 

velars) do not block spreading of the Height Node; and second, 

processes of reduction characterized by delinking of the Place 

Node result in retention of the height features (e.g. 

reduction could result in [±] or [a] at the surface). Both 

predictions are not discussed here because solid examples of 

each type have not been forthcoming. One purported case of 

the former prediction is Esimbi prefix alternations (Stallcup, 

19S0a, b; Hyman, 19S5; Clements, 1991a, 1991b). In order to 

account for the alternating vowel heights found in prefixes, 

Hyman argues for abstract representations with stem vowels of 
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varying heights that neutralize to high vowels at the surface. 

Height features spread to the prefix and subsequently delete 

from the stem, so that a default [+high] is inserted in each 

case. However, as Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1991) argue for 

Nupe, cases where absolute neutralization of abstract 

underlying representations have been proposed may be better 

represented by association of floating features. In any case, 

resolving the dilemma of how to account for such cases results 

in theory-internal arguments, not necessarily decided by 

facts. I thus discount Esimbi as support for the first 

prediction, and rely in this chapter on empirical arguments 

from the Adangbe and Kpando dialects of Ewe. 

I have presented evidence from Fe?fe?-Bamileke, Tunica, 

and two Ewe dialects that has argued for the Height Node 

Geometry, resulting in no dependency between the height 

features and the Dorsal Node or the Place Node. In the next 

chapter I provide alternative accounts for phonological 

processes previously argued to require such a dependency; 

i.e., where height features have been argued to report to the 

Dorsal Node. 



Chapter 5 
DORSAL PHONOLOGY: RESOLVING CONTRADICTORY EVIDENCE 

FROM FANTI, KIKURIA, AND QUECHUA 

In the previous three chapters I have provided evidence 

from Fe?fe?-Bamileke, Tunica, and Ewe that argue for the 

height features [high] and [low] being removed from the Dorsal 

Node, and for the height features reporting to a separate 

Height Node, a sister to the Place Node. Removing height 

features from under the Dorsal Node predicts that phonological 

processes critically manipulating some combination of [high], 

[low], and [back] (consistent with a Sagey/Steriade type 

geometry) do not crucially depend on [high] and [low] 

reporting to the Dorsal Node. 

Phonological processes in Fanti (Sagey, 1986), Kikuria 

(Odden, 1987, 1988a), and Quechua (Mejia, 1991) have been 

argued to require this dependency. In this chapter I provide 

further data from each of these languages demonstrating that 

either the height features are not the relevant arguments 

being manipulated or that the .Dorsal Node plays no role in 

explaining the phonological changes. 

This chapter is laid out as follows. First I demonstrate 

that, once underspecification is taken into account, 

assimilation of the alveolar trill /r/ in Fanti to an adjacent 

vowel must be accounted for by Supralaryngeal Node Spread, 

contrary to Sagey's (1986) analysis involving Dorsal Node 

Spread. Next I motivate an alternative explanation to Odden's 
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(1988) long-distance analysis for prefix height assimilation 

in Kikuria that resolves any dependency of the features [high] 

or [low] on the Dorsal Node or the Place Node, in addition to 

demonstrating that Odden's analysis is problematic. Finally 

I demonstrate that transparent and opaque consonants to 

lowering of high vowels in the vicinity of uvulars in two 

Quechua dialects are determined by syllable position, contrary 

to Mejia's (1991) analysis for lowering which involves a rule 

of [-High] Spread that is crucially blocked by the Dorsal Node 

of palatals and velars. The Height Node Geometry argued for 

in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this dissertation is thus further 

supported. 

5.1 Fanti 

Sagey (1986) argues that palatalization, velarization, 

and lowering of the back of the tongue with respect to the 

alveolar trill /r/ is a case of partial assimilation in Fanti, 

represented by spreading of the Dorsal Node. A Dorsal Node 

Spread rule implies spreading of all features docked into the 

Dorsal Node at the time the rule applies; in Sagey's case, 

[+highl and [-back] (for palatalization), [+lowl (for 

lowering), and [+highl and [+backl (for velarization). Sagey 

argues against Place Node Spread, because /r/ is velarized 

before the back round vowel [u], but not rounded, so spreading 

of the feature [round] must be prevented. However, closer 

examination of Fanti phonology indicates that [ATR] spreads, 
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as well as [high], [low], [back], and [front]. Problematic 

for Sagey's analysis is that spreading the Dorsal Node does 

not automatically spread [ATR]. I argue that, once the 

underspecification schema of Fanti vowels is taken into 

account, Supralaryngeal Node Spread better accounts for the 

assimilation here. i 

Figure (1) gives WeImer's (1946) description of the 

articulation of Irl in Fanti: essentially, Ir I assimilates to 

the position of an adjacent vowel: 

(1) n/rl is an alveolar trill with two or three contacts, or 
occasionally a flap. The position of all but the 
trilling tip of the tongue is homorganic with, or at 
least attracted to, the position of the following vowel, 
if there is one, or else that of the preceding vowel. 
Irl is therefore palatalized before Iii, velarized before 
lui, and similarly affected to a lesser extent before Ie, 
01; the back of the tongue is low before la/. If Irl is 
final, the same variants occur after the same vowels. If 
the adjacent vowel is under the influence of 1'1 ([+ATR] 
- W.W.), the tongue seems to be more relaxed during the 
articulation of Irl, giving it something of the phonetic 
effect of [l].n 

Based on this description, Irl becomes palatalized with a 

somewhat relaxed tongue following the [+ATR] [i'] in (2a), 

palatalized to a lesser extent following [e] in (2b), 

velarized following [u] in (2c), velarized to a lesser extent 

following [0] in (2d), and finally, lowered following [a] in 

(2e) : 

iAn alternative is to argue for single-feature spreading 
rules. If this alternative is demonstrated to be correct, the 
argument for [high] and [low] reporting to the Dorsal Node is 
still eliminated. 
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(2) Fanti examples of /r/-assimilation: 

a. bi'r become black 
b. amber passenger-loading boat 
c. agur playing 
d. asof prayer 
e. war long 

Sagey's analysis involving Dorsal Node Spread accounts for 

palatalization, velarization, and lowering of Ir/, but says 

nothing about the assimilation of Irl with respect to the 

[+ATR] counterparts of the vowels noted here (e.g. lu/ -> [U]i 

lu'l -> [u]). Second, once underspecification theory is taken 

into account, Sagey's objection to Place Node Spread is no 

longer warranted. 

Fanti vowels are based on an underlying five-vowel system 

Ii, e, a, 0, u/. 2 In order to derive each of the secondary 

characteristics onto a following or preceding /r/, f-elements 

must be present for both the front and back vowels (central 

vowels have no Place features). [Front] is appropriate for 

the front vowels, but either [back] or [round] distinguishes 

the back vowels. No evidence for a phonological rule 

manipulating [round] was found in Welmers (1946); the fact 

that /rl is velarized and not labialized before lu/ supports 

Dorsal in underlying representation. 3 Furthermore, because 

2See Welmers (1946: 15-16) for discussion of the [+ATR] 
variants of the underlying five-vowel system. 

3However, Fanti does have a rule rounding /i, e, al to 
[u, 0, 0] respectively, but only before the word-final 
sequence /mu'l. These alternations are probably due to 
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/r/ is sensitive to the three levels of height (high, mid, and 

low), and to [+ATR] , I assume that [+ATR] , [+high], and [+low] 

are present at the time the rule applies. The system of f

elements for vowels at the time /r/-assimilation applies is 

thus: 4 

(3) F-elements for Fanti: 

i' i e' e a 0' 0 u' u 
high + + + + 
low + 
ATR + + + + 
back + + + + 
front + + + + 

With this system, we can now account for /r/-assimilation as 

described above: /r/ becomes either [+low], palatalized 

([front] and [+high]) , velarized ( [back] and [+high] ) , and 

spreading of the consonant's Labial Node ([m]), and not the 
vowel. Because of the highly idiosyncratic nature of this 
rule, and because [u, 6] occur in no other environments, I 
assume this rule is a late phonetic rule, and not part of the 
phonology. Should this rule be found later to be required in 
the phonology, Dorsal Node Spread would still not suffice to 
account for the Fanti data, because of the [ATR] effects. 

4The choice of [+high] is arbitrary; either [+high] or 
[-high] is sufficient to distinguish high and mid vowels. I 
assume here that the di fference between palatalization and 
velarization triggered by high vowels versus mid vowels (i.e. 
that palatalization and velarization occur to a lesser extent 
with mid vowels) is accounted for by the addition of [+high] 
to the secondary coronal articulation. Also, the cooccurrence 
of these f-elements is restricted by grounded conditions 
preventing cooccurrence of [+high] and [+low], [front] and 
[back], [+low] and [front], [+low] and [back], and [+low] and 
[+ATR]. I also assume that the f-elements given in (3) are 
the result of insertion rules that apply later in the 
derivation. That is, in underlying representation, 
Representational Simplicity would remove, for example, either 
[front] or [back]. 
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affected by advancing of the tongue root 
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([+ATR] ) . 

Furthermore, height of the vowel appears to affect the extent 

to which Irl assimilates to an adjacent vowel (cf. ' ... and 

similarly to a lesser extent before Ie, 01.'), indicating that 

height features spread along with the relevant place of 

articulation features. Based on these observations, then, Ir I 

assimilates to any allowable combination of [front], [back], 

[+high], [+low], and [+ATR]. Because the Height Node and the 

Place Node report to the Supralaryngeal Node, a rule of 

Supralaryngeal Node Spread results in the spread of any and 

all vowel f-elements present at the time the rule applies, 

thus accounting for the behavior of Irl with respect to 

adjacent vowels: 

(4) Ir/-assimilation: 

Tiers 
Root 

SL 

a. 

PL 
Artic. 

left-to-right: 

v 
1_-
SL 

- - i----[+son] 
SL 
1 
PL 
Cor 

b. right-to-left: 

.r V 
[+son-]--'L_ - - -1 

SL 5. I -
PL 
Cor 

For example, in the following representation for agur 

'playing', spreading the Supralaryngeal Node associated with 

[u] onto the following [r] accounts for [r] becoming 

velarized, but remaining alveolar (i.e. coronal): 
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(5) Palatalization of /r/: 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 

Height 

Place 
Articulator 

a g u 
S:D -- --

[+hi9~(l 
PL 
Dorsal 
[back] 

__ -r 

SL 

PL 
Coronal 
[front] 

Interestingly, /r/, along with /w/, /m/, and /n/, can surface 

as either a true consonant, or more like a vowel, with tone 

and syllabicity. In fact, /r / frequently surfaces as syllabic 

after a vowel (cf. bi'r, bif), perhaps explaining why /r/ 

exhibits a high degree of variability in tongue position when 

adjacent to vowels (to the extent that harmony appears to be 

more common between vowels than between a consonant and a 

vowel) . 

In this section I have motivated an account for 

assimilation of /r/ to adjacent vowels in Fanti. 

Supra laryngeal Node Spread does not require explicit reference 

to the Dorsal Node, and has been demonstrated to explain a 

broader range of Fanti data (i.e. spreading of [+ATR]). 

Next I propose an alternative analysis for height harmony 

in Kikuria (Odden, 1988b) that more naturally explains why the 

vowels of the infinitive morpheme alternate between high and 

mid back round vowels. More specifically, I argue that the 

height of these vowels is dependent on the occurrence of a 

high vowel, glide, or palatal in the adjacent syllable. 
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5.2 Kikuria Height Ha~ony 

Odden (1988) proposes that the height alternations 

exhibited by the infinitive morpheme in Kikuria are best 

accounted for with a rule of [+high] spread that is blocked by 

the Dorsal Node of any intervening low vowel [a].5 I show 

two things in this section. First I demonstrate that, even if 

Odden's geometry is the correct one, the Dorsal Node of [a] 

does not block spreading of [+high]. Second, I present an 

alternative explanation for the Kikuria data that does not 

involve long-distance spreading. In particular, I demonstrate 

here that [+high] spreading to the vowels of the infinitive 

morpheme happens from any segment marked for [+high] in the 

adjacent syllable. 

Compare the data in (6), where the word-initial 

infinitive morpheme surfaces with a high vowel (uku or ugu), 

to the data in (7) where a mid vowel surfaces (oko or ogo) 

(the infinitive marker is separated from the stem by a hyphen 

(-); the (.) indicates a syllable boundary):6 

5The analysis I discuss here is based on one of three 
possible dorsal geometries Odden discusses, reproduced as 
Figure (lla). Odden argues that the Kikuria data is 
consistent with any of the three geometries, which differ only 
by the location of [low]. Odden is firm in his arguments for 
the Back-Round Node and the Height Node, but concludes that no 
convincing arguments for the location of [low] have been found 
to date. 

6Most of the Kikuria examples are taken from Odden 
(1988b); some additional high vowel examples in (6) are taken 
from Odden (1987). Also, Odden does not provide a gloss in 
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(6) High Vowels: 
uku-ru.gya 
ugu-sii.ka 
ugu-tuu.ngunuuchiranyaho 

uku-gi.mutuungunuuchirya 

(7) Mid Vowels: 
oko-raa.ra 
oko-ro.ma 
oko-gE.ra 
ogo-kaa.ngiha 

'to chase' 
'to close' 
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'to make them balance for 
each other' 

'to balance it for him' 

'to sleep' 
'to bite' 
'to weed' 
'to be ignorant' 

In (6) we see that the first vowel of the stem to which the 

infinitive marker attaches is a [+high] vowel; in (7), the 

first vowel of th~ stem is either a mid or low vowel (both 

[-high] vowels). Odden suggests that the mid vowel surfaces 

by default, and that [+high] spreads leftward deriving high 

vowels in the examples in (7). Based on the final example in 

(7), Odden also claims that [a] blocks spreading of [+high]. 

That is, [+high] should spread from the [i] in ogo-kaangiha, 

but is blocked by the Dorsal Node of the intervening [a].7 

either article for the alternating morpheme. Based on a 
comparison of n-kalaange 'I should fry' with ogo-karaanga 'to 
fry', I assume that the alternating morpheme (uku/ugu/ok%go) 
represents the infinitive. 

7ogo-kaangiha is the only form on which Odden bases his 
claim that low vowels block spreading of [+high]. Critical 
data deciding between my analysis and Odden's, where a mid 
vowel intervenes between a high stem vowel and the infinitive 
marker, have not been found to date. That is, my arguments 
for local spreading and Odden's arguments for long-distance 
spreading make different predictions. For example, in a form 
where a mid vowel intervenes between a high stem vowel and the 
infinitive morpheme (cf. the hypothetical form uku-ro-ngiha) , 
I predict that oko-ro-ngiha surfaces and Odden predicts that 
uku-ro-ngiha surfaces. Thanks to D. Archangeli (p.c.) for 
pointing out the different predictions here. 
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However, long-distance spreading of [+high] is not the only 

available option to account for this data. A more natural 

explanation of the height alternations is that the vowels of 

the infinitive marker take on the height of adjacent vowels: 

[+high] if the following vowel is high (6), or [-high] if the 

following vowel is mid or low (i. e. redundantly [-high]) (7). 8 

While I follow Odden in proposing that mid vowels surface by 

default, an alternative explanation for long-distance 

spreading of [+high] is to say that [+high] spreads only from 

the adjacent syllable. In fact, once additional data 

involving palatals and glides is taken into account, 

describing the location of the segment spreading [+high] as 

'the adjacent syllable' is shown to be correct. 

The following data indicates that even when the following 

syllable contains a mid or low vowel, if that syllable also 

contains a glide (Sa-d) or a palatal (Se-f) (usually assumed 

to be [+high]), the vowels of the infinitive marker again 

8Because both low and mid vowels cause the infinitive 
marker to surface as a mid vowel, a rule of Height Node spread 
would not be accurate here. Assuming that low vowels are 
specified with both [+low] and [-high] at this point in the 
derivation, Height Node Spread would result in spreading of 
[+low] as well, resulting in incorrect surface forms (cf. 
*aka-raara). An alternative is also available under Grounding 
Theory (D. Archangeli, p. c. ). Grounded conditions preventing 
the cooccurrence of [+low] with [round] (cf. uku/oko) would 
also block Height Node Spread from low vowels, predicting 
[-high] by default. 
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surface as high vowels (the sequence /ch/ represents a palatal 

affricate) : 9 

(8) High Spread from Glides and Palatals: 

a. ugu-tliee . ba 'to forget us' 
b. u~-ii.ta 'to kill' 
c. uku-by,Oo.ra 'to remove from water' 
d. ugu-tliaa.nga 'to pound' 
e. ugu-chOO.ra 'to draw' 
f. ukuu-fi-a.ndekera 'to write for me' 

Again the segment triggering high vowels to surface in the 

infinitive marker occurs in the immediately adjacent syllable. 

I conclude, then, that [+high] spreads from any segment marked 

for [+high] in the stem-initial adjacent syllable, Le. 

whether the onset or nucleus, eliminating any relevancy of 

transparent or opaque segments (I use 'X' below to mean either 

a consonant or a vowel specified with [+high]): 

(9) [+High] 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

o 
SL 
Ht 

Spread: 

k 

---
o]a a[X 
SL SL 
H~ Ht 
- ..:-..:: ___ ___ I 

- -~-..4+high] 

With respect to spreading [+high] from a vowel across an 

onset, spread of [+high] would only be blocked by a segment 

specified for either [+high] or [-high]. It has already been 

90dden (1988b) notes that 'consonants with dorsal 
features also trigger the rule. (p. 12)' I assume that Odden 
means the glides and palatals shown in (8), and not the velar 
stops [k] and [g] (N.B. the last two forms in (7». 
Otherwise, because the infinitive marker contains either [k] 
or [g], we would expect the vowels to always be [+high] and 
not to alternate with mid vowels. 
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shown above that an onset consonant specified with [+high] 

spreads [+high] onto the infinitive marker ((Sa), for 

example) . Because only [+high] is specified in underlying 

representation, and [-high] is assumed to be inserted by 

default, if at all, no potential blocker specified with 

[-high] can occur. For example, labials and alveolars are 

generally not characterized with any value for the feature 

[high]; therefore, in examples like uqu-tweeba and uku-byoora, 

the onset consonants would not be predicted to ever block 

spreading. In (lOa) below I show application of [+high] 

spread from a high stem vowel (/oko-rugya/ -> uku-rugya); in 

(lOb) I show [+high] spreading from a palatal onset (/ogo-

~ra/ -> ugu-~ra) (I have left out place of articulation 

features) : 

(10) a. 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

b. 
Tiers 
Syllable 
Mora 
Root 
SL 
Ht 

[+High] Spreading from a Vowel: 

0' 

~ 
o ~ r u 
SL... 

-"'lit-
SL_ SL 

'''H~ Ht 
--- ---- I ---~+high] 

[+High] Spreading from a Consonant: 

~ c~~ 
0' 

~~ 
r a 

SL:.,. SL 
- Ht Ht 
-- __ --. I 

- - ·~+high] 
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Odden bases his claim that the Dorsal Node which [a] 

docks into blocks spreading of [+high] on the geometry in 

(11a). This geometry produces the representations of a high 

vowel and low vowel given in (11b) and (11c) respectively: 

(11) a. Odden, 1988b: 

B~nd 

[back] [round] 

b. High Vowel: 

Dorsal 
I 
Height 
I 
[+high] 

c . Low Vowel: 

Dorsal 
I 
[+low] 

Dot-sal 

Height 
~ 

[high] [ATR] 

[Low] 

A standard assumption in autosegmental theory is that each 

node and feature lies on its own tier. For example, based on 

(11a) , the Dorsal Node and the feature [Low] each reside on 

their own tiers; furthermore, the association lines linking 

tokens of the two f-elements defines a plane. Likewise, the 

Height Node resides on a different tier from the Dorsal Node 

or [Low], and the association line connecting the Height Node 

and the Dorsal Node defines a different plane. However, these 

two planes as defined intersect only at the Dorsal Node. 

Thus, the Dorsal Node of [a] cannot block spreading of the f-
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element [+high], illustrated in (12a) below (the Dorsal Node 

of the velars [k] and [g] also do not block spread). The 

Dorsal Node of [a] could only block spreading of another 

Dorsal Node (12b): 

(12) a. [+High] Spread b. Dorsal Node Spread 

Dorsal 
I 

Dorsal 
~ 

Height [+low] _-I ...,.,.. ....... ....,. 
[+high]--

Place Place 

Do~sal- - -D~~sal 
I I 

Height [+low] 
I 

[+high] 

Given the geometry of (lla), then, the Dorsal Node that [a] 

reports to could not block spreading of [+high] in Kikuria, 

contrary to Odden's claims. Furthermore, arguments for 

single-feature spreading also nullify any arguments that the 

height features report to the Place Node. 

Here I have provided an alternative explanation to 

Odden's (1988) proposal for height harmony in Kikuria. I have 

demonstrated that spreading of the feature [+high] from any 

segment so marked in the adjacent syllable accounts for all of 

the alternating forms. I have further shown Odden's claim 

that the Dorsal Node of [a] blocks spreading of [+high] to be 

a misinterpretation of the autosegmental representations. 

Under my alternative account of local spreading, [a] does not 

present a problem. 

Thus far I have provided alternative explanations for 

Fanti /r/-assimilation and Kikuria height harmony, two 
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apparent contradictions to the Height Node Geomet~. In the 

next section I argue that lowering triggered by the uvular [q] 

in the Ancash-Huailas dialect of Quechua is a strictly local 

rule that applies to an adjacent vowel only, and that lowering 

is blocked by segments occurring in particular syllable 

positions, contradicting Mejia's (1991) proposal (and also 

Elorrieta, 1991) that [-high] spreads and is blocked by 

palatals, velars, and the low vowel [a]. I discuss data from 

the Cuzco dialect of Quechua, where spreading is iterative and 

potentially problematic for the Height Node Geometry. 

5.3 Uvular Harmony in Quechua 

Mejia (1991) argues that a uvular [q] in the Ancash-

Huailas dialect of Quechua causes lowering of high vowels 

occurring to the left or to the right of [q]. 10 In 

particular, Mejia proposes that [-high] spreads from [q], and 

that spreading is blocked by the Dorsal Node of an intervening 

[a], palatal, or velar ([a] is specified as [+low], and 

palatals and velars are both specified [+high]). However, 

upon closer examination of the data, I show here that there is 

l°Quechua is spoken in Peru, Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador 
and Argentina (Parker, 1969). The cover term Quechua 
describes many dialects, only subsets of which are mutually 
intelligible. (See also Guardia-Mayorga (1973) and Urioste
Herrero (1955) for discussion of lowering in other Quechua 
dialects.) English translations of the Spanish definitions of 
Quechua words was done to the best of my ability; I am not a 
fluent Spanish speaker. Any errors in translation are 
therefore my own. 
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no conclusive evidence for [a] blocking lowering triggered by 

[q], and that lowering is a noniterative rule, applying only 

to an adjacent syllable in Ancash-Huailas. I further 

demonstrate that when lowering occurs from right-to-left, 

codas (regardless of place of articulation) are always 

transparent, resolving any claims that intervening palatals 

and velars block lowering. However, although Ancash-Huailas 

is demonstrated to be noniterative spreading and thus not 

problematic for the Height Node Geometry, lowering in the 

Cuzco dialect is iterative. It could be claimed there that 

the Dorsal Node of [q] spreads, instead of the terminal 

feature [-high], thus predicting that any intervening Dorsal 

Nodes block spreading, posing real problems for the geometry 

argued for here. Such an analysis for lowering in Quechua 

predicts that spreading the Dorsal Node linked to [q] 

(resulting in spread of [-high]) would. be blocked by the 

Dorsal node of the low vowel [a], and by the Dorsal nodes 

attached to palatals and velars. I provide analyses for each 

of these dialects below, demonstrating that neither is 

problematic for the Height Node Geometry. 

5.3.1 Lowering in Ancash-Huai1as 

The mid vowels [e, 0] occur in Quechua only when adjacent 

to the uvular stop [q]. Compare the data in (13a) where high 
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vowels always surface, with the data in (13b) where mid vowels 

surface when adjacent to [q]:l1 

(13) a. High Vowel Forms: 

Ouechua 
chuklus 
inti 
kiru 
kuti 
lukutuy 
nitiy 

piki 
tushu 

Spanish 
'grillos' 
'sol' 
'diente' 
'vez' 
'erosionarse' 
'aplastar con 

el cuerpo' 
'pique' 
'baile' 

b. Mid Vowel Forms: 

Ouechua 

chus.§f[ 

l.Qg,tu 
m.§f[U 

.Qgish 

p.Qg,ru 
rulnti 
gQPiy 
gg,rushta 
gg,chiy 
w~i 
t.QilllUsh 

Spanish 

'especie de 
lechuza' 

'sin filo' 
'con muchas 

curvas' 
'maiz plomizo' 

'pus' 
'encogido' 
'hacer la carna' 
'ovalado' 
'quitar' 
'lagrima' 
'traquea' 

English 
'cricket' 
'sun' 
'tooth' 
'times' 
'to erode' 
'to crush with 

the body' 
'resentment' 
'dance' 

English 

'species of 
screech owl' 

'blunt' 
'curvy' 

, lead-colored 
corn' 

'pus' 
, shrunk' 
'make the bed' 
'oval' 
'to remove' 
I tear' 
'trachea' 

Lowering of high vowels in Ancash-Huailas is demonstrated 

below to occur from right-to-left, where codas do not block 

llAll of the data provided here come from Parker y Chavez 
(1976) Diccionario guechua: Ancash-Huailas. Phonetic 
interpretation of the orthography was determined by 
information from Aguilar Paez (1970). Orthographic 1111 
represents a palatal lateral, the sequence Ishl represents a 
palatal fricative, and the sequence Ich/ represents a palatal 
affricate. 
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spreading (based on tongush), and from left-to-right but only 

when [q] is word-initial. 

When lowering occurs from right-to-Ieft, the vowel 

undergoing lowering occurs in either the syllable to the left 

of the syllable containing [q] as an onset (CVC.qV) (Figure 

(14a) below), or is the vowel left-adjacent to a triggering 

coda [q] (CVq) (Figure (14b)) (a n. n separates the syllable 

containing [q] from adjacent syllables): 

(14) a. right-to-Ieft, [q] as onset: 

i. 
ii. 

iii. 
iv. 
v. 
vi. 
vii. 

viii. 

Quechua 

hen. gash 
maren.ga 

m~ 
oll.gu 
poch.gu 
sen.ga 
s.Ql2..:..gi.kuy 

tQ!h9,U.ri 

Spanish 

'espinilla' 
'var. de cacto' 

'viejo, oxidado' 
'varon, hombre' 
acido, agrio' 
'nariz' 
'quitarse' 

'esofago' 

b. right-to-Ieft, [q] as coda: 

i. 
ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
v. 
vi. 

vii. 

viii. 

Que chua 

a .11.§9: 
a.m.Qg.llu 
ch.§9:.niy 
ku . y.Qg,. y.Q.Sl 
lu. ch.QfI. 
pu.y.Qg, 

u.m.Qg, 

wi. s.Qg 

Spanish 

'bien' 
'tumor' 
'odiar' 
'pantano' 
'liso, pulido' 
'arbusto comun' 

'calabaza tierna' 

'gusano del maiz' 

English 

'shin' 
, type of 

a:dxs' 
'old, rusty' 
'male, man' 
'sour' 
'nose' 
'to take off 

clothing' 
, esophagus' 

English 

'good' 
'tumor' 
'to hate' 
'swamp' 
'smooth' 
'common 

shrub' 
'unripe 

purrg;:>kin' 
'corn wonn' 

Examples (14.a.iii, iv, v, vii, and viii) illustrate that 

whereas lowering does happen from right-to-Ieft, lowering 
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crucially does not occur from left-to-right onto a right

adjacent vowel «.qV). Additionally, examples (14.b.v, vi, 

vii, and viii) demonstrate that lowering occurs only once, and 

does not extend to the next syllable (cf. (14.b.v) luchog, 

*lochog) . The data thus far shows that lowering is not 

iterative, and that lowering occurs from right-to-Ieft when 

the trigger [q] is word-internal (i.e. not word-initial) but 

not from left-to-right. 12 

The following set of data shows that word-initial [q] 

triggers lowering of the adjacent vowel, and that lowering is 

not iterative (i.e. that lowering does not proceed to the next 

syllable) . Again, word-internal instances of [q] do not 

trigger left-to-right lowering (lSb, c, g): 

(15) Word-initial [q]: 

Quechua Spanish English 
a. qepi 'objeto envuelto' 'tangled object' 
b. qeqi 'creencia' 'belief, faith' 
c. qequ 'maiz duro' 'hard corn' 
d. qenru 'gangose' 'twangy, nasal' 
e. qetu ifibra muy debil' 'weak fibers' 
f. qochqu 'bien molido' 'soft, smooth' 
g. qokushtu 'hinchazon' 'swelling' 
h. qori 'oro' 'gold' 
i. qorushta 'ovalado' 'oval' 

12I did find two forms that do not fit this pattern. In 
both cases, word-internal [q] triggers lowering from left-to
right as well as from right-to-Ieft, but only when the 
following consonant is [r]: chuchogora' a wild, unedible 
herb'; gongor 'knee'. Lowering does not apply in the /qVr/ 
sequence in tonguri 'esophagus', indicating that the first two 
forms are lexical exceptions. 
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Based on the data provided here, the following 

generalizations summarize the facts about lowering in the 

Ancash-Huailas dialect of Quechua: 

(16) Lowering in Ancash-Huailas: 

a. is triggered by the uvular [q]; 
b. occurs left-to-right from word-initial [q] only; 
c. occurs right-to-Ieft from word-internal [q]; 
d. applies only once {i.e. is not iterative}; and 
e. is not blocked by codas. 

In Mejia's analysis, the low vowel [a] is claimed to block 

lowering {gapuy 'strangle'; gani 'carved wood'; and gatu 

'market' (Mejia, 1991; p. 11}). However, because lowering 

does not extend past one syllable, the relevancy of [a] as a 

blocker is moot. 

Two analyses are available to explain the generalizations 

in (18), depending on arguments for underlying f-elements. 

That is, a rule spreading either [-high] or [-ATR] {or 

alternatively, [RTR] {Elorrieta, 1991} is consistent with the 

data above. What is important here is that, regardless of 

which f-element is argued to be manipulated, neither analysis 

would require a crucial dependency between the f-element 

spreading and the Dorsal Node, obviating Mejia's claim that 

such a dependency is necessary to account for the Quechua 

data. One might argue that mention has to be made of the 

codas that do not block right-to-Ieft spreading, noted in the 

examples in (14a). However, the examples showing transparent 

codas in (14b) represent a variety of articulatory locations; 
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labials, alveolars, and palatals. If any mention at all is to 

be made, it would be with respect to the syllable position 

, coda', and not with respect to any particular place of 

articulation. 

I have illustrated here that, in the Ancash-Huailas 

dialect of Quechua, lowering of high vowels is accounted for 

by a noniterative [-High] Spread rule, applying from left-to

right from word-initial [q] only and from right-to-Ieft by 

word-internal [q]. In the following section I present data 

from another Quechua dialect, Cuzco, which possesses more than 

one uvular segment, all of which are demonstrated to trigger 

lowering. 

5.3.2 Lowering in the CUzco Dialect of Quechua 

Lowering triggered by uvulars in Cuzco is demonstrated 

below to be much more complicated than lowering in Ancash

Huailas. Lowering in Cuzco is fully bidirectional (unlike in 

Ancash-Huailas where direction of spreading depends on 

location of the [q] in the word) : 13 

(17) Quechua 
ch' eqey 
seqe 

seq'ey 
seq'oy 
soqo 

Spanish 
'esparcirse' 
'chichas antes 
de madurar' 
'marcar, firmar' 
'ahorcar' 
'cana' 

English Translation 
'to relax, amuse oneself' 
, an unripe alcoholic 

beverage' 
'to mark, engrave' 
'to hang, kill by hanging' 
'white hair' 

l3AII of the data given here come from Cuzco Quechua 
(Cusihuaman, 1976) and were checked against Ayacucho Quechua 
(Parker, 1969), one of the mutually intelligible dialects to 
Cuzco. 
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Several factors complicate lowering. I provide data here 

illustrating that low vowels do not block lowering, and that 

most onset consonants (labials, non-sonorant alveolars, 

palatals, and velars) do block lowering, but that the same 

segments occurring as codas do not block lowering. I show 

further that the glides [w] and [y] and the velar [k] spread 

[+high] onto a following vowel. 

This section is outlined as follows. First I illustrate 

blocking by labials and palatals. Then I demonstrate that 

alveolar onsets ([s] and [t]) block lowering, but alveolar 

codas are shown to be transparent. Then I show that alveolar 

sonorants, the liquids ([r] and [1]) and the alveolar nasal 

[n], do not block lowering of high vowels, whether they occur 

as onsets or codas. I then provide forms showing that glides 

and the velar [k] crucially must spread [+high] to a following 

vowel. 

5.3.2.1 Lowering Blocked by Labials and Palatals 

In this section I examine Quechua data that illustrate 

blocking effects of labials and palatals. First, surface 

consonant segments in Cuzco Quechua are (/chl = [eli Ichhl = 

[ ch ], I shl = [ s] ) : 

(18) Consonants in Cuzco 

Stops: 
Glottalized Stops: 
Aspirated Stops: 

p 
p' 
ph 

t 
t' 
th 

ch k 
ch' k' 
chh kh 

q 
q' 
qh 
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Fricatives: s sh x h 
Nasals: m n fi 
Sonorants: w r y 
Laterals: 1 11 

Although the distinction between certain segments 

occurring as onsets or codas becomes important when discussing 

alveolars, that distinction is not relevant for labials or 

palatals. The data below shows that labials and palatals only 

occur as onsets in Cuzco. Figure (19) below provides examples 

with labial onsets blocking lowering (all of the examples 

except (19b) involve blocking by an onset [p]): 

(19) Labials Block Lowering: 

Quechua S12anish English Translation 

a. g012uy 'devolver' 'to return' 
b. g'emiy 'apoyar' 'to lean, rest' 
c. g'e12i 'cargar en 'to carry on the back, , 

la espalda' 
d. g'e12irikuy 'levantar un 'to carry something on 

objeto a la one's back' 
espalda' 

e. g'e12i y 'cargar en 'to carry a load on the 
la espaldas' shoulders' 

The next set of data illustrates that palatals exhibit the 

same behavior as the labials in (19). The data below shows 

that [ch] (20a-d), [fi] (20e-f), and [11] (20g-i) each occur as 

onsets and block lowering triggered by [q]: 

(20) Palatals Block Lowering: 

Quechua S12anish English Translation 

a. aygechiy 'hacer escapar' 'to make an escape' 
b. chogchi 'enclenque' 'sickly, wan' 
c. ch'elgchi ' jaspeado' 'veined, streaked' 
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d. legechu 

e. g'ofii 
f. g'ofiichiy 
g. ghelli 
h. ghellichay 
i. golliy 

'especie de 
gaviota pequefia' 
'caliente' 
'hacer calentar' 
'sucio' 
'ensuciar' 
'enterrar brasa 

candente' 

187 

'a species of small 
seagulls' 
'hot' 

'to get warm' 
, dirty, foul' 
'to dirty, soil' 
'to bury hot coals' 

The importance of noting whether a segment occurs as a coda or 

as an onset is illustrated in the next section with alveolars. 

5.3.2.2 The Behavior of A1veo1ars with Respect to Lowering 

In this section I illustrate that syllable position of 

certain segments explains why in one case a segment blocks 

lowering, and in another case the same segment is apparently 

transparent to lowering. First I show that alveolar onsets 

[s] and [t] block lowering. Then I show that alveolar codas 

are transparent. And finally, I show that sonorant alveolars 

are always transparent, regardless of whether they occur as 

onsets or codas. 

Consider the following data with onset [s]'s and [t] 's, 

where these onsets apparently block left-to-right lowering 

triggered by [q]: 

(21) Alveolar Onsets Block Lowering: 

Quechua SQanish English Translation 

a. ghosi 'azul verduzco' 'greenish blue' 
b. segsiy 'escocer' 'to sting, smart' 
c. t'ogsiy 'sefialar' 'to mark, point out' 
d. llogsipuy 'retirarse' 'to retire, withdraw' 
e. ch'useg 'lechuza del mal 'an owl that is a bad 

presagio' omen' 
f. musog 'nuevo' 'new' 
g. ghetuy 'friccionar' 'to rub, massage' 
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Next, consider the data in (22), where [s] occurs as a coda 

and critically does not block lowering (I have no examples 

with [t] as a coda). Only the coda [s] intervenes between the 

uvular trigger [q] and a possible vowel target (spreading from 

right-to-left), thus [s] is the only possible blocker here: 

(22) Alveolar Codas Are Transparent: 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Ouechua 

mosghokuy 
mosghoy 
pesgo 
p'osgo 

Spanish 

'sonar' 
'suefio' 
'pajaro' 
'agrio' 

English Translation 

'to dream' 
'a dream' 
'bird' 
'sour, disagreeable' 

Interestingly, while onset and coda obstruent alveolars behave 

differently with respect to lowering, sonorant alveolars are 

always transparent. (23a) and (23b) show [n] as an onset; 

(23c) through (23f) show [n] as a coda; (23g) and (23h) 

illustrate [1] as an onset, and (23i) and (23j) show [1] as a 

coda; finally, (23k) and (231) provide examples of [r] an 

onset, and (23m) through (230) of [r] as a coda: 

(23) Sonorant Alveolars are Transparent: 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

g. 
h. 

Ouechua 

gonoy 
ghenoy 

ongoy 
p'ongo 
p'engakuq 
tongor 

legle 
g'olota 

Spanish 

'prender fogata' 
'moler con mas 

fuerza' 
'enfermedad' 
'pozo' 
'vergonzoso' 
'traquea' 

'moco' 
'bolsa del 

testiculo' 

English Translation 

'to catch fire' 
'to grind fiercely' 

'sickness' 
'well, hole' 
'shameful' 
'windpipe, trachea' 

'brat' 
'testicles' 
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i. 
j . 

k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 

ch'elga 
olgey 

ghoro 
qesgeres 
perga 
horgokuy 
orgo 

'rana terrestre' 
'beber rapidamente' 

'mocho, mutilado' 
'lechuza' 
'pared' 
'zafarse' 
'cerro, montana' 

'frog' 
'to gulp' 

'maimed, mutilated' 
, screech or barn owl' 
'wall' 
'to slip away' 
'hill, mountain' 

In sum, lowering in the Cuzco dialect of Quechua has been 

illustrated above to involve: 

(24) Lowering in Cuzco: 

a. uvu1ars [q], [q'], [qh] trigger lowering of high 
vowels to mid vowels; 

b. lowering occurs from left-to-right and from right
to-left; 

c. the following segments block lowering: labial 
onsets, palatal onsets, obstruent alveolar onsets; 

d. sonorant alveolars are transparent to lowering; 
e. codas are transparent to lowering. 

A rule accounti~g for lowering of high vowels in Quechua would 

therefore have to account for the blocking effects of non

uvular onset consonants, with the added complications of 

separating alveolar sonorants and obstruents with respect to 

their effect on lowering, and the necessity of referring to 

the syllable positions of onset and coda. However, not all 

relevant data has been addressed to date. In the following 

section I illustrate that whether ve1ars and glides actually 

block lowering is indeterminate (Mejia, 1991, argued that 

velars block lowering); however, the data illustrates that 

velars and glides must spread [+high] to an adjacent vowel 

after lowering triggered by [q]. 
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5.3.2.3 Velars and Glides 

In this section I examine the behavior of velars and 

glides with respect to vowel lowering. I first demonstrate 

that velars crucially spread [+high] after [q] triggers vowel 

lowering. I then show that the same scenario applies with 

respect to the glides [w] and [y]. 

Before discussing the examples with velars and glides, 

note from the previous examples musog 'new' and chuseg 'an owl 

that is a bad omen' that a word-final [q] triggers lowering of 

the adjacent vowel, and that [s] is the onset consonant in 

each case. In the examples outlined below, I show that the 

configurations kVq, wVq, and ~ always result in the vowel 

being [+high]. 

Figure (25) below gives data including velars. Note in 

particular that examples (25b) through (25e) end in the 

sequence kug: 

(25) Velars: 

Quechua Spanish English Translation 

a. ayqekuy 'escaparse' 'to run away' 
b. churapakuq 'atrevido' 'bold, daring' 
c. munakuq 'amable' 'kind' 
d. noqaykuq 'nuestro' 'our' 
e. rikch'akuq 'parecido, similar' 'alike, similar' 

Now consider the data in (26) below, containing [w] «26a) 

through (26d», and [y] «26e) through (26f». Based on (26a) 

through (26c), we could argue that [w] simply blocks lowering; 

however, the forrnwisg'ay clinches the argument that [w] must 
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spread [+high] to the following vowel, because codas have 

already been shown to not block lowering. Furthermore, 

example (26e) is comparable to the kug examples given above, 

where word-final [q] is shown to trigger lowering in examples 

like musoa, but where the onset consonant of the syllable 

containing [q] (i.e. [y] here) spreads [+high] after lowering, 

deriving muyug: 

(26) Glides: 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 

Quechua 

lleqwi 
qhewi 
q'ewiy 
wisq'ay 

muyuq 
naq'oy 
q'oymi 
qhoyuy 

Spanish 

'menudo' 
'deccido' 
'torcer' 
'cerrar, tapar' 

'remolino' 
'abollar' 
'agrio' 
'silbar' 

English Translation 

'small' 
'fade, from sadness' 
'to twist, separate' 
'to close, shut' 

'swirl, whirlpool' 
'to dent, bump' 
'sour, disagreeable' 
'to whistle' 

With the additional information provided above from 

velars and glides, we see that accounting for lowering in 

Quechua is further complicated by the addition of a [+High] 

spreading rule, triggered by onset velars and glides, that 

crucially applies after lowering. 

The following generalizations need to be addressed in 

order to account for the Cuzco data provided above: 

(27) Lowering in Cuzco and [+High] Spread: 

a. uvulars [q], [q' ], [qh] trigger lowering of high 
vowels to mid vowels; 

b. lowering occurs from left-to-right and from right
to-left; 
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c. the following segments block lowering: labial 
onsets, palatal onsets, obstruent alveolar onsets; 

d. sonorant alveolars are transparent to lowering; 
e. codas are transparent to lowering; 
f. spread [+high] from onset velars and glides. 

This data was potentially problematic because Mejia (1991) had 

argued that [-high] spread was crucially blocked by velars, 

arguing that [high] had to report to the Dorsal Node. 

However, examination of the additional data provided above has 

demonstrated that, even if [-high] is argued to be the 

relevant f-element that spreads in Cuzco, the Cuzco data does 

not argue that [-high] must report to the Dorsal Node. 

5.4 Conclusion 

The point of this chapter has been to counter previous 

analyses representing possible refutation to the claim made in 

this dissertation that the height features [high] and [low] do 

not critically report to the Dorsal Node. Fanti (Sagey , 

1986), Kikuria (Odden, 1988), and the Ancash-Huailas dialect 

and Cuzco dialect of Quechua (Mejia, 1991) have been argued to 

crucially require that height features dock into the Dorsal 

Node, as others have claimed. However, further scrutiny of 

the data in each case has shown these proposed contradictions 

to not be contradictions at all. I have demonstrated here 

that Fanti /r / -assimilation is really better analyzed as 

Supralaryngeal Node spread (or, at the very least that Dorsal 

Node Spread does not account for all the alternations); that 

Kikuria height harmony involves local spreading of the feature 
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[+high]; and that Quechua lowering is local in Ancash-Huailas 

with no relevant opaque segments, and iterative in Cuzco, with 

opacity and transparency determined mostly by syllable 

position. 



Chapter 6 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This dissertation has focussed on examining partial vowel 

harmonies, cases where more than one, but less than all vowel 

features spread. The geometry in (1) resulted from a 

consideration of reduplication in the Petit Diboum dialect of 

Fe?-fe? Bamileke, partial translaryngeal vowel harmony in 

Tunica, and vowel harmony in Ewe. Reduplication in Petit 

Diboum indicated that the height features are located 

somewhere above the Place Node; Tunica partial trans laryngeal 

vowel harmony demonstrated that the height features are above 

the Place Node but directly or indirectly on the 

Supralaryngeal Node; finally, Ewe vowel harmony indicated that 

the height features report to a separate Height Node: 

(1) Height Node Geometry: 

. Height Node 
~ 

[high] [low] 

Root Node ------------
Node Laryngeal Node 

Place Node 

.~"'" Labial Coronal 
[round] [front] 

Dorsal 
[back] 

In Chapter 2 I illustrated that partial prespecified 

reduplication in Bamileke argues for removing the height 

features from domination by the Place Node. In Chapter 3 I 

presented an analysis for the contrast between Tunica partial 

trans laryngeal vowel harmony and Tiv total trans laryngeal 
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vowel harmony that provided crucial evidence for the location 

of the height features under the Supralaryngeal Node. In 

Chapter 4 I demonstrated that reference to the Height Node, 

and not to individual height features, accounts for vowel 

harmony and word-final vowel restrictions in Ewe. Finally, in 

Chapter 5 I explored phonological processes in Fanti, Kikuria, 

and Quechua that had been argued by others to require that 

height features report to the Dorsal Node. Upon closer 

examination of the data, I showed that analyses of these 

phonological processes do not require the dependency between 

the height features and the Dorsal Node as was claimed. 

I have followed Hyman (1988), Odden (1988b), and Clements 

(1991, to appear) in proposing a height node, but differ from' 

these proposals in two ways: (1) the Height Node reports to 

the Supralaryngeal Node; and (2) the Height Node is relevant 

for both consonants and vowels (for example, that palatals are 

specified as [+high] is crucial to the analyses of 

reduplication in Petit Diboum and prefixal harmony in 

Kikuria). What each of the partial vowel harmonies examined 

here have in common is that either specified place features or 

specified height features pattern to the exclusion of the 

other. That is, the trigger either spreads height features 

with the target's place of articulation remaining constant, or 

the trigger spreads place of articulation features and the 

target's height remains constant. The exact makeup of the 
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features or nodes that report to the Height Node and Place 

Node is not crucial, as long as the distinction between 

features that refer to tongue height and features that refer 

to place of articulation is maintained. 1 

The Height Node Geometry defines natural classes of 

vowels differently than, for example, Sagey's (1986) geometry. 

On the one hand, the Height Node Geometry predicts that 

harmony processes never make reference to [high] and [back] to 

the exclusion of [front]; either all three features pattern 

together (corresponding to the Supralaryngeal Node under the 

assumption that [high], [back], and [front] are the only 

specified vowel features), or [back] and [front] pattern 

together (by reference to the Place Node). On the other hand, 

assuming that a specified Dorsal Node in the Height Node 

Geometry corresponds to [+back] in Sagey (1986), Sagey's 

geometry predicts exactly that scenario, because both [high] 

and [back] report to the Dorsal Node. 

Although this dissertation has focussed on height 

features and arguments for removing them from the Dorsal Node 

and the Place Node, I have also differed from other proposals 

with respect to the features and nodes dominated by the Place 

Node. In this chapter I b~iefly discuss these differences, 

lFor example, the arguments presented in this 
dissertation say nothing about whether the features [anterior] 
and [distributed], if necessary at all, associate to the 
Coronal Node. 
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providing impetus for further research. In (6 .l) I 

demonstrate that the Height Node Geometry, as an articulatory 

model, also mirrors acoustic considerations. In (6.2) I show 

that assuming both [front] and [back] are available permits a 

more elegant explanation of glide formation in Southern 

Paiute. Finally, in (6.3) I demonstrate that the relationship 

between terminal features and articulatory nodes in the Height 

Node Geometry is redundant. I explore the idea that terminal 

features can be eliminated altogether, discussing the benefits 

of assuming unary nodes as opposed to terminal place features. 

Leaving out terminal place features means finding a way to 

characterize harmony processes that target vowels only; I 

suggest that harmony can be viewed as a suprasegmentally or 

prosodically related phenomenon. 

6.1 Acoustic and Articu1atory Correspondences in the Height 
Node Geometry 

Interestingly, separating height features and place of 

articulation features through separate nodes in the geometry 

parallels the suggestions made in Donegan (1976) and Lindau 

(1978) that vowels contrast by two parameters, vowel height 

and by frontness and backness (or 'coloring' (Donegan, 1976)}. 

Features dominated by the Height Node, and nodes dominated Py 

the Place Node have corresponding acoustic parameters: 

changes in height are reflected in first formant frequencies 

(high vowels have a low Fl, and low vowels a high Fl), and 
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changes in place of articulation correspond to second formant 

frequencies (front vowels have high F2 values and back rounded 

vowels have low F2 values) (Pickett, 1980, p. 53):2 

(2) 

1. 
e 
£ 
ce 

Front 
F2 
2150 
2000 
1850 
1700 

Vowels 
F1 
250 
400 
550 
700 

Back Vowels 
F1 F2 
250 800 
400 900 
550 1000 
700 1100 

u 
o 
::> 
a 

Examining the effects of back and round separately, backing of 

the tongue tends to lower only F2, whereas lip rounding lowers 

all formant frequencies (Pickett, 1980). The fact that both 

rounding and backing cause F2 to lower may explain the 

redundancy between back and round; i.e. that back vowels tend 

to be rounded and vice versa. Fronting of the tongue, on the 

other hand, causes F2 to be raised (Pickett, 1980). 

Interestingly, appealing to acoustic characteristics may 

also explain the relative strengths of grounded conditions 

utilized in this chapter: 

(3) Acoustic Correspondances for Groups of Features: 

a. [back], [front]: backing of the tongue lowers F2, 
whereas raising the front of the tongue raises F2; 

b. [back], [round]: backing of the tongue lowers F2; 
lip rounding in turn lowers all formants (Le. 
including F2)i 

2Rialland and Djamouri (1984) note that F1 is also the 
acoustic parameter for [ATR], providing further support for 
[ATR] as a height feature. 
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c. [front], [round]: raising the front of the tongue 
raises F2, whereas lip rounding lowers all 
formants. 

First, the features [back] and [round] (3b) intersect where 

they both lower the frequency of the second fo~ant, perhaps 

explaining why values for these two features are frequently 

redundant in languages. Furthermore, a possible explanation 

for grounded conditions on the features in (3a) being stronger 

than those in (3c) is that the directly opposite effects of 

[back] and [front] on the same formant frequency is more 

perceptually salient than the effects of [front] versus 

[round]. 

In sum, in this section I have noted an additional 

benefit of the Height Node Geometry; that the separation of 

height features from place features mirrors the different 

acoustic effects each set of features has. In particular, 

height features (i.e. raising or lowering the tongue) have an 

effect on first formant frequencies, whereas place of 

articulation features have an effect on second formant 

frequencies (although rounding lowers all formant 

frequencies) . 

In the next section I explore the benefits that including 

both [front] and [back], as opposed to one binary feature 

[back] or [front], give with respect to accounting for glide 

formation in Southern Paiute. 
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6.2 G1ide Formation in Paiute: Support for [Front] and [Back] 

One way in which the Height Node Geometry differs from 

other geometries is that it uses both [front] and [back] to 

represent front and back vowels respectively, in contrast with 

others who use the binary-valued feature [back] that reports 

to the Dorsal Node. However, assuming both [front] and [back] 

that associate to different articulator nodes (Coronal and 

Dorsal respectively), instead of [+I-back], allows us to 

propose a more elegant account of glide formation in Southern 

Paiute, where different default glides arise from front 

vowels, back rounded vowels, and back unrounded vowels 

respectively. 

Transitional glides are frequent in Southern Paiute when 

two vowels occur at a juncture; in particular, when a vowel 

immediately follows Ii, i, or ul (high front, high back 

unrounded, and high back rounded vowels respectively), a glide 

corresponding to the high vowel in place of articulation is 

inserted (Sapir, 1930).3 Figure (4) below includes underlying 

representations for morphemes that appear in a complex 

structure on the right. (4a) through (4c) illustrate 

insertion of a weakly articulated [1] after [i]; (4d) and (4e) 

show insertion of [y] after [i]; and (4f) and (4g) show 

insertion of [w] after [u]: 

3Many thanks to Megan Crowhurst for bringing this data to 
my attention. 
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(4) Southern Paiute Glide Formation: 

Underlying 
Representation 

a. ia-
b. pia-
c. -yi-ami-
d. qwaci-aIjA 
e. pu'i-'ai 
f. tua-
g. -yu-aIja 

Surface Form 

i'YapI 
piYanI 
nIa (i) yi YaminI 
qwaciyaIjA 
pu'iy'aiti 
tuwatwinI 
iviXuwaIja 

'planted, corn' 
'my relative' 
'I call them' 
'his tail' 
'having no eyes' 
'my son' 
'when he drank' 
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Representing Ii, i, ul as simply [front], [back], and [round] 

respectively predicts that different glides should surface for 

each place node, as the Southern Paiute data shows. (I follow 

Guerssel (1986) in assuming that glides and vowels do not 

differ with respect to feature content in underlying 

representation, and surface as either a glide or a vowel 

depending on language-specific and universal syllable 

structure requirements.) Utilizing [-back) (a Dorsal feature) 

to represent front vowels is odd for two reasons. First, such 

an assumption means that [-back] is defined with respect to 

[+back]. Whereas [+back] means actively backing the tongue, 

[-back] ('not backing the tongue') assumes that the opposite 

of backing the tongue is fronting the tongue, and not that the 

tongue is simply dormant. Second, it follows that front 

vowels should be Coronal, where Coronal is defined (by Sagey) 

to mean an articulation involving the front of the tongue (see 

Pulleyblank, 1989, for detailed discussion that front vowels 

are [+front), and not [-back]). 
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In the next section I show how, if we assume that 

tenminal place features are the only features to potentially 

associate to articulator nodes, including both tenminal place 

features and articulator nodes is redundant. I then explore 

the ramifications of removing the redundant infonmation from 

the geometry, i.e. removing tenminal place features. 

6.3 Articulator Nodes versus Terminal Features 

In Chapter 4 of her dissertation, Sagey recapitulates the 

following definitions for place of articulation nodes: 

(5) a. labial involving the lips as an active 
articulator; 

b. coronal involving the tongue front as an 
active articulator; 

c. dorsal involving the tongue body as an 
active articulator. 

Based on these definitions, Sagey proposes that the terminal 

feature [round] reports to the Labial Node, that the terminal 

features [anterior] and [distributed] report to the Coronal 

Node, and that the tenminal features [high], [low], and [back] 

report to the Dorsal Node. In Sagey's geometry, the terminal 

features provide the details of physical movement for each of 

the articulators in question. In the Height Node Geometry, I 

claim that the dichotomy between tenminal features and nodes 

is redundant and duplicates infonmation available from 

prosody. In fact, Sagey acknowledges that this type of 

redundancy between tenminal features and nodes occurs (p. 

138): ' ... redundancy rules will interpret a labial node in a 
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vowel as [+round] ... ,.4 The question arises, then, that if 

redundancy rules operate on some level where the distinction 

between consonants and vowels can be discerned, why have 

separate terminal features and articulator nodes at all? I 

propose here that each Place of Articulation Node has a 

different physical manifestation, depending on whether the 

segment in question reports to a mora or surfaces as an onset 

or coda (when codas are nonmoraic): 

(6) Definitions of Place of Articulation Nodes: 

Node Onset or Coda Mora 

Labial both lips touch, 1. ips are rounded 
or upper or lower 
l.ip touch another 
articulator 

Coronal tongue tip or body of the 
bl.ade touches in tongue is fronted 
the front of the 
vocal tract 

Dorsal back of the tongue body of the 
touches in the tongue is backed 
back of the vocal 
tract 

The same articulator is involved in each case, but the 

phonetic manifestation differs according to syllable position. 

Therefore, the definitions given for moraic positions 

correspond to terminal place features (e.g. [back], [front]), 

4However, the biggest challenge to this proposal (that 
there are no terminal features) comes from representing 
complex segments like labialized labials. I do not address 
this issue here. 
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whereas the ones given for onset and coda positions correspond 

to the articulator node. 5 In particular, referencing a Labial 

Node that reports to a mora corresponds to [round], whereas 

referencing a Labial Node that does not report to a mora 

corresponds to a consonant. Removing redundant terminal place 

features results in the following view: 

(7) Revised Height Node Geometry: 

Root Node ----Supralaryngeal Node Laryngeal Node 

PI,g,ce Node 
/~ 

Labial Coronal -Dorsal 

The redundancy between terminal place features and 

articulator nodes that results in the Height Node Geometry is 

not found in other geometries, where terminal place features 

report to intermediary nodes that in turn report to the Place 

Node (Sagey, 1986, 1988a; Schein and Steriade, 1986; Clements, 

SThese definitions are not without some additional 
problems, however. As D. Archangeli (p. c.) points out, it is 
not clear how to interpret definitions that appeal to syllable 
positions in languages where the onset and nucleus or nucleus 
and coda are argued to associate to one moraic position. It 
is not the case that moraic onsets or codas are actually 
vowels. Therefore, either further research into the physical 
manifestion of onsets and codas that associate to moraic 
positions needs to be done, or the definitions as given in (5) 
must be refined. 
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1987a; Pul leyblank , 1988a, 1988b; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 

1989; Yip, 1989; Hayes, 1990}:6 

(8) Terminal Place Features: 

La,ial 

[round] 

Place 
;7 

Coronal 

[anter~ 
[distributed] 

Dorsal 

[hi9hrfrlOWl 

[back] 

One of the main motivations for separating vowel features from 

consonantal features is that vowel features frequently 

interact, regardless of the number or quality of intervening 

consonants. For example, in KhalkhaMongolian, nonhighvowels 

become rounded after [0] or [0], regardless of the place of 

articulation values for intervening consonants. In 

particular, labial consonants do not block rounding, as seen 

in the following data (Odden, 1977; p. 190): 

(9) Rounding in Khalka Mongolian: 

Ablative 
xoino:s 
morino:s 
sonino:s 
xo:mi:t6:s 
boxixos 
olmi:gos 

Gloss 
'behind' 
'horse' 
'news' 
'fur on belly' 
'bowing' 
'instep' 

6Another proposal, not entertained here because 
variations on (8) are more widely adopted, is that a Secondary 
Place Node dominates [high], [low], [back], and [round], that 
in turn reports to the Place Node (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 
1987; Schlindwein, 1987a; Christdas, 1988): in this view, 
consonants are represented with the place of articulation 
features [anterior] and [distributed]. See McCarthy, 1988, for 
some arguments against this proposal. 
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Accounting for the form x6:mi:t6:s is potentially problematic 

for the Revised Height Node Geometry, but not for (8) above. 

Compare the following derivations. First, in (lOa) 

[+round] spreads past any and all consonants because no 

consonants are specified for [+round] ([i] 's are transparent 

to the rounding process, so are left unspecified in (10»: 

(10) a. 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 
PL 

[Round] Spread: 

x 6: mi: t s 
SL SL 
PL PL 
Labial Labial _-
I ...,.,..,.---....-
[+round]--

In (lOb), consistent with the Revised Height Node Geometry, 

Labial spread is incorrectly blocked by the word-internal [m] 

(*x6:mi:te:s) : 

(10) b. 
Tiers 
Root 
SL 
PL 

Labial Spread: 

x 6: rni: t 
SL SL 
PL PL 
I _-~/I 
Labia 1---- Labial 

0: 
SL 
PL 

s 

One possible solution is to take the claim that prosody makes 

the relevant distinctions between consonants and vowels a step 

further by assuming that harmony processes can target moras, 

rendering intervening consonants transparent to any vowel 

harmonies. That assumption gives the effect of consonants and 

vowels being on separate tiers, resulting in the following 

derivation for x6:mi:t6:s: 
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(11) 
Tiers 
Moraic 
Root 
SL 
PL 

Labial Spread: 

Jl 
x 6: 

SL 
PL I _ 
Labia~ 

mi: t 

----
J.1 
6: 
SL 

-PL 
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s 

Proposing that harmony processes have suprasegmental overtones 

is discussed in Hyman (1975). In fact, recall the discussion 

of lowering in Quechua in Chapter 5: data was presented there 

indicating that the distinction between on5~ts and codas was 

crucial to determining the transparency and opacity of 

consonants. Other examples where syllable boundaries or 

syllable position play a crucial role in the application of 

vowel harmony are Lango (Woock and Noonan, 1979; Pulleyblank, 

1991) and Chumburung (Snider, 1989). In Lango, the harmony 

domain is crucially defined as only two syllables; and in 

Chumburung, the spread of [round] from right-to-left across 

words is not blocked by onset consonants, but is blocked by a 

coda consonant. Further examination of the Chumburung data 

has in fact indicated that codas are moraic in Chumburung, 

signifying that round harmony references the moraic tier in 

the same way that stress algorithms reference the moraic tier 

for differences between heavy and light syllables. 7 

7The suggestion that syllabification and syllable 
position have an affect on feature content is actually 
uncontroversial. Consider, for example, It6's (1986) 
dissertation, where filters make specific reference to 
syllable position (e. g. codas) and a particular feature value. 
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I maintain that duplicating the effects of the prosody is 

not necessary. 8 Interestingly, Clements' (to appear) 

conception of feature geometry would result in a very similar 

model to the Revised Height Node Geometry, if the duplication 

between referencing consonant features and vowel features is 

removed (it is not clear whether aperture features (tongue 

height features) are ever relevant for consonants under 

Clements'model): 

Consider also that 'schwa', the 'featureless' vowel, 
frequently occurs in stressless positions. Finally, 
Williamson (1977) discusses the correlation between, for 
example, syllable position and weakening of consonants. 

8In terms of the 'mechanisms' needed to support such a 
claim, one possible way to account for cases where all vowel 
features spread across any number of consonants is to claim 
that harmony occurs before syllabification takes place. Such 
a claim rests on the assumption that features are organized 
into a geometry only when joined into the syllable. Because 
vowels are usually specified with moras in underlying 
representation and then project a syllable node (Hayes, 1989), 
vowel features are organized first, while consonantal features 
are unorganized feature complexes until syllabified as onsets 
or codas. Such a proposal would extend Archangeli' s (to 
appear) argument that, in Yawelmani, a syllabification 
algorithm consisting of basic syllabification and Weight-by
Position (Hayes, 1989) is necessarily broken up by rules of 
vowel harmony and vowel lowering. The suggestion made here is 
that basic syllabification can be further broken down to 
syllable position mapping instructions that may be interrupted 
by harmony rules. 
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(12) Clements (to appear) : root 

C-place 

----~~~~~~~~»~-~ 
[labial] [coronal] [dorsal] [radical] vocalic 

aperture 

Clements claims that the vocalic node reports to the C-Node 

higher up in the geometry because of how frequent vowel 

features interact with and interact across any number of 

consonants in languages. 

6.4 Conclusion 

The Height Node Geometry argued for in this dissertation 

was motivated by the analysis of partial vowel harmony 

processes in several languages. Taking the Height Node 

Geometry as the point of departure, and as suggestions for 

further research, I have considered the effects of redundancy 

and prosody on the cohception of geometries. In particular, 

I have suggested that the dependency between terminal features 

and articulator nodes in other geometries may not be 

necessary, and can be derived from other aspects of the 

phonology: prosody will differentiate consonants from vowels, 

and phonetics will spell out the different physical 

manifestations of the place of articulation nodes for 

consonants and vowels. 
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